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• " .TERRACE -=. City c0uncil's tee's recommendation iati-/,i~i. 
Comi~ittee 0f the Whole met in: meeting next M0nday night..i! i(/. t .......... ,i 
camera. 'Monday •night for 
iWh~it Was to be the last meeting 
everto hash out the futureof the 
pool expansion. project: After 
-much ~-:~scussi0n,, their• :recom- 
mendati0n to council is to re- 
tender the project, more or less 
as is, but with the deletion of 
some Of the niceties like extra 
tJl~S and'Windows. • 
A¢c0rding to mayor Jack+Tai- .
stra,+the c6mndttee wasn't "op: 
timistic", tha~:: the::r final cost 
would be much.less but he-flays 
the committee + decided that one 
l~t.try should be made to save 
the project. But if the cost is still 
too high; he says, then the pro- 
ject will' likely::: be scrapped. 
When +:the ::idea Of+ a p0ol/ 
expanmon project was first' in,!:.i 
+troduced in •late i986, it didn't •
receive a great deal of pubfici~+ ~+i 
The idea. was diSCussed,/nur- 
tured+'and developed, however, ~ 
and, :a Nov..: 18, 1987, public 
meeting was called to show off 
architectural drawings and  dis- 
cuss ! thepro jec t . .  
• At this point, the+ projectin- 
eluded a 10 meter wading/teach-+ 
ing pool, a whirlpool, new sauna 
facilities, a new suntanning 
room, an expanded weight lift- 
ing room and repairs to the 
roof. The .only concerns ex- 
pressed by the one or two 
residents who showed for this 
Ano~.er. consideration, T.ah. tra meethig, involved-the.spread of 
said: IS that thecity:hasstill:to infectious:diseases; competition 
+h~ on~i~+GoB.C.:funding.ap- With~Mount ~on HOtl springs i 
~ ":::l~fi~fion'•~Vhieh co uld:m:~er~0ne •" and,+ by, oneiresident; whether 
i ~d of the total-~project~ ~cost.i .~ :~ i , .~ ,~! i ,~t t~, .  
This money wo~d be in addition spent on: sideWal~s and PaYe:: 
• : t6~ tSe~.:.ap~r0~ateiy ~$130~,000-.,ment:-:~?+ L" ~ i~'/i:'~ "77i~i/-'ii::'i' ( f: i ' '  
i: that ren i~ .0f: a$162,000 Expo  :': :In respo~e t6~ these concerns, 
Legacy grantafter paying theat -• residents Were told health mat- 
chitect for work done on the . te'rs w~re covered bY gove~rnment . 
project to date. • regulations, the Terrace pooi is 
Available-0Ptions that have primarily involved in training 
+been +discussed in+-the past and and. organized sports and the 
. i n are sUllope to council include: entire roof of the pool •would 
have to be replaced anyway if scrapping it;+re-designing it;go 
ahead withl i f  the way it's de- 
signed, and do something else 
that hasn't even been planned 
yet. A suggested project that 
falls into the latter category isa 
community center. But the final 
decision will be made when 
council considers the commit- 
condensation problems weren't 
corrected "withina few years". 
Those presentwere .also told 
that attendance and .revenue 
would rise and operating costs 
drop.• In fact a 25 percent in- 
crease in attendance and reve- 
continued on page 23 
• .  , -  , , , , , ,  , '  
Chinese New Year,wascelebrated~ at the Terrace Public 
Library r lastweekend and one, of eight-year-old Catherine 
Audet's contributions was this mask. StOW on page 16. • 
1 Two dead 
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i, n mine.  . -. . .i :. +- .~. 
• explosion-., 
An: underground explosion 
hasi!t~/~[t~two men-dead and an- 
• othe~:~e~::injured. The acci- 
dent: occurred at the Newhawk 
mining property about 12 miles 
northwest of Stewart at about 1 
p.m. last Thursday. Dead are 
mine foreman Claude Weber of 
Richmond and Canadian Mines 
Development supervisor Otto 
Sawatsky of +Winnipeg. Two of_ 
the •injured were treated and 
released while 20-year old Mike 
Anderson of Terrace remains in 
hospital With multiple fractures. " 
According to Stewart coron- 
er Russell Earl, the two supervi- 
sors had just entered a main 
underground rift, leaving two +- 
Newhawk employees behind to 
collect samples, when an under- 
ground magazine xploded, l-le., 
descaihed.the bls~+ as "substan. 
~ flaP' and powerful, enough' to 
discharge debris from the en- 
trance to the mine. He said that 
a third employee in the vi+cinity 
of the blast suffered from smoke 
inhalation. " 
The injured workers were 
helped to the surface by .other 
mine employees who had been 
working in an area .of + the mine 
remote from the blast and trans- 
continued on page 23 , 
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Truck loggers resist 
unionization efforts 
TERRACE -- Independent log- NWLA secretary AI Bishop 
ging truck operators in the Ter- said after the meeting, "We've 
race, Kitimat, Hazelton and decided to stay with our associa- 
Stewart areas have decided to tion. It's representing us quite 
resist a two-pronged • rive to well." 
unionize their association. The IWA, according to local 
On Feb. 2 Local 1-71 of the spokesman Joe Mallia, is seek- 
International Woodworkers o f  ing certification for the truckers 
America announced an "all-out so the union can undertake ne- 
organizing campaign" directed gOtiations for haulage rates with 
at independents from the Queen the sawmills and pulp mills the 
Charlotte Islands to Hazelton. operators haul for, obtaining a 
The announcement ci ed previ- standardized rate. Bishop, how- 
dug efforts in other areas of ever, said the NWLA is current- 
B.C. which failed because the ly negotiating rates with Skeena 
provincial '-'.labor board (now Cellulose and experiencing "no 
the Industrial Relations Coun- problems". 
cil) has refused to allow truckers Truckers who haul to mills in 
to have a union", the B.C, northern interior .re- 
The statementwent on to say, cently opted for union represen- 
"We have tried to*~:qrganize~ tafion -- with the Teamsters - -  
within the law and failed, now became they found themselves 
we will use our muscle to help unable to make a living at the 
the workers in our industry." rates being paid, but Bishop 
Molt of the local truckers indicated the situation is .quite 
don't • appear to want that help'+ different in this area. 
though - -  at a meeting Feb. 4 In order to add punch to the 
:~mn~? No, Wit 8 t lW Ramzi Ismail, the ultreaound members of the Northwest Lng, orpnizingddve, lWApresident 
te0hnOIoOiet from Mills Memorial Hoepltal, demonstrating 8¢n.; ++Asmdation turned ulde Jack Munro.will.be. in Temce 
+~/~Opi~~(-¢~lo, Pulm0n~:+~uscita|ion) on a doii at ihe ~ .~he+~nS efforts of both Feb, 12 t6~~ the local 
~nt.Termce Health Fair, 8tory 
1-71 represents about 500 
millworkers and loggers in the 
Northwest. 
Bishop said the NWLA has 
over 60 companies 'oh +its mem- 
bership list, representing about 
250 drivers, owner-operators 
and contract loggers. 
Attempts to organize inde- 
pendent truckers in the past 
have run into difficulty because 
of the definition of "dependent 
contractor" in the Industrial Re- 
lations Act, which specifies that 
a unionized organization has to 
be dealing with a single employ- 
er. Most • logging truck operators 
deal with a number of different 
mills. 
A representative for the 
Teamsters in Prince GeOrge, 
however, said that union has 
found methods of overcoming 
that difficulty. "We've found 
some ways to do business," said 
Ed Melntosh. He also indicated 
that union reps will be in this, 
area in the near future ~ in :  
effort to sign up the ~ n .  • 
+ on l~gO 1,5,+ . . . .  • ~ IWA and+the Teamsters.• membership. Mallia udd Local/d~ts with thek union. 
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abortion 
issue . . . .  
:Following ProLife's marking 
of the first anniversary o f  the 
SupremeCourt of Canada's de- 
cision to ruiethe country's abor' 
ti0n laws invalid, MP Jim Ful- 
ton was• asked when he thinks 
the Tory .government will bring 
forward new legislatiom His an- 
swer: YThey will have to re; 
spend fairly soon." 
Fulton wouldfi't speeulate on 
what, that legislation might be 
but he was critical:Of the'govern- 
ment's handling of the issue thus 
far."He faulted Prime Minister 
Bfian.:Mulroney .onhis lack+of  
presence.. " in Parliament when his r,. 
government failed to. pass :rec- 
ommendations dealing with the- 
issue, last summer, He  said he 
would=bring forth some ideas 
but was too busy to vote," says- 
Fu l ton .  - 
Headds that Mulroney hasn't 
3 
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.... At latest report, Terrace ROMP were Investigating the cause of this accident .Friday afternoon near the Sande. " I 
. Overpass. At about 5 p.m., a logging trucklost its load while turning west onto Highway16 off-the overpass , . scat - . . .  
tering logs across the sidewalk and down an embankment behind the Skeena Mall. No onewas Injured; butthere . - . . . .  
was some minor damage tothe backwall  Of the mall: o " - 
• .. . 
z 
Anyone who has considered 
establishing a home-based busi- 
ness but doesn't knowwhere to 
start will have a chance to get 
some. information and advice 
this weekend..-.... . . . . . .  
The City of Terrace, the Ter- 
• . • , . 
really changed*h is  position *and 
at 
still refuses to make a public " " -' dr+m.~d wl • + tions onbth3k~ ': 635- 3 ~ or John Pousette. at • . . .  . • v ~ , , , ~  ~. ,~-  . .  , . .  : . . . . .  : '~  . . . .  .+" r  • '~ +<-.;* . : '~-~ .~ , ; - "  • - .+ .  • decision..."Mulroney Continues race and District Chamber of Saturday hours are8:30 a.m. to ~i h . ed h,siness will also be ad- contact Bobble ,~ Ph i l l i ps  
Commerce and the  Ministry. of 12:30 p.m. b ! ~ . . . . . .  ~ ...th sec  ..+. -~t. +; . .~  . 
to falIback onthe courts," says • . . . . .  Workshop ~': i , 635.6311. • Fulton; referring to challenges Regtonal~Deyelopmen t ar e JoInt- . topics include keeping," pricing, estimating 
presently.before the, c0urts. But I ' : " `~ . . . . . .  I :~' " : ' :~  ' ~ ' ' "" " " ' L ' ~ " ~ ' ' '~ :*~ 
he acl&,that Ministe* o f .Hea l th  +:.:!~: Weati~r~grl ~Jan. 30 ' Feb. S, 1909. i[i 
Pe .rrin:]Beatty and  Minister of "+ / "  + ; " . . . .  : , : ; :  ,: ::~ ! : / ' ; :  /r,+ i
$~sdce Dour Lewis will have to : . _~_ ::2 ~ , i~  + ~'~ ;!~ :~11 
introdu~i further resolutions ~nt.ea0 ' _mi:: t..~ ~ ©~ know :!:+ I~IU i~.i i:: ;!:i; ; !]. 
sOOIL ::  ;~: " ' '  " :-'" / :" •Jan'31 -•7  • • -20  :4©m•eno w• :::•+•:•/?~ "::•!; 'i!! I•:~ •: /•• • • ~ 
• Althou~h the outcomere-  : : Feb : . .1" - le  - le  nll . + !~i:i:i+:;•;..•:.!+ : ~?~•: iS  N, i 
" " "-+ " ' - - '  n disa Feb 2 "-. +.;14 -18  -+ nll ' + : + 't+ /r;::)+":-: ~ .: :;:/:+'*~"':'~/+,*:C.,:++:'' ~l  mains to oe seen, ~'ULtO - Feb" 3 -'11 . -19 +. nil . ;"-++?.+:. ; :~ :  ' -  +- . 
grees with ProLife'sclalm that ' Feb: 4 u10 • v17_* : n!l + , .:.:. .+:. +!! i:+ +"+ii::..+?;,: i:.;!? .. . . . . .  I :  
the defeat0f last summer 's  rec- Feb, 5 . -  0+ ,: -1,5 + ni l  " ; " :+: " ;+:  ~+ + " I ~ . p ~  -+t+~.mm+ 
ommendations howed strong Fomcast .S tay ingC learandc01d,  Wlndy ;~t ,mos!  A f te r - '  I/ : . " - Foreemstreriod. 2 / /2 -2 /~1~9 . " 
ProL i fe ,  support .  "The  majonty  noon  h ighs  o f  -T0r . -  8; Overn ight lows  o f  " ' r  i7 / '  " "' : . :  [ AR IES  ' Increased responslbilitie~ in~y~hrprbfessionai ~ 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 affairs bring you in contact with Some influcntial 
of cabinet hat voted didn't ne- , ' : ' " . . . .  ' " I people.Yourfuturelooksrosy. ';. ' ~-•, • '* ' :  
Home business cou*rse on this: Weekend : 
ly sponsoring an eight-hour coming an entrepreneur, choos- sales, cost control and making a 
workshop on running a business i~ig a business, putting together profit.- There will also be a 
from the comfort of home; The a business plan and doing mar-  workshop on business manage- 
course will be held Feb. 10 and ket surveys. Planning 'sessions ment. : 
11 at Northwest Community will cover market ing strategy, . . . .  
College. The Friday sessiongoes production and operations, Registration fee for the course 
from 5:30• to 9:30 p.m. and the " Financial-aspects of a home---is$20.-For-further information 
.cessarily vote ProLife," says 
Fulton. •"That's open to inter- 
pretation. Their vote was against 
the proposal, not abortion." • 
McDonald's 
planning 
to expand 
The local ~onomy is good, 
CMHC fists the Terrace con- 
struction'indust~ as the healthi- 
est in the Northwest, and this is 
good news for many local busi- 
nesses --  particularly McDon- 
ald's, McDonald's manager, 
Malcom Hilcove, + announced 
Yesterday that his business is 
expanding by 90 seats. 
Acc, ordin8 to Hilcove, the 
restaurant was been too small 
right from the start, especially at 
! iunchtime and on weekends, and 
t w i th . the  present state of the 
economy the time for expansion 
is:i fight, He says that construc- 
t ion should begin about mid- 
March and will involve turning 
the present  outdoor .  pat io into  
ran; im:loo~ restaurant. He:adds 
l l i l gMl ,~ aV  ~ . " " 
{ J  will =be adds d to both sides of 
't 
I 
the Perfect Weddiny 
WELCOME WAGON BRIDAL PARTY 
The pur]po,se of the Party is to help the bride-to-be 
plan her ~edding. " ~.~ 
'~ "At  the Party, there will be  
' useful gifts for each bride-to-be 
j ~ in addition to many helpful wed- 
.~  ding hints. There is no cost or 
obligation to the bride-to-be for 
this WelcomeWagon service. 
If your wedding is 3 or more 
mo+++.=+,or ,o+ 
Welcome Wagon Party imvlta~, 
tiOn. ' 
Alma Joachln 
638-1204. 
I i 
TAURUS Obstacles are swept aside, making itpossible for 
Apr. 20.Mny20 you to achieve your g0al in an intellectual or 
• , . cu l tu ra lpursu i t .  
GEMIN I  Mucht ime is consumed in  group  or  par tnersh ip  
May 21-June 20 matters. Taxes and insurance records should be 
reviewed and revised, 
An enduring relationship between you and a 
partner is Strengthened as you are faced with dif- 
ficult decisions. 
C,~lorgenization makes for a lighter work load. 
Sensible'diet and:exercise patterns are very im- 
portant for your well.being. 
• , ; • , .  
!/Romance Could come ifi the form of a surprise 
encounter with• an acquaintanc e fro m the past. 
Domestic affairs may seem burdensome. Keep 
yourself occupied in things that give you pleasure; 
Joinin activities. 
Yourpowers'~6fmental concentration are keen. 
Structured intellectual pursuits are favored. 
Astrologicalstudiesbringhtewinsight. 
Limitations in financlal dealings can be frustrat- 
ing. You will really earn your rewards. Your' 
sense of values is enhanced. 
Cooperation from assodatesis hard to come by. 
Concern for tSe feelings and needs of others is 
br6ught home to you. 
The power in the unconscious mind begins to 
surface. Realization brings an inner peace, lntui- 
tive f+/culties are in play. 
You maybe called on for advice in organizational 
activities. Rely on vour inner awareness of uni- 
CANCER 
• June H-July 22 
LEO 
J u ly  ~-Aug. 22 : 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept,23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO " 
Oct. 23-Noy. 21 : ++ 
SAGITTARIU8 
Nov. 22-1i)~; 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb .  lg .Mmr .  20  
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Victims assistance 
° .  
seeks volunteers: 
All the groundwork is  in The volunteers can expect to be " 
place, the.connections have been doing short-term counselling,, 
made, and now the,Terrace Vic-. helping with referraisl to. com- 
tiros: Assistance Program • is munity agencies,.accompanying 
looking .f0r<.people'in the corn- victims tocourt,..assisting-with 
' ,  ,". - munity: :who want to .help. the applications for'criminal injury _ 
• i !victims"0f cr ime and perhaps ' compensationi:pe~cebonds ..an.d 
• -- learn something and.have~..some other court orders, and a variety 
.rewarding experiences doing.it, of.other functions to" help -vic- 
' . .: = .TVAP coordinatoi: Karen. tiros in the judiciaiand emotion- 
Walker 'says, the .program has allprocess of recovering .from 
• received "excellent" response the effects of crime. • . . . . .  
from.the existing social services .After issuing~ grants to::help : 
organizations in .Terrace,. . but: establish .victims assistance, . , •.. pro-:..... 
now it.needs as ta f fo f  volun-.: grams inseveral B.C.c0mmum - 
te6rs,.to get things.going. • ties, the. Ministry o f  Attorney 
• :When asked' what S0.r t of~p~" General. set up a toll4ree Hne.--. 
pie w0uld fit. into .the program, 1-800-VICTIMS-" t0take Calls':. 
Walker.. rei~lied,"'We're, looking 'from victims and refer.them to ,  
.for'. responsible people,., people ai~propriate;-;agencies'. The : l ine-: .  
who:know the meaningof confi= handl~L 2,000 calls, in its first- - 
dentialRy, Who have the-best... yeax. " " " -- - ' 
interests, of the  victims: at Wa lker  said some o f  :those 
heart,:'pe0ple of good .moral calls Were referred to her, and " 
.character.". - " .... others Were :. referred directly, to 
• She::said itwil l  ~- take between one of the local service agencies, - 
":i0 and 15 Volunteerst0 make the that,have become p~t~p~::,the 
programworkwell.::Those:who- TVAP network. " :~:~:~'!:~;~i~i= : 
are chosen will receive 30 to 40 Anyone interested in further 
hours of locally based training 
.sp/ead over six.weeks. 
,"They Will be dealing, with 
people whose fives have been 
affected by crime," she said: 
Production can ell( 
. ~ ;  . .~ ,.~ ..~.~:.,, _ 
- . 2 " "  % " " 
information on becoming  a"#ol- 
untcer for. the Terrace Victims 
Assistance Program can contact 
Katen  Walker  or Est. Ewen 
Harvie at 638-0333. 
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A donation from one good causo to another - -  onMonday, Terrace Child Development Cen- 
: ire administrator Margot Hayes took delivery of a cheque for $200 from Kermode Friend' 
ship Society chairman Ron Bartlett. Hayes said the Society didn't specify a use for the 
money, so!t goes into next year, s budget. 
Terrace Little Theatre icpresentativcs announced yes 
that due to unfor~een'CiPTun~stances,~they havebeen 
to cancel six performances of "la~es:in Rg~ement" 
uled for the last two weekends in February." 
The. production.has been put o f f  until the. fall, with per- : 
form ance: dates.:now :set:"l'Or.~'.'~e :last. tW6"~:~veekends • in il 
. . , . ,  . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . - ~ , , . : .  .,. 
.September, ", . • -: .. .. . 
i 
IF NOT... R: " 
CALL•635-3444 AND ASS: FOR RAiNE 
tl 
- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting " : 
- ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Conversions i~n major 
packages including ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
J RAINER GIANNEUA SYSTEMS, P.O. BOX 621, 1~.HRACE B.C.,VaG 4B8 
(604) 635-3444. 
• o lansered  Super 670 
Takes on the 
Heavyweights! 
Jgh 
lass 
e 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THEJONsERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
i rm~ RIVER INDUSTRIES (TERRACE) LTD. ' 
513.0A HIGHWAY le  WEST : 651i-7:18:1 - 
- .  " I I " I I I l l  I [ " I ~ % 
THORNHILI. SUBARU 
DL 70,11 
I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ : :  . . . . . . . . .  
.,,, 3026.Highway 16 1~5-7286 
I 
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' A monument . . to  . • , - ~ . . . ~ 
" Now that the episode involving Peter Martinson and " P lV~:  ! , , l l l |  i "  . . . . .  " . 
his offer of. free taxidermyser vices to  the .cityis over, we:, . " B 
:. wonder  i f  there is anything to be learned fromthissaga, . . . . .  o f~ ~"S 
other than ,,nice guys finish last". Martinson told us :: p ~ l  
recently that he intends to abandon legalaction against ' L ': 
the city, seeing nothing to l~e gainedthrough:that ~:  : i~i: : : :  ' " 
Martinson, who operates Bernard Mountain: Taxi- ~ I  ~ ..... *~::'~ 
dermy, came across a Kermode bear when it. was ... , ., ~ :  ~....-: ~ . :  
brought intohim bY a hUnter,las~.yea r:The~bear wa~-il. ~ ~ - . . . . . .  ; 
legally shot and Martinson immediately turned it in to ~ ~  ._..:~:-:=~:,,:~::' ::- .---~--::::.- . ~ . _ ,  .... --:=::-::=~ .::~.~.-,~ 
. the local conservation officer. At that point Martinson ~ ~ h 
proposed to the C:O. that the bear be given to the city as o ~. !  
a gift, with free stuffing and mounting'thrown in. It 
, seemed l i ke  a good  idea  - -cer ta in ly :bet ter  than  leav ing  
' thecarcass at the local landfill to remind its fellow bears , ,~  
of shortcomings in their legal protection - -  and the C.O. 
:~: made the offer to the city onbehalf of the Crown. Mar- / 
tinson,s return on the effort would be having the bear ~ / 1 1 
i displayed in the Chamberof Commerce tourist informs- [ 
i: lion office with a, plaque giving appropriate credit to his 
~. taxidermy skills. 
!~ At that point the' city's administrator, Bob Hallsor, ~] r~ ~.1~ ,~, . , , . /  .~ ~ - 
c0uld'see problems lurking over the horizon: could a 
:'~ dollar valuebe placed on this "gift"?.and if so,  eu.,,e .uay . : , .  could 
the city be taken tO taskfor award.ing a "contract" __  . i . , '  
" t ~ ' 
I without notifying Martinson's only competitor inthe Perspec. ryes -~ 
I local animal-stuffing business, Roger Britton? One of i. 
Halls0r's functions is looking gift bears in themouth in '~ " " " ' " ~ ~:i 
order to keep the city's legal flanks protected, so in the by Bob JsOkman " , .  
' absence, of any applicable po!icy ,.: (is =there .any ' 
municipality in Canada that actually-has,a .policy-on - " 
rece iv ing  dead.bears?)  Ha l l sor  repor ted ly ,undertook  an- .,; The suggestion that one lions (Ireland and Scotland in dollar, rather than being ira- : 
informal draw. Britton won. might perhaps have a prejudice the early 1990,s), the religiously pounded. I remember eading, 
or pofitically persecuted (Douk- only a couple of months ago, ' or two tucked away seems to 
In response to Martinson'.s object ions the issue made elicztmore Of a response from hobours, Mennonites and Mar- an article in Legion magazine 
• an appearance and sever.al return engag.em, ents in c~ty people than suggestmns o f  mons), and others who see our that condemned these people, 
councd 'scomm.] t tee l .abynnth ,  but  the dectmonstood .  In problems inlocal .government. country aseither escape or op- these Canadians, my friends, as 
the end, the e~ty gmned a .bear, Roger Britton got a .~ Have we perhaps becorne so portunity, being wholly unworthy ofthe 
publ ic  display,  and ,  incredibly,  Peter Mart inson =" who. accusiomed to inadequacy in Nobody can have'thelast ski. .compensation that our govern- - 
.had the idea to  begin with - -  got noth ing,  other than a ,our elecIed officials and gov- cabin in Colorado, or the last ment finally recognized as be- 
substant ia l  dose  o f  cynic ism concern ing the operat ions  .ernment bureaucracies that we beachfront property on Lakelse ing due..~ • • nolonger rise in indignation Lake. Is it realistic to expect, Is the swing to political con- 
o f  local  government .  because our parents or grand- servati~m in our country giving- 
~, It could-.be argued thatMartinson's idea was self- when conflict of interest or • " biased decision-making occur? parents came to Canada, that the neo-Nazi mentality the con- 
serving, but if his intentions were solely to augment his Are we resigned to increasing we have now attained the right fidenceto bring prejudice out 
, others? of private conversation and 
" "  ~ ' t  
busmess he:wouldn have Suggested the city as recipient tax burdens without evidence to deny 
of the- gift, but Transport Canada: most of the well- of any. accountability or back into the public domain7 
moneyed o f fshore  hunters don ' teven  set foot  in Terrace responsibility, or even jusfifica- . I remember gettihg on an Jim Keegstra, the Aryan lion of spending?'Are we pre- airporl~ shuttlebus during the Brotherhood, Jack Volrieh, 
cont inued on page 23 pared to.accept expenditures time that East Indians fleeing Eric Nicol and others like them 
, - . .  " - for major construction projects Idi Amin's. reign of terror in would prefer.wedid not forgive 
" : _ _ . _  A . . . .  without so muchas a • Uganda were arriving in Van- and forget. Others would • 
C = ~  prioritization of needs'/Ap- couver. The bus driver was prefer we just didn't talk about 
" . . .  : ~ ,  parently, yes. • almost vicious in his treatment the subject. I'm not so sure we 
Terrace Review ~PI~ But shouldsomeonesuggest-, of theseHnglish-speaking, ob- shouldn't rem.ember, notso : 
• that wemight have a-bias, . ,viously.weil-bred, upper- much which country or which 
~uo " ' based in many cases on such middle-class passengers. One religious group or which racial 
Second.class mall • Estal011shed May 1, 1985 . .  registration No. 6896. super f i c ia l  differences as skin asked, "What have I done to origin was involved, but rather 
The Terrace Review Is pub l i shed  A .  material eppeadng n the Terrace Review Is coIour or national or ion - -  to you, sir?" The driver didn't the process that allowed these 
each Wednesday by protected under Caddish copyright Re, tetra. 
Close-Up Business Services Ltd. lion No. 362775 and cannot legally be repro- that we can respond, answer. I don't think he. had an events to occur. What creates 
duoed for any reason withOUt permission of the an Adolf Hitler. Idi Aniin, 
- Publisher: publeher. " I had expected, even invited, answer. 
Mark Twyford em~ ,,~ oM.m.. ~eve.rt),L..~ '..~.pto~ a response, to the wording in I remember talking far into Ayatollah Khomeini or Stalin?' 
on the condition tha i  II1 1iris event o: , - -  
,,. ,. Editor: typographies! rror, that portion of the advertla, last week's column. Many o f  the night, many nights, with .., 
Michael Kelly. Ing space ooouplecl by the. ~oneous)tem,wlll 
' :~  not  be  charged  for, but  the  oa,mce o! me saver, the words I used are seldom Japanese-Canadian friends • Don't bl~tme the present 
,,~;>- staff R0porter: .tlemment will be ptld for at the applicable rate. " • : ' <.(;'?.~.: Tod Straohan Advertleenl must assume r tponelblllty for er- seen in the newspaper, about thezr internment during Mayor for the City's debt load 
:~ ~"' Advertising Manager: ram In any cluslfled ad which Is supp l ied  to the  a l though '  they-do appear World War l l .  They under- jumping from three to six 
.-~ Tensed Review In handwritten form. 
Mar J  Twyford m compliance with the S C. Humln Rights ACt, regularly in private conversa- stood that wartime security million dollars. I've told the 
i";i~ii::i!)~':Advertlelng Consultant: .no advertisement will be published wtlch ' dls0rlmlnites against i  person  due.to age. race. lion. The purpose behind the demanded their removal from person who keeps spreading 
.~ ' i  '~ " ' Darol GIIham " • re l ig ion ,  Color, sex ,  nattonal i ty ,  aneeste /or  p lace  racial and ethnic epithets was the Coast, they understood that this oral fertilizer several times, 
..... " . . . .  Typesetting: of oag),. ' Oarrle Olemn 4535 Grelg Avenue. simple - -  to point out hoW families had to be separated, though' he doesn't seem to 
~ Production Manager: Terrace, B.C. many of us belong to groups with some going to Ontario comprehend, that the com- 
.~),:.: Jim Hall VgG 1M7 which have at one time or and others to B.C. Interior mitments to build the .~ewage 
.... ;::<, .... Production: Phone: ~-78,10 another been the object of deft- communities like New Denver, treatment plant ($1,000,000) 
.... "<' :,i:,, ...... . Alvin Stewarl, Gill, Linde Mercer = , sion by others, they understood that they must and the RCMP building 
Office: om ~, .~~ The Canadian cultuzal face sometimes brutal condi- ($2,000,000) were made before 
In Can~llt ~4,00 
.~ , : . i i : :C : ; : : : .  Car r ie  C leon  out of Caned, $80g0 mosaic has been emiched am- lions in unheated, shacks during Jack Talstra became Mayor. As 
;: : :  • ...... Accounting: Sen iors  ,n Terr~e and Olstd©t $12.00 measurably by immigration, winter, because of the war far as the allegation that the 
Benlor~ out of Terrace and District $I§,00 
Marl Twyford :,~. Hsrmlnder D eenJh ,, , ,, ,, Yet each new national, ethnic which, they again understood, province contributed no fund- 
- :'!~i.! ...... !! -or racial minority has had to was started by the country of iz~.to the sewage treatment 
~ t 0  themJItor will be ooneldema for publtemion only when eigr~d, face and ovex,;-O, u'u~ oat.-'.,cism th~.r parents or ~andpare0ts. plant, wroz~.u~nl Twenty- 
l Plemm InClude your teleplmng. " number. : The editor .resermS 1|[~ norato condense and edit letters, Opinions. and prejudice before ~ ac- But they could not understand five percent stands out ~the  
• xtmmsed are not ilmoe~urlly thou of the remme ~evkw. espied. Canada has been a, ' ' ,why:their homes and busine.es provincial fip~e. YOu could 
. . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  - -  haven for-the poor.of other ha, Were sold off, at cmts on the check it outl . . . . . .  .~:~ .. 
I 
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L Otters!/to the Edito, . . . . .  : : :  
A friend of:Dr, Kuntz . . . .  
• " "  " ve :you  been _ 
he  recent  :: 
, . . , ~ . ,  .~ ,~, , -~  ~ , ,>, . . . .  
John Milton 
(from Kitwancool) 
I was well-prepared 
with lots of wood in and 
two car batteries. There's 
lots of car trouble at Kit- 
, wanoool! I keep mine 
plugged ln. Our kids don't 
care what kind ot weather 
it is. " 
Kern/Renshsw 
It's not too bad. It 
hasn't really affected me 
except when I'm working 
outside - -  the wind really 
gets cold. 
. ' " : : " . ; ;  , .: - . - - .  . 
• . • , , -  
Kelth Towdss 
There's no ski hill this 
year, so It hasn't affected 
that. It's just  co ld when 
I'm pumping gas at the• 
Co-op. > ...... • : 
• ~. . : .  ",.: L:  " ' , . '~ i :~:  :~ . ? ; * -  : .~" ..*~! 
( 
Bill Protherol 
'1 don't like it, I'm not a 
winter person. I'd prefer to 
be in Texas! It's been hard 
for •my mother to get her 
car started. 
" , . ' .  , : -  ~ , , ( )  
Mr. E. Rudd 
It hasn't bothered me at 
all - -  I Just stay inside. 
.~ . -  
Gordon Russell 
It sure sends the chills 
through youl We just use 
common sense and dress 
• •accordingly, 
i •  Sikh cornmun ty contributes 
.to Variety Club Telethon 
race and Kitimat. He says he 
raised about $4,000 in the three 
Northwest communities. 
His plan was to leave Prince 
Rupert last week and begin a 
drive through the Cariboo and 
Central Interior, at;riving in 
Vancouver for the Telethon 
dates, Feb. 11 and 12, "All I 
need now is good weather," he 
remarked. 
The Sikh community of Ter- 
race, along with those in other 
towns and cities throughout 
B.C., is mounting a special ef- 
fort this year for one of B.C's 
highest profile charities. 
The drive began under the in- 
itiative of Sohan Singh Chahal, 
a resident of Prince Rupert. 
Chahal has taken two weeks off 
his job sit the Skcen.a Cellulose 
Watson isiand pulp mill to take 
up a door-to-door collection in 
B.C. communities for donations 
to the Variety Club Telethon. 
Chahal said in an interview that 
he does the collecting with the 
help of local Sik h Temple com- 
mittees, whose members in- 
troduce him to Sikh families and 
explain what he is doing. 
Chahal began the drive in 
Prince Rupert two weeks ago, 
followed by campaigns in Ter- 
To the Editor; 
I f ished commercia l ly ,  
hunted, trapped, logged, mined 
coal andhard rock as well, with 
Dr. David Kuntz. 
We did all of these thin~ m 
his office, when I was there for 
examinations for a lower back 
problem. 
My first impression of David 
• was, "What the heck, this guy a 
Surgeon, Ha! Ha! " But before 
my first visit ended I realized I 
had met a person who cared 
about everything around him: he 
loved life, he loved'animals, and 
he was interested inme and what 
I have done for a living --  not 
just • today but all my life. 
David explained all of the 
aspects of the operation to me, 
and asked my opinions. 
The operation was a complete 
success, because I listened to 
what he had told me and I fol- 
lowed itas close as was possible, 
and 17 years later, I am still not' ' 
sorry I had the operation. , .. 
I ' ve  long ..,,. forgotten the  
"Surgeon Hal Ha!" Dr. David 
Kuntz is a number-one surgeon, 
along with being a first rate per -  
son, a person who I would be 
proud to callmy friend. 
I do believe that David has 
been treated unjustly and~I : 
would like to find a Way to have 
his license reinstated, as lam 
sure the man has. done far more 
good than :bad. by a long shot. * • 
Perhaps Someone Out there 
can get together.with me and we 
can find'~a way to do something 
for someone who has done so .  
much for others. ,~ 
I can be reached at Box 718, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B8 or by 
phone at (604) 638-9082 or 
635-5218. 
Dr. David's. Friend, 
Randy C. Haigh, 
Terrace, B.C. 
i : : !  
Negative atmosphere 
To the Editor; 
Do the people who live here 
realize how negative •the atmos- 
phere has become lately? For the 
first time in a dozen or more 
years, we have a hard winter. 
Also for the first time ever, there 
are. lots, of big. trucks onthe  
roads. Also new tO all of US is 
.privafization. Do we give it a 
chance to find its legs and work 
out its problems? Not We com- 
plainl Besides all that, we have 
adultsacting h'ke,d!ik)ren~ i f  
you won't give me what I want, I
won't play with you. 
The meaning of the word 
propaganda is, "the spreading 
of  ideas or in format ion 
deliberately, to further one's 
cause or damage an opposing 
cause". The publicity in the 
teachers' trike fits that d.escrip- 
tion. It seems the strike Was be- 
ing usedto jockey for position in 
the political arena. 
I am tired of the negative at- 
titude that has invade~i our city. 
To those in the teachers' union 
--  do you realize the seeds you 
have planted that will grow to 
maturity: distrmt, discontent, 
disruption and most of all dis- 
obedience. You are guilty of the 
wor.st~pd~f.. ~¢~ld abuse..--that 
of destroying trust. We may ~iot 
have acid rain, but we surely 
have acid attitudes, the results of 
which are far worsebecause they 
destroy the inner person. 
= Ruth Peters, 
• Terrace, B.C.. 
More letters on page 6 
E~J 
The Mutua l  Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
-Together 
The Mutual  Group since 1868 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Accessible &Attractive Office 
Frank Donahuo I I I I II 
STAFF: Maurccn Buck: reception; 
Pare Biffle: sales assistant; 
• Frank Donahue: franchisee 
Courteous. Caring. & Competent 
SERVICE; Gray/Blue collar Financial Planning 
reasonable programs: attainable. 
goals. Solid Performance 
WE OFFER: 
Trust Deposits (4 companies) 
Mutual Funds (7 investments) 
Deferred Annuities (float to 15 years) 
R.R.S.P. (RETIREMENT Canadian top 10) 
R.E.S.P, (EDUCATION Canadian #1) 
R.R.I.F. (PENSION shop 50 co's) 
Life Insurance. term & universal ife plans 
Disability Insurance: customized to your needs 
Group Benefits: 7 companies represented 
We Do It Better 
Call 635-2387 or drop by our office 
Monday to Saturday 9:30 to 6:00: Friday til 9:00 
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.... Whew! The teachers' trike is 
• ,:0ver, - and no matter. which side 
:you'reon, it's a relief. After 
• : "fOUr:~tra weeksat home With 
/::ithei:kids,-l'm still recuperating. 
:!/i Re~ng that this could be a 
,major psychologicaltrauma in 
.my ilife, I kept a weekly journal 
-while.the children were home. 
- :  Week One: Monday. On 
Strike! Well this adds a bit of 
excitement to the after-Christ- 
mas letdowns. The kids are a 
':bit disappointed and confused, 
but there's lots of fluffy snow 
:toromp in, and the extended 
iholiday will be busy. 
Some of my friends are en- 
j0yingthe sleep-in. My kids 
wake up early anyway, but at 
leastthere's not that mad 
morning dash of school days. 
This is tolerable. 
Week One: Friday. Well, 
enough is enough. These chil- 
dren are getting on my nerves. 
The Snow is no longer fluffy 
and fun. Did they always eat 
this much? And where are all 
theseextra kids coming from? 
I'm:learning a basic rule of 
childrearing: kids attract more 
kids,.like lintto black cor- 
duroy. Can't they play neatly 
and quietly7 
" We listen to the radio. The 
teachers are saying this. The 
School Board is saying that. 
We hear rumors of a three- 
month long walkout. Why 
don't those kids shut up? .D i'd 
-that am~ouncer say"!The b i~ 
strike is over now," or was 
that ,The little tykes are all 
over now?" I'm getting a
headache. 
-Week. Two: Thursday. This 
is ridiculous. The weather i s  
rotten, the kids are bored, the 
house is a mess, and rumors 
are rampant: "Did you hear 
what those teachers want?" 
"Did you hear what the school 
board said?" I don't care. Just 
get these kids out of here. 
Yesterday we went bowling. 
A two-year-old, two four-year- 
olds, a six-year-old, and a nine- 
year-old:and a ten-year-old. I 
thought hat this would keep 
them happy and quiet. I was 
wrong. Bowling is a noisy 
sport, compounded by the 
sounds ofthe.under,fiveS 
shrieking when ltwasn t their 
turn, the over:~es hrieking 
when they ~it t~:pins, and the 
sobbing of the:ibowling alley 
lady. l've hada headache for a 
week and a half now. 
Week Three:";Wednesday. 
With all the money I've spent 
on videos, bowling, swimming, 
puzzles, coloring books and 
junk food, I could easily send 
my child's teacher on a paid 
Hawaiian vacation, with hotel 
room service and a clothing 
allowance. 
Last year, I bought a 
"'SEND HELP" sign to keep 
in the car.in case of emergen- 
cies. It's now displayed in the 
,:living room window, 
• Fm noticing an interesting 
development: When mothers 
get together for their "coffee 
~ ~Hatch" time, lately there's a 
/~] ;i ~e  o f~or  Bailey's: 
, ] ;~ .~ Cream on; the kitchen 
~ ~: falb~, The tension is so thick 
- , :  . - . .  
from having these/bored. 
fighting house-bound children 
around, even Be~iver Cleaver's 
mom:.would be hitting the bot- 
~.:-' , . . ; !  
tie ~r .a  ~ttle mental escape. 
W~k.Four. Friday. Dear, 
Mammy's Diary,! Mommy says 
she can't :write anymore, 
because her fists 'are per- 
manently Clenched. She gave us 
ketchup-flavoured potato chips 
and orange pop for breakfast, 
and said 'It doesn't matter any- 
more.' She also said something 
about •boarding military' 
schools. Today we watched 
"'Days of Our Lives", and 
learned a lot. "" 
Monday, January 30. There 
is a God. The kids are back in 
school, the Terracites have 
breathed a sigh of relief. Some- 
day we may all look back on 
this experience and laugh. Or 
maybe not. 
I do love my kids. i enjoy 
spending• time with them• But if 
I am ever again imprisoned 
with the little darl!ngs and their 
friends for four wintery weeks 
of boredom, restlessness and 
sibling rwairy.., well, let's just 
not do  this again, ok? • , ' 
More letters 
Poor choice 
Open letter tot  he Mayor ~ 
: .ud Ceundllors~.,of,,the ~ ii :~i.i:, ~~ 
City of Terrace: • " .~. 
Re: Christ,: P -a rk  
Development - -  Phase H 
I must admit that when I 
heard about the proposed 
development of two additional 
playing fields north of Parkside 
School, I didn't pay too much 
attention as I felt certain that no 
one, after• examining this 
ground, would agree to building 
fields so near to a natural 
stream. However, it appears that 
I was wrong. 
What to some may just be a 
'mosquito infested swamp' is to 
others a priceless gem tucked 
away in a corn6t, of our city. 
Why do we feel ~ possessive of 
tills stnp of woods and streams? 
. We believe it's w~at makes this 
playground so special, not only 
to the students who attend Park- 
side but also totbe numerous in- 
dividuals, familii~s and groups 
who Use this playground for 
recreationand exercise. Winding 
among the clumI~s of evergreens 
and birches are many trails and 
paths carved our by those who 
walk there. The children build 
and rebuild their forts dally, us- 
ing the natural materials found 
on  the ground, just like the ants 
in the huge hill nearby. In the 
spring, they frequently discover 
nests of the many birds that in- 
habit this space and •'watch the 
life cycles of frogs and 
salamanders unfold. Did you 
know that herons use this small 
strip of land on their migratory 
travels? 
At the last council meeting, 
• Alderman CoOPer briefly rend, 
~ about the"attraction this 
- area held for him as a~younger 
. , , : : '  . .  . ' { L .  
, \ , -  ,. • ,• • . . . . .  , 
i: " !':i •./ : > 
• . : . - ,  . . -  
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Cookies for a good cause I 
Eve.ry little bit helps and the Terrace Peaks The cem;nt-bl0ck structure will :feature a I 
Gymnastics Club bake sale in the Skeena Mall 70-by-100 foot gymnasium, another 50-by'50 [ 
last weekend .helped add another few dollars foot gym, change and storage rooms, a uti l i ty [ 
towards their dream O f a gym. The club is area and a 40-by-50 foot ban.quet room [ 
holding bingos and a variety of other fund- overlooking the main gym. Also mter~ted in I 
raising proj~ts to help raise money for a plan- the project are the Terrace Youth Socmty, the '| 
ned $1.3 million complex. A Go B.C. grant is  Blueback Swim Club and the local boxing club.. ] 
expected to coverone-thirdofthecost. " . ' " .. ..~:,. ".• ' " : " : • 
man. Surely, with much of our increase the number of soccer -rather .than a sound evaluation 
neighborhood being covered by fields from the. three recently, of the development plan itself. 
blacktop •and housing, such a completed fields now in use, to a My hopes must now rest with 
fascinating bit.of woods should total of five allegedly necessary that same groupof citizens, that 
be preserved4or Our citizens to .for~toumament play, CounciPs .on second reflection they Will 
experience nature first hand• .  • 
The suggestion that the water•  
of Howe Creek and the: natural 
springs that feed into it can be so 
conclusion,- however, to grant/ agree. that all interests are best 
the application ,is inconsistent served, by the:maintenance and 
with the discussion presented. .improvement- of current fields. 
At no meeting. I.was entitled . rather than-the development of 
easily changed and channeledin, . to . attend,, did. any. speaker 
to a well-mannered stream seems / demonstrate: the need for two 
unbelievable after'a wet winter 
as we're experiencing presently. 
Has the city gained •approval 
from the Water Rights Branch 
to do so? Has the Habitat Pro- 
tection Branch given their bless, 
ing to such a major alteration of 
this unique environment? 
I admire the efforts put forth 
by the Terrace Soccer Club on 
behalf of many youngsters in  
Terrace, but disagree that play- 
ing soccer on this particular site 
is of greater value than preserv- 
ing it 'as it is'. There isn't a 
shortage as yet of level land in 
our community to develop into 
playing fields, butthere are few 
spots like the banks of Howe 
Creek. I feel that you have made 
a poor choice in deciding that 
you can improve on this sight by 
covering, it with grass and a 
parking 10t. 
Christine Eide, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Kids lose 
To the Editor; 
It is difficult to understand, 
how men and women of proven 
ability and who have the com- 
munity'8 best interest at heart 
could ~ave agreed to Youth Soc- 
cer's application to develop two 
more Christy Park soccer fields, 
I have attended several city 
council meetings and have 
always found the mayor and 
more fields/Alderman Hull pre- 
sented figures that strongly sug- 
gested that three fields would be 
sufficient for tournament play, 
and therefore voted agai~t he • 
expansion. Other:-.aidermen 
chose to ignorethis criticalargu,- 
merit,: having stated that they 
supported the proposal on the 
grounds of a prior understand- 
ing made with Youth Soccer that 
they would be allowed their five 
fields. 
What a shamel The kids who 
play soccer in this town are 
losers. There will be no commit- 
ment to maintain•fields located 
throughout the city adjacent to 
schools and accessible to the 
kids di~ring their normal dally 
routine. We do live in a throw- 
away society. It is easier to build 
a new field than maintain an old 
one. 
What a shamet The many 
• n" people who e joy Christy Park 
and the wildlife that it supports 
must watch his unique area 
destroyed. The Park itself abuts 
onto the steep forested slope of 
the Bench and therefore sup- 
ports a more diverse animal 
population than might normally 
be expected in a park of its size 
so close to a residential rea. 
There is a momentum to this 
episode that defies logic." City 
council has asked the right qu'~- 
tions, but haricot listened to the 
answers, The~:'attifude ~eflectS 
two more Christy Park fields. 
John Campbell, 
..... .Terrace, B.C. 
. : r:' . T - - I  
suppor t  " 
To the Editor; 
I would like to take this op- 
portunity to thank the students, 
the parents and the community 
for their patience a~d support 
during the negotiations between 
th e teachers and the Board. This 
was a very trying.time for every- 
one but things could have been 
much worse if the community 
had not shown such maturity 
• and understanding. 
A large degree of credit goes 
'to the news media, newspapers, 
radio and television, for their re- 
sponsible, comprehensive and 
balanced coverage of the events 
as they unfolded. 
The teachers and the Board 
were not the only players in this 
process.. The forbearance of the 
public and the professionalism 
of the media were major factors 
in the successful conciusion of 
the negotiations. 
Thank you again. I have 
always been proud to be a citizen 
of Terrace, but never more 
a!de..,znen attentive to rubric, in- the unquestioned acceptance Of . proud t.i~an I am today, 
ut. There has been n{uch good council's faith in a grbfi~iO f Con- , ,,.i..~: Edna C°°~r:. Tr-.mt.~, 
cussion on the~applieationto eerned and involved~,~'i~S :,{~" ill: ' : ~ School Dm~et 88. 
. . . .  • . . ' , -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '7" . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  "." .... ] " ~, ~"."" ~ '" ..... -" :"~:':-":" '-~" : "" ' ; " '  . . . .  ~:': ' " : "  ' : "  :':'"~' ' : " : : " :  ''~ ' : ' : " : : : : ' : : ' "  :":" . . . .  " 
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)f.disabled -., 
This Friday is the beginning. " .The.result of this task force .-communities - -and  even ~vhere 
O f ',Transportation a d Mobili- will be a catalogue of local they do, they may not necessari- 
ty.Week for the Disabled": -- a transportation services, or the lybe designed for.the disabled. 
• week that may be of interest to lack thereof, and.any proposals : .  The Terrace Hearing will be 
more friends and neighbors than for change. These could include followed by a major 'solutions' -. ..... 
: .you might imagine. Because in transportation i  rural areas, conference in Vancouver on 
.the terms •of reference of the-funding for services, access.to Mar. 3 and 4. It is at this 
. . . .  terminal or conference that he results of the B:C. Coalition of the Disabled, information, .... staUon 
the word "disability" refers not accessibility, special needs train- task force's nine hearings will be 
0nly to:those with an obvious ling for providers or the new combined in a single written 
diffic~ty. It refers to anyone : National Tran'sportation Act. report containing recommenda- 
confined to a wheelchair, those Also Of concern in many areas is tions. These recommendations 
with visual or heating im-  the fact. that only half of the will then form the basis of an 
pairments, people withhidden special care facilities in Canada advocacy campaign which will 
afflictions such as arthritis, report having their own trans- be carried out in the province 
those with mental handicaps, :l~ortation for residents. And of later this year. 
people with learning disabilities these, only two-thirds report The Feb. 17'hearing will be 
--  anyone for whom access to having a vehicle, which meets held in room 1002 at Northwest 
our: normal  transportation • "most" of their residents trans- Community College begimdng 
systems and public buildings is portation eeds, at 9:15 AM. The panel will 
more than what we would or- BCCD Task Force public rela- consist of  task force members, 
dinarily think of as just an tions officer Marilyn Reid vis- Marilyn Reid and Del Tomkin- 
everyday challenge, ited Terrace last Fridayand says son (both from Vancouver), 
There are about three million there has been a "good re- BCCD board member Diane 
Canadians with varying degrees sponse" to the hearings to date Ray of Prince Rupert, Cheryl Transportation and Mobility. Week for the Disabled be0ins• 
of disabilities and at least half of and she expects the same in Groves from Kitimat and Roc- thls Friday. And In keeping with that theme durin0 the si0n- 
those are transportationally dis- Terrace. According to Reid, a que Berthiaume Of Terrace. The ln(] of the proclamation, Marllyn Rold of the B.C. Coalition 
able& That is, they experience a major problem in lobbying for Terrace hearing was made possi- of the Disabled and Mayor Jack Talstra discussed a 
restriction or inability to access change has been the fact that ble through the hard work of an wheelchair "Stalr-Uft" which may be included In city hall 
public transportation systems in many disabled people don't look energetic and dedicated group of renovations. 
a manner the majority enjoys, disabled -- and because of this NWCC Community Support 
Getting on and off of buses, the problem appears to many to Worker students. More infer- 
planes or trains are listed as the . be i~significant, mation can be obtained by 
primary: problem. But moving But the problem is very real, phoningthe local representative, 
about terminals, seeing signs, says Reid. To be "manually" NWCC instructor Rocque Ber- 
hearing announcements, access- carried on and off aircraft is thiaume, at635-6511. 
ing seating and using wash- very "demeaning" andmost O f" 
rooms also cause many people ten a "frightening" experience - : : 
difficulty or unneccesary emhar- as well. Signs are too difficultto 
rassment. =. read, washrooms too small to be 
In order to ,identify ,these practical, doors too narrow or 
problem areas in our own corn- too heavy tO open, PA systems 
m~nity, the B.Cc,~ Coalition; of impossible :to understand, the 
the Disabled (BCCD) will<,be steps;to:bocci a,busi~ef~r,~o 
• holding the last of nine provin- !steep, curbs and stairs are an 
cial:'Task Force on Transporta- insurmountable barrier.., and 
tion' hearings at the Terrace then there are those heathy 
campus of Northwest Commun- individuals who use parking 
ity College Friday: Feb. 17, En- spaces reserved for the disabled 
titled, 'Seeking Solutions', the  so they won't have to walk so 
task force will be receiving input far. 
from .local .service agencies, Onesolution that:Reidsays 
transportation companies, la- they have been asked about re- 
bor  organizations, businesses, peatedly isthe B.C. Hydro Han- 
politicians, community organi- dyDART bus system for, the 
zations and individt/als who are disabled. But, she says, these 
awareand concerned, services don't exist• in many 
In [:SKI CABIN?... 
I V  II,=~ i,,d' V I l V V Try a classified ad in 
To the Editor; headed when his plane was shot SUM RLAND 
From one Wasp to another, I down under him and hemanag- 
would like to express my ed to parachute and land safely SPARWOOD 
thoughts, re: Mr. Jackman's in territory occupied by the 
presentation f awardsl I'm sure Japanese? 
Mr.. Eric Nichol couldn't care None of Os wh0 occupied this S00KE,  
less, but I would like to present earth during the war years and ss 
some facts so that Mr, were cadled upon to end tyranny, and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
Jackman's perspective could be both in Europe and the Pacific, All for just 
ol i,io  ,a , r ,  , ,ud ,o ,  we   u,t $__=.. 
Was Mr. Jackman's brother remember and resent our gov- 
starved to death while a prisoner ernment's two-faced attitu~de • 
of the Japanese during World concerning respect. We can't be 
War II? The Japanese Emperor regimented to respect someone . ,You can get blanket coverage 
did nothing to enforce his people who is not worthy of our " of B.C, with a classified ad 
to obeythe international rules of respect, even i f  the Almighty in,90 newspapers, 
war concerning prisoners. The Dollar is one of our G0dst for as little as $159. 
Emperor certainly wasn't stare- Rita Kerr, 
ing[ Was Mr. Ps brother be- Terrace,- B.C. That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
If you're BUYING, SELLING 
or simply TELLING, 
IT PAYS TO SPRFAD 
THE WORD. 
For more information 
/ :  L call this newspaper at 
635-7840 
. ,  • ',] : - : or  1.669..9222 
' . . ,  .-!" i[! :~ 'i.,l , em~.~-~S~M,o i~=m:s~ I l Forms.available.frOmthe Terrace Review , = ,~ 
• ~ ,:,,,,;~:~:':,.~,:. ', :. I Sle0~O, WoU?S,~khc ,  i,~S~) ' -,. : 4535 ~ i [ *Aven~ :Terrace _ '",:~ • 
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iO Id t imers ,  tourney  - -  
: starts here  ton ,ght  
The- 10-team annual Terrace Timbermen 0]dtimers hockey tour- 
nament gets  underway with one game tonight at the Terrace Arena. 
Remaining games are set for Friday to  Sunday. 
Tonight at 7:45 it's' Northern Motor Inn Okics vs Kifimat Nor- 
thstar Molson Golden oldies. These two teams are in pool two o f  
'B'  division, together with Prince Rupert Puckaneers. 
'B' division pool one has Kitimat Merchants oldtimers, Hazelton 
Skvena oldtimers and Smithers Oldies. 
The host Timbermen are part of the four-team 'A' division along 
with Smithers J.T. Drillers, Prince Rupert Wrinkles and Burns : 
Lake Economart. . 
Sixteen games, including a Special all-star contest Saturday at 5 
p.m., are planned. Following is the schedule, starting with Friday 
night's action. 
FddsY 
7:30 " Kitimat Merchants vsHazelton Skeena. 9 p.m. --Terrace .- 
Timbermm vs Prince Rupert Wrinkles. 10:30-- -Burns Lake Vs 
Smithers Ddllets.. • • 
' Smturday., . 
8 a.m. - - .  Prince Rupert PuckanRts vs Northern Motor Inn 
Okies. 9:30 - -  Smithers Oldies vs Hazelton Skeena. I I a.m. - -  Ter- 
race Timbermen vs Burns Lake..12".30 p.m. - -  Prince Rupert 
Wrinkles vs Smithers Drillers. 2 p.m. - -  Kitimat Northstar Oldies vs 
• Prince Rupert Puckaneers. 3:30 - -  smithersOldies vs Kitimat Mer- 
Chants. 5 p.m. - -  ag-star game. 
Sunday . . . .  
8:30 a.m. - -  'B' consolation final. 10 a.m. Bums Lake vs 
. , . . . . • o 
The scores are @co 
• , :  .~-  . ' "  , : ., . . . !  . . i 
i '~""ACE • COMMERCIAL HOCKEY •LEAaUE I I •  i:•! /r~ 
Lw m.O.G.  : ' • 
• 16 .  11:  4 1 . ' :23- . '1~3::  
"" . ,- 15 8" 6 1 ~17: .,Bi 
• .> : : . . . . . . .  15  , .  3 .12. " 0 ' 1' " :" r 6 ' '''"~',f 9~ 
. . . .  ~ . . . .  Om~SOORm • " " " • " '  " '  ' " - " " t ,  n 
: -..i :dan.!19 ~'R'ed Army 10, Sk~na Hotel 11 . " ; :  
• ' " dan: 22 - -  Red Army 2, Inn of  the West 5 ' " 1 '~ . 
Jan, 26 - - : inn  o f  the West 8, Skesna Hotel 6 ~ : j  
• Jan, 29 .  Red Army 12, Skeena Hotel 2 
• :Feb. 2 - - : lnno f  the West 5, RedArmy 4 .~i~:.•;: i'~
" "  ~'  " , .  . SCORING LEADERS . . . . . .  , ": , ~ " : .~ , ; .  
• " ' ""~' ' .. G A P: PIM.~,.--:,:,I~ : 
26:: ,  ' i .-: :Troy.Farkvam (8H) 21 33-  54  
' Dmroy Mallett (RA) - 26 23 - 49 0 " 
Craig Inglebdtson (6H) 25. 19 44 10 /iii!.:! 
DougRIchey( IW)  18  .23 .  41 ' 26 - -  . 
Ritohle Mailett (FIA) . 11 24 35 24 ) ~ ;+ "L ~'" ;--~1"~ 
. ~: ;O l>, i ;  
Terry Zsponmn (SH) " 16 18 34 13 ' " . I. ~.~;~:~ 
@P -MIn @A AvL ...... 
Leeland MacDonald (IV#) 15 900  77 5.13 :~" ~:~• 
Don Polder (RA~ 14 840 96 7.oo •-: ;;ii•~ 
Lanny Paul (814) 7½ 4~ 58 7.73 . :,::'~.'• 
. . . .  Woody Millet !~  8½ 510 64 7E,3 "-' 
• Sh ine  Dallyn v~.-v 1 60 5 5.00 i::i~i 
PENALTY LEADER8 - i:~; :~ 
Dan Lhl~mm (P!~_ BB , :i'i~ i !~i:i'~',',"i 
Dew Kaiinsky |IW} 46 
Grtlamm kyles (IW) 40 •- >,i ;.-.;~,:,::~.,~,~, 
Prince Rupert Wrinkles. 11:30-- 'B' ruunerup f'u~l~ I p.m. - -Ter -  ~ RI.AY @OAUl - '~ '  ...... '~'~': 
race Timbermen vs Smithers Drillers.~ 2:30 - -  .'B,. championship Der~ Mmll~t iRA) 8, Two/Zapm'zan__ .(SH) 4 ~" :>~":~"~ 
game. ,  " • •"  ' , :o  . o 
f d to  " "° ' " " ' - " "  New g ' ,..,m.,,o.....,..,, 
• RECREAT IONAL: /  
Is it too early to talk about men will be sdecting thdrcap- - HOCKEY LEAGUE '. • ~'~,~'~.~°~'~'  ,  ..... ~, ,~. . .  .... :~*~~,-~,.~-, 
golf:,for the '89 ~mson ~.at-,the tain later, ynC • . .,i ..... ~ ~.~,~,.,.. 
Terrace Sk ins  Valley Gol f  and Greenwood,.  J im L h and .- MANDINOS /•"~ ~"~ "~'~r~:"~ ':~:"'i ': :' .'  ..... --~ .. .> ~,•• 
Country Club? pro.manager Danny Rosen~en ~- @P •-- W L T OF ~:~,•:FIrs ,~ . . . .  ~>;•,• 
When • you  consider that will form. the, plan=of-progress ~#,~ma Hotel . .23 12 7. 4 128 .105~:28:1•:. ~ North CoMtAuto  23 11 8 4 117 96 26 . . . . . .  
several off-season meetings have committee. ~Nmm's  •Auto P~flnlshlng 22 10 10 2 102 ...1:17 i~:-!: ~ ~ ~,,"!-~!'~ ~: 
already been held, and more are Other committees include Ireof the West co 8. ,11 • 3 106 ,104 ",. 19 .,( ~ ;~-~,~'~ 
Northern Motor inn Okles 22 6 11 5 67 98 17 
planned before the first players Dick Graf, McAlpine and 
tee off.in.the spring, it's not too Cooper for inside; Lunch and ~MIES SCORES ii~:::'~:~ 
early at all. . Graf for outside; Davies for Jan. 28 --  Inn of the West e, Ske~na Hotel 4 .. 
• " Jan. 29 - -  North Coast Auto  5, Norm'e Auto Refinishing 5 
A new executive was elected at membership; Kelly Jones for Jan.  31 - -  Sk ins  Hotel 5, North Coast  Auto 2 ;;~" 
a board  o f  d i rectors  meet ing on  jun io r  p rogram.  Feb. 2 - -  Northern Motor Inn Okles 5, Inn of theWest  4 :: ::: 
Jan. 17. Jim Holland takes over Considering the alternating ToP  10 SCORING :,•i! 
the president's chair  from weather, Rosengrenreports, th¢ TEAM ~I A plrs ~:~/:ii'i~,,i 
Marylin Davies, while Alan cross-country sk ip rogram o'n J Im RIgler(NAR) 25 17- .42  ' 
McAlpine moves in as vice- course property is going well. Bruce Cameron (8H) 26 12 38 .... <~!;~ Brant Andrews (INN) 22 11 33 
president.  Charlle Porter (INN) 17 16 33 :~ > ~' 
• The secretary is Lynn Cooper The execut ive  decided to hold Steve Sehulta (NCA) 12 20 " 32 ~'"•:~' ' 
• • Gord Gillie (INN) 17 14 31 , ~ 
and treasurer is Dale Green- a pre.scason social on March I I  Gern. t  S .n lng . r  (NAR) 17 14 31 ~:  !•::i!i!i~!/ 
wood..Edith Gieselman is the at the clubhouse with a door Tom Turner(SH) 15 16 31 . , . . •  
. Andre Quallzza (NAR) 10 19 29 ' , : : "  ladies' club captain, while the prize of two half-memberships. .Norm Hetmrt (SH) 16 13. 29 ,?~!:~7~:/?i~ 
R i kill B I k ley  . a n s u , , .  ., .o ,v. >> 
:::: :Rick Joachim (SH) 12 4;42 > 
Va l ley  c ross -count ry  .... ,.oo..,,..u,.o., ,, , .  <!> " " : Todd Gleselman (INN) 22 4.68 ' ......... :" '~ Wel l  WorMo ld  (SH) 11 4.73 :~;!I~ 
Ger~ I.~mmlng (NMI) 20 4.80 
It's unfortunate, but more  vote of confidence f rom the GregWl l son(NAR)  20 5.20 .~, 
than 200 ~oss-country skiers would-be racers. The ski club " " " m :'m . " " " T . . . .  ~:~ 
had to stack skis on Jan. 28 was told to k.eep the registration. .: ..... ..-,,...,.: TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY ,.-- :; "~:L. 
when unsemonal rain turned fees to help organize nextyear's " " " ' ' ' ,, . NOVICE HOUSE LEAGUE • <::<;~: 
most of the Smithers course into marathon. . • .. ~. _ ' J an ,  28 - -  Wilkinson Canons 5, Legion I ~.. ~: :~ 
Lono'.S Logo!no 3, Elks'0 .... ~,,~ , , ~',~! ..~/. 
slush, -- Doyle's Tracking 7, Wilkinson Canons 2 ~:~ 
• The,future of  the second an- D i s t  r i c t  4 
nual event was expected to be TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY .... ; ~~ :, r'~,'~ ~ ' " '  
decided by  the Bulkley Valley BANTAM HOUSE LEAGUE 
Ski Club ate .meeting last Week. , C U r l s .  I a s t  ,, _ ,.,..o,0, ,..,. 
• M~tnwhzlei. the Cross~ounttY , " •••:';~;~: ,- 
spmarath0n'sorganizerhasad- • .The B.C. Ladies' Scott Tour- • '• /  : .  :i.••:.. ' :•~::.':/: " • 
vised' he won't bepart of  the nament of Hearts • cur lmg p lay -  k~u~ •**  . :-~: : , .~ ,~,  :;,-<.,,~;;,~ .,<.~ ~ L,: :,,: 
~ent next year. : down tu.nt, ed outto be a c~ut~r ":~:' 
i o :ne ,su l l ,es t lon  for the fotolzrdL~trictfourrep,$klpPed'i Braid Insur ee ° 
h~er  eieVat,,o~ tocut down on The lO-team, round-robin II :: 
. More th .  190 sk i ,  had pre- by le t  year's •world Junior I : ~ :, . . . .  • i '  i: •i 
; i~e l l i s t~ ;~.~hej:d~Y be.fore •the champ)0n - -  ,Julie Sutton.of  ! ,• , -1,~.•,:.;• •. : . ,-:,<.•¢~'. .... ,- .... , : : : •  - .  
mee,~: i i ;dn l  • organizers an  Victoria. She has an dSht-wln; | • ' <~!•Come In to our  o f f ice•of  i•  
estJ~b~ o f230  by race tim~, A one-loss r~ord. , /  . . . i ,:~ ~ I .Okelse Ave . ,  Ter race  ;-,~;-~, ........ . ,  I ' ~v ,~q] ,~,ml  ! 
f lm i la f~ at  Prince C.m0qle McGrq;or finished last On a ,  " :~..:,,,,:*:~"~'.. ~: 
~|year  drew on ly l l4 ,  ~ ,,. - r~rd  of one .win a~l :e l l~t  Ph¢)r~ (~8~8l  . . ~  
• { -  
: '?;  . 
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:.*:i:Terrace teams were trium- eda  9-5 win • over the Darrov 
phant in all three events at ~the Gomezrink in.the final. Gom¢ 
39th annual Royal Canadian was a spectator as the. vetera~ 
Legion Bonspiel at the Terrace Terry Ezakiskipped hisPrinc 
Curling Club on Jan . ,  28 Rupert crew. Semi:final actiol 
weekend, saw Gomez knock o f f  Blak 
.Brian Jackson's foursome Davis while Grant pushed asid 
went through undefeated to Win Keith Trask. 
'A' event. Jackson downed . . 
Dong McKay of Terrace 10-7 in The 'C' event'winner was Ric 
the 'A' final. Earlier, in the Green, who thumped Or 
semi-finals, McKay beat Ron Paisley 12-5 in the title rnatc[ 
Muz 'phy while Jackson Green defeated •Mike Melhar 
eliminated Dennis Williams. while Paisley took" out K 
Jackson's team. was skipped Henderson~inthe semi'finals. 
by Russ • Kirk. - Forty-five rinks took part i 
' In~'B'ievent, Mei Grant count- the threeday event. 
• .Soccer registration 
. ,starts this montt ..- 
Terrace Youth Soccer plans 
two weekends this month for 
registration of players for the 
1989 season. 
They'll be signing up talent on 
Friday and Saturday of the 17th 
and 24th weekends. Times are 6 
to 9 p.m. on Fridays and 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. on Saturdays in the 
Skeena Mall. 
Youngsters eligible (boys and 
girls) must be born by 1971 up to 
and including 1982. Those with 
under-10, under-8 and under-7 
birthdates pay a $25 fee. Older 
players pay a $35 fee. 
Photocopies of birth cer- 
tificates are required from all 
players this season. Registration 
wen'the accepted without proof 
of age. Passports and baptismal 
certificates are acceptable. 
During registration, players 
can sign up for a boo t exchange. 
Players with uniforms from 
last season are asked to bring 
them in when they register. 
More information is available 
from the registrar-  Bey Bujtas 
at 635-3719. 
The Brian Jackson foursome, skipped by Russ Kirk, put together the only unbeaten string at 
the 39th annual Royal Canadian Legion bonspiel and won 'A' eventby defeating Doug 
McKay 10.7 in the final. 
. Utilities Spiel set for March 
Organizers are hoping this employees and spouses from company must fill its quota by 
year's second annual Terrace 
Utilities Funspiel at the Terrace 
Curling • Club March 4 will be 
• evenmore njoyable than 1988's 
event; 
The spiel is strictly for 
B.C. Tel, City of Terrace, 
Pacific Northern Gas, B.C. 
HYdro and TK Cablevision. 
Each company is limited to a 
certain number of participants, 
based on last year's entry . . Each 
FULL SLATE FOR VALENTINE SPIEL. 
The Terrace Ladies' Curling 
Club is hoping for a full comple- 
ment of 48 rinks for their annual 
Valentine Bonspiel Which runs 
this Friday to Sunday at the Ter- 
race Curling Club. 
A curie.' breakfast Set for the curling club. 
Saturday morning from 7 to 11. Semi-finals are set for Sunday 
The Saturday nightbanquet i s morning at 10:30 and at 12:45 
at the Legion hall beginning at 6 p.m. Spectators are welcome. 
o'clock. A dance follows later at 
~. ; :  
Feb. 20. After that date the 
openings go toother companies 
in the group. Guests wiUbe 
allowed to fill openings after 
Feb. 24: 
Plans call for four-end games, 
except for six-end finals in all 
three events. With an entry list 
of 96 players, 24 teams will be 
selected by a hat draw. 
A dinner and dance will wrap 
up festivities following curling. 
Entry fees are $17 per curler. 
Persons interested in taking 
part should contact their 
employer repas soon~as possible. 
  Poily'9 C fe 
~~1 in.quiet SUUTOundingel ~Ch inese  & Western Cuisine 
" S p.m. --  10 p.m. ;~F;g a~-~ur,.,o~otm.-m,an,~, 
4620 Lakelse Avenue ~.s ,~o~.a .  ,~_ ,%~=~. 
638-8141 638-1848 o, 638-8034 
They had 46 confirmed teams ,, ~ : 
!Fun games as we went to press. 
r . : Curling in the four-event 
.... gets b=gger 
: : ,. se.~es starts Friday at 5:30 p.m., 
• with break for opening a 
ceremonies a t  7:45. Round-the- 
The fifth annual Kitimat clock play then follows until 
"Fun Games Five" attracted 18 finals at 3 o'clock Sunday after- 
teams o f  eight players each on noon.  . i . 
Jan. 28 weekend, and one of the Extra actmties include - -  
An upstairs hospi.t~i.'ty room 
from 8 to 10 Friday night, with a 
dance starting at 10 o'clock. 
Oldtimer 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
~ Chinese & Canadian Food ~;t.. 
/(,t~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK " '~  
| Men - Wed l l : JO  a .m.  ~ i0:00 p .m.  
" ~ '~ Fr i  - Sat  11 :30  a .m.  - -  i ;00  a .m.  
Sunday  12:00 a.m. lO:O0 p .m.  
4643 Park A venue " 635.6111 
Specualuzmg m Ch nese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
Terrace, B C Ph 635-6184 ! 
Copper 
e, l ."2" 
Terrace Hotel 635 6630 
For your dining pleasure we have 
expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. 
7 aom. to 9 p.m. 
%:%7 =" 
hockey to 
home team 
The annual Houston old- 
timers' hockey tournament at- 
tracted 10 teams on Jan. 28 
weekend, a'roster that didn't in- 
clude Terrace Timbermen, wile 
were busy getting ready for the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games. 
Thehometown Hobblers won 
'A' side of the three-day tourney 
with a 4-2 victory over Smithers 
Drillers in the final. 'B' side 
went to Smithers' Hudson Bay 
with a 5-0 win over Hazelton. 
'C' side went to Prince Rupert 
Puckaneers. They beat Burns 
Lake's 'C' team 4-2. 
winners was the only Terrace n-  
try. 
The nine-event, two-day fun 
fest featured such 'sports' as 
beach waileyball, indoor cricket, 
three-racquet badminton and 
wheelchair basketball. 
When it was over, the Chuga- 
luggers team placed first with 
185 points. 
Little Rascals, the winners of 
last year's games, came in sec- 
.... end. The Eurocan Social Club 
finished in the same position as 
in 1988 - -  third place. 
The Tourists team of Terrace 
won an award for being the best 
dressed team. They were the first 
Terrace team to ever enter 
Kitimat's event. 
The On-Cue P layers  of 
Kitimat won the award for being 
the most sportsmanlike squad. 
Organizer Harold Bruins said 
they would have liked to have 
had more entries, and will in- 
crease their effort next year. 
I I 
II I I I I I I  I I 
635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
nn m w  nu 
* rl II •r I i  
Monday to Fdday Saturday Sunday 
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. '9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
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• "il; " " ' a .Ioc I sports 
Curlers arereminded that they 
have until tonight tO sign up for 
the ..,Terrace ,ladies' annual 
Valentine Bonspiel Coming up 
this weekend at the :. Terrace 
Curling Club: Enter at the rink. 
Terrace Youth Soccer will be* 
holding 1989 registrations at the 
Skeena Mall on Feb. 17 and 24 
weekends. Here 's  an early 
reminder that proof of age will 
berequired. 
The ,Terrace Timbermen old- 
tjmersL annual hockey tourna- 
ment is coming up this week 
with '30 teams competing. 
.There's a game tonight at 7:45. 
Three games are set for Friday 
night starting at 7:30. Seven 
games, plus an all-star, contest 
will be played Saturday starting 
at 8 aim. The final five games 
Sunday begin at 8:30 a.m. 
Grade 8 boys' and girls' 
Northwest zone basketball finals 
are set for Saturday at Terrace. 
Kitimat will host junior boys' 
basketball teams for tournament 
action Saturday.. Senior boys' 
and girls' basketball teams are in 
tournament Play at Prince 
Rupert Friday night and Satur- 
day. ': 
The Terrace Karate Club has 
registration cuping up next 
Monday • night from:7, to 8 
o'clock at Clarence M;~lfiel 
School gym. For information 
phone Norm at 635-3322. 
The Kitimat Cross-country 
Ski Club has lessons fro begin- 
ner.s (pro-registration only) this 
Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon. 
To sign up, phone 632-4359 or 
639-9886. 
The annual meeting for public 
sport fishing is coming up 
tonight at 7 o'clock at the 
Kitimat Rod and Gun Club. 
Phone 632-4884 for more infor- 
mation. 
The Northern Aquanauts Div- 
ing Club has a meeting tonight 
i: 
• • .  ° -  
L: ' :  
:.~ .C . , ,  • . . : :  
q~ 
'C' event at the Royal Canadian Legion's annual bonspiel in Terrace on Jan. 28 weekend 
was won by the Rich Green foursome. He defeated Orv Paisley 12-5 in the final. 
at 7:30 in room 2 of Northwest 
Community College in Kitimat. 
All divers welcome. - 
i 
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DAY SPECIAL  
bO 50% :off 
the cleaning of any 
,~_° RED garmem:2~ 
Ol f f  ' 
, . • , 
From February 13-  :18; 1989 
8:00 a,m. - 6:00 p.m. --  Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
Tw6 Iocatlonsto serve ~ou better • ' 
v, KiddleCornerfmmtbePoslOffke -- • 
v, The Thomhill Public Mmket 
Phone: 63,5,5119 .:
- - .  ~ . . . . . . 
MoI Grant's dnk came up with a 9-5 victory over Darrow Gomez of Prince Rupert to win ,B' 
event at the annual Royal Canadian Legion bonsplel at the Terrace Curling Club on Jan. 28 
weekend. Gomez' rink was skipped by Terry Ezaki. 
. 
11- 
CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Northern Motor • Inn, for 
nightly entertainment. Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3i66 Hwy. 16 East 
b 
$ 
• % , 
Regular 
18  Games 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. •: :' 
COO O® 
• Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
.... Iii!  i k 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
*SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim ( 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
• "FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
EVERYONE WELCOMEI 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
Extra 
6 Games 
"Something ood is happen- 
ing." And according to Mayor 
Jack Talstra that "something 
good" is the continued.upswing 
in the construction i dustry. At 
first glance it would appear 
there's been little change: con- 
struction Was valued at about 
$10.56 million last year com- 
pared to $10 million in 1987, but 
a closer look shows some signifi, 
cant differences. 
This upswing in the construc- 
tion industry doesn't come as a 
complete surprise and more of 
thesame has been predicted by 
Dennis Palmu of Impact Co n- 
struction. Palmu said recently 
that he looks towards the future 
of the Terrace construction i - 
dustry With optimism. "The 
next three years look good and 
the present economy could carry 
that even further," said Palmu. 
"There's plenty of work• for 
everyone and even though the 
industry hasn't recovered from 
: .  
• . • - 
the recession as fast as eastern $3.12 million (up 42 ~rcent), 
Canada, it's "going to grow and • $1.94 million in commercial ad- 
get better yet." In fact, the only 
shortfall predicted by Palmu is a 
shortage of skilled labor. 
According to asummary by. 
the city's building inspection de- 
partment, in 1987 new industrial 
growth was responsible for more 
than~ 40 percent of the total 
construction in Terrace -- but 
that was primarily due to the 
Skeena Cellulose 'Starship' saw- 
mill project; Without this one 
project, the 1987 value of con- 
struction in Terrace would have 
been recorded at only $5.8 mil- 
lion, but even that would have 
been recorded as a good year 
with a 26 percent increase over 
1986. 
Bycomparis0n, in 1988, new 
industrial growth made up only 
about $1.54 million of the total 
value :of construction projects 
and the balance was :made up of 
41 new housing starts valued at 
Books for Young .Readers 
rrace Revlew , Wednesday; February 
ng strong 
and renovations (up 38 percent), low of $2.1 million in 1985. That 
and a total of $2.16 million in figure more than 'doubled to 
!I 
by Andrea Deakln 
.Welwyn Wilton Katz's latest book must he=id this column 
because with:this book she has reached the top'flight of writers 
for young adults, and can Stand in :company with Robin 
McKinley, Dianna Wynne .Jones,. Monica Hughes, 
Each book has shown a !steady progression to this point,, each 
time she has become more assured.and adept in handling thedif- 
ficult field she has chosem--~, fali~y. Tbe ThirdMagic, pub- 
lished by Groundwood at $14.95, is a variation on the Arthurian 
legend. The two magic, forces of the worl~Nwm have fought 
each other througlt~many'worlds, for cent~i~. The male magic of 
the Line and the female magic of the Circle struggle fiercely and 
bitterly. Arddu is born the twin of Rigan, a Sister. To.his people 
heis A'Casta -- the outcast - -  b~ause his coloring belongs to 
the Sisterhood, but he is male. Rigan is sent o try and seize 
another world for the Circle. An'attempt to draw her back to 
Nwm draws instead a. descendantTrom earth's modern world, 
Morgan Lefevre. Arddu becomes her companion and the two are 
drawn into the struggle surrounding the possession of an ancient 
weapon which holds the power of the Third Magic. 
The Third Magic is a powerful and t0tal!y engrossing story 
which ~ombines Arthurian legend, time travel and an intriguing 
interpretation f the Struggle for dominance between the male 
and female entity, a struggle which she wisely suggests can only 
be resolved by co-operati0n.: How skillfully she presents this 
thesis. This is a book to be read on several levels. It is an ex- 
citing, beautifully crafted and written fantasy adventure, but it is 
much more. I have passed my copy on to several yQung adults 
and adults - -  not one could put the book down until it was 
finished. 
The post-war llousing shortage was acute, every bit as acute in 
the Ottawa areain theq940's a~!it:was ~ elsewhere. An attempt to 
ease the situation was made :by m~ng homeless families into the 
barracks at Uplands Air Base. B~n Doyle spent hree years at 
the base, the setting for his latest:book, Easy Avenue. As he 
remembers it, "There was one p~esence, onepressure, that 
nobody, who lived in the Uplands Emergency Shelter could ig- 
nore. Right next door .... there was the Ottawa Hunt and Golf 
Club where many of the best oft' Pe0Ple in the region hung 
about." 
Brian Doyle gives us the story of Hulbert O'Driscoll (Hubbo), 
living with his gu~dian aunt in-the cramped accommodation at 
the base, who enters Glebe Collegiate, a High School in the more 
affluent area of town: Here he feels the gap between rich and 
poor even more acutely, gives way to being ashamed of his aunt 
-- the school's cleaning lady-- and yearns to belong to the boys' 
H[-Y Club. A new job as companion to the elderly Miss Collar- 
Cuff who introduces him to the pleasures of reading when he 
reads War and Peace to her, and an anonymous benefactor who 
subsidizes him, bring further confusion into his life. 
Brian Doyle handles his cast of eccentric, warmly observed 
characters with great skill and understanding. The book is funny, 
it is also deeply moving, poignant in its portrant of young Hub- 
bo, on the edge of maturity, learning to deal with the inequities 
of the world while beginning toperceive that there are values, 
and nobility and sensitivity of character, which have nothing to 
do with poverty or wealth• Brian Doyle is one of our mOst 
valuable writers,a writer who can express complexities of human 
o 
remhonship~ and values with warmhh, w..,v-~.,....."""°°°'" ~qd. humour~ 
E~y Avenue, pubfished by GroUndwOod at $12.95, is another 
triumph for him. . . . . . . . . .  
ditions and renovations (up 30 institutional projects (up 77 per- 
percent), $1.24 million in-new i Cent) which includes new facili- 
commercial facilities (a whop- ties, •renovations and additions. 
ping 679 percent increasO, Recession recoveryinthe.con- 
$I 19,000 in industrial additions .strucfion industry began after a 
$4.6 million in 1986, jumped to 
$10 million in 1987 with the help 
of Repap's Starship roject, and 
hit the $10.6 million mark last 
year. 
/ 
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( ,hangeS 
PREMIUMS 
As a result of contin- 
ually increasing 
numbers of bodily 
injury and property 
damage claims in 
British Columbia, most 
B.C: motorists will pay 
$40 to $60 more for 
their Autoplan vehicle 
premiums in 1989-  an 
average 8% increase. 
WHO PAYS MORE? 
Vehicle owners who 
had one at-fault claim 
in 1988 will see their 
Autoplan premium 
increase by 63% or 
more. An owner with 
two at-fault claims will 
pay approximately 
116% more. 
The premium for 
Basic Third Party 
Legal Liability, the 
$200,000 compulsory 
coverage, is increased 
11% on average. 
Collision premiums and 
premiums for Compre- 
hensive coverage are 
only slightly increased. 
Some vehicle owners 
will even see a decrease 
in Collision or Compre- 
hensive premiums due 
to the 'aging' of nearly 
40% of the vehicles in 
I I  B.C. 
DRIVER POINT 
PREMIUMS-  
In 1989, Driver Point 
Premiums will be 
increased by about 20%. 
Motorists billed in 1989 
for accumulating five 
points or more against 
their driver's licences 
must~ pay the 1989 
rates. This is part of 
the continuing effort of 
ICBC to increasecosts 
to driverswho break 
the law. 
Points Premiums Points Premiums 
0 -4 . . . . ; '$0  16 . . . .  $860  
5 . . . . .  $115 17 . . . .  $990 
$!50 18. . .$1,135 
* 7 6 ! ' : ! '~::  $185 19! : .  $1,290 
8 . . . . .  $230 20...$1,470 
9 ...... =280 21...$1,670 
1 O . . . . .  ~35 "22 .... $1,890 
11 . . . .  $400 23 . . .$2 , i40  
12 . . . .  24 . . .$z415 
13 . . . .  $555 25 . . .  $2,720 
14 . . . .  $645 26+..$3,000 
15 . . . .  $745 
SENIORS 
DISCOUNT 
As of January 1, 
1989, senior citizens 
who. qualify are eligible 
for the 25% handi- 
capped driver discount 
in addition to the 25% 
seniors discount. These 
discounts apply only to 
the basic insurance and 
can combine for a total 
saving of nearly 44% 
for a handicapped 
senior. 
RADAR 
DETECTORS 
On new policies or 
renewals as of January 
1,1989, ICBC no longer 
provides coverage for 
radar detectors. The 
definition of 'equip- 
ment' in the Insurance 
(Motor Vehicle) Act has 
been amended specif-*( l l  
ically to exclude:radar ~ 
detectors. "~. i 
TERmTpRIES  ...... 
 CSCh  I 
rates in a:number of ''~: 
territories to reflect ' :  
current claims trends:i!" 
Rates for the Fraser 
Valley (Territory J) are 
up slightly in addition 
to overall premium i 
increases. 
Collision premiums l l  
are reduced for South 
Vancouver Island(Ter- 
ritory B). i 
Except for Bowen 
Island and Central and l l  
Northern Vancouver 
Island, all islands off 
the B.C. coast are in i 
Territory B, making 
the overall premium l l  
increase slightly less 
than elsewhere, i 
The Pemberton area 
north of Garibaldi Pro- 
vincial Park ischanged i 
from Territory A to 
Territory M, with a i 
resulting decrease in 
premiums for most veh- 
icle owners in that i 
area. 
i 
I I  
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
n 
I I  
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THEM SAFE. 
DEFENSIVELY. 
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! iWhereToFind!!iit 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEER!NG,'o"'-o'-°"='""°' 
1635-5134L 
461| LAKELSE. TERRACE 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SATEU.ITE T,V. 
, v  
o 
Your Complete " 
source for all: 
your heating ! : 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
SuppyLtd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 633-7158 
West Coast ~ 2803 Kenney Street 
- i[ andscapmg - '~- - - ' - - -~- - -d~'~ CHANGES Terrace. B.C. 
v* Wolfe.Tanning System 
DESIGNMAINTENANCE--INSTALLATION r Jan Blake /~L~t"  v, LANZA products 
COMMERCIAL - -  RESIDENTIAL 635 ~2572 Phone tar o ' ,  appoint,hen, 
• LAWN REJUVENATION S023 S~,,o. c-. ~ 535-9666 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP Tomme, s.c. TOTAL HAP, CARE 
• 1 - -T rgn  
Terrace 
Tree. Tr imming 
~i l i  Will cut down any tree! 
, "SAFELY" 
s,,000,O00 , io5 ; ; ; . ; ; ; ;R  protection T ill• 
LJM TIRE SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
Your Complete Automotive Retailer 
Business: 635.4902 
Pager: 638-2932 4808 W. Highway 16 Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L6 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
RUST,/ 
CHECK 
i 
i 
Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
Vehicles. 
Harm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
635-3929 4630 KEITH, TERRACE 
"?'. Nate's Electric 
Industrial 
Commemlal & 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan Waddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
"If you're satistied, tell others 
. . .  i l  not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terace, B.C. V8G 
Phone 638.1991 
RON or AL 1N4 
- ICBC claims handled promptly 
s3s . l zss  
HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
• CONTRACTING SERVICES ' 
Inflatable BoatRepairs 
Durable- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
, installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
s:s .ss :o  2, .ou ,  s~Rv,cE ~ S..OS-- 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYPING 
. VOICE PAGERS,  PHOTOCOPYING 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
i ,i 638-8195 
-3238 Kolum St,, TerraCe, B.C., VSG 
Jan's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Rodem Custom Framing 
Portraits ~ - Mat Cut t ing  
Family Sittings ~ Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 l~kelse Ave., Ternce, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. VRG i ix) Res. 635.5544 
- Custon~er service is our No, 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 19111 
Lukeke Ave., Terrece, B.C. 
638-1168 
- | 
= 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 daily 
2701 8. Ks lum 635-6180 
"L 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Notomyolee • Chalmmn 
IMowmoMkl4 * MedM Ikapplles 
TERRACE hA EQUIPMENT 
SALES ip LTD. 
4441 Lakeise Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635.e384 
J 
: ' -  , , .  
altop soil for the arena hilland 
Riverside Park. And according 
to a recent Recreation Commit- 
tee report, "Heritage.Park will 
not be going ahead as a resultof 
these.two verexpenditures." 
In fact, according to the corn- 
P! stall park arts :il):i: 
LaK year's plans •for some mittee report, the Te.rrace'Beau, 
sort of recreational development ification,~jociety's arena hill 
at Heritage Park were put on project was over~pent bY $8,000 
hold by cost overruns, on the to $10,000 ("moresoil than was. 
arena hill:and •Riverside ;park in i t ia l ly  expected was 
projects, and the.future of a required"), i and that project is 
recreational site in: TM the bench Still awaiting further* funding 
area will'~h0w have. to wait for which will presumably also come 
any offerings thatmay be found from the 1989 budget.. " * 
in the 1989budget . .  The:same report, although it 
Accordmg :: to Superintendent , didn't list adollar amount,:not- 
of  Parks and :IRecreation ~ Steve ed that Riverside Park~also cost 
Scott; $2,500 had been Setaside *a "'bit more'.' than was original '~ 
for the beginnings iof a:Heritage ly expected. The Riverside.Park 
Park ball.diamond, but-that project was initiated •due to a 
moneyinstead bought addition, safety hazard Created by the old 
Torken BMX track but a l so  
included expansion of the exist- 
ing ball diamond. This project 
was completed even before 
council approval - -  because of 
iogistics reason s, a city. spokes- 
man said at the time: the neces- 
oCcupying 10t number 33 at ~The 
Motel sustained extensive 
damage in the early morning, 
hours last Wednesday when the 
roof Caught. fire. 
The fire spread to the interior 
of the structure and was even- 
tually extinguished by  Terrace 
firefighters, Smoke and water 
damage were described as "ex' 
tensive". 
No injuries were~ reported. 
The Fire Department con- 
cluded that a wood stove was the 
cause of the blaze. 
~v Ter race  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, February 8, 12a 
................................. ! ; : :~  : ~ 
.... ~ , .~  
The Kermode Friendship Society received a major funding boost • Monday in the form of a 
very large cheque for $24,000 from the B.C. Ministry of Native Affairs. The money, presented 
by Skeena MLA Dave Parker, •will allow the Society to hire a youth drug and alcohol 
awareness and prevention counsellor for six months. Receivingthe cheque are (left to 
right) Society chairman Ron Bartlett and Friendship Centre staff members Vernon Joseph 
and Sarah Bevan. 
Former Terrace resident gets 
salt equipment was in the area 
T~ILER BURNS and  it was cheaper to proceed i = o p  
• " than to returnlater, t post at Overwaitea Foods 
TERRACE - -  A mobile-h0me Besides the city's plans for a 
ball ,diamond and other .recrea- 
tional facilities at Heritage 
Park,.the Terrace Kinsmen are 
also working on their own pro- 
ject which will eventually estab- 
lish four tennis courts at the site. 
Another Heritage Park pro- 
ject, a $5,000 playground, has 
not-been compromised, says 
Scott. He says a "Big Toy" 
creative playground was put. 
chased last year and will be  
installed at Heritage Park as 
soon as weather permits. 
Last issuewe looked at vendors as one of the three main 
considerations in purchasing~a computer system. This week we'll 
begin looking, at software (the progl?ams that actually make the 
computer do something), and hardware, the bits and pieces that• 
seem to do something. One can't look at software or hardware in 
isolation. Although the kind of software we want to run will help 
determine the kind of machine we need to run it, we must look at 
hardware, that is the machinery, in terms of ~vhat other software 
is available for that type of machine. 
For most purposes business users are faced with a choice of 
one of two 'familys' of machines, the APPLE Macintosh family 
and the MSDOS family (often referred to as IBM compatible). I 
know the Atari, Amiga, and other computer owners will take 
issue With my simplistic breakdown but the vast majority of 
business users buy one of those two types of machines because 
the other manufacturers cannot offer the software selection. 
How does one decide between the two? It largely depends upon 
the nature of your business needs. If all you need is some simple 
word processing, spreadsheet, and accounting packages, the 
MSDOS machines offer fairly reasonable entry into the market. 
A basic MSDOS setup including a hard drive and a printer can 
be easilypurchased~.for slightly.under• $2000.00, A Macintosh: 
setup with a~hard rive could cost you twice that. However that 
isnot quite a fair comparison since the Macintosh is much easier 
to learn and use and comes 'bundled' with a fair number of the 
• ,desktop' software items. I've once heard the statement that the 
true cost of a system is not just the purchase price but also in- 
cludes the learning time of the users. SO in the long run a Macin- 
tosh system may not:cost any more than an MSDOS system. 
Up until recently the conventional wisdom held that Mac- 
intoshes were better for 'creative' uses such as desktop ublishing 
and MSDOS machines were better for 'business' uSeS rsuch as ac- 
.cOunting. However, now the distinction is nowhere as clearcut as 
we see some very excellent business programs howing up for the 
:Macintosh on one hand while we see improvements in the 
• MSDOS programs in areas uch as desktop ublishing. My feel -~ 
ing-is that the day will soon come where the argmnent over which 
:is the better type ofmachinewill be about as relevantaS the 
~many arguments automobile fanatics haveover their favorite ::.: 
He recalls the community at 
that time as being ':small but ac- 
tive" and says he made many 
lifelong friends during those 
years. 
In 1967 he was transferred to 
Kitimat and later obtained a 
post as district manager in the 
Overwaitca head offices in 
Langley, overseeing the opera- 
tion of 17 stores, Townsend was 
named vice-president of the 
company in 1974, executive vice- 
president in 1987, and president 
last month. He and his family 
are presently living in Maple 
Ridge. 
"I'd like to take this oppor- 
tunity to pay tribute to all the 
friends I have in Terrace," he 
said. 
BOUG TOWNSEND: We were 
very happy in Terrace. 
Doug Townsend, the man 
who managedTerrace's original 
Overwaitea store in the early 
1960's, has been appointed 
president of the company, the 
largest supermarket chain in 
B.C. 
Townsend succeeds Clarence 
Heppel, who is retiring after 15 
years as president. 
In an interview last week, 
Townsend said he still maintains 
contact with friends and ac- 
quaintences in Terrace and 
makes an effort to visit the area 
at least once a year. 
Recalling his years in Terrace, 
Townsend said; "We were very 
happy there, we loved Terrace. 
Our youngest daughter, Sandy, 
was born there and we call her 
our 'Skeena Princess'." 
• Townsend took over manage- 
ment of the Terrace Overwaitea 
in 1959, when the store was 
located on Kalum St. in the 
building that presently houses 
Queensway Trading. The outlet 
later moved to the corner of 
Emerson and Lazelle, where'the 
Skeena Broadcasting structure 
now stands. At that time the 
operation employed-about ~ 50
people, and~Townsend says ~it 
was one of the highest-volume 
stores in B.C. . . . . .  
• .. , . 
i 
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Hot Spr ings hol iday : ,L 
, rtered as Lotto pr ize: : 
Five free nights at the Mount 
Layton Hot Springs, with all 
meals included, for a family of 
four is one of th~ prizes being 
offered in the Lotto B.C. Great 
Getaway series during the 
month of February. The Mount 
Layton holiday is one of 300 
vacation packages involved in 
the draw.. .i 
Each week 75 numbers will be 
drawn for the holiday prizes, '~ 
with the winning numbers pub- J ~ -• 
lished in local newspapers. Tick- ., 
et holders are also eligible for an !~ 
additional draw for recreational 
vehicles as well as the normal 
jackpot cash prize. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Thursday, February 16, 1989 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kitlmat-Stikine commencing at 7:30 p.m. toreceive 
representation from all persons who deem their interests to 
be affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of 
Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw No. 37, Amendment Bylaw No. 
273, 1988." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to redesignate 
the parcel described as Lot 4, D.L. 1707, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 8270 from the Low Density Rural (R2) zone to the 
Rural Resort (RC-1) zone. This bylaw amendment, if and when 
adopted would allow the development of a proposed fishing 
resort. The parcel subject to rezonlng is approximately 30 
acres. The property Is located approximately 5 miles west of 
Terrace along Highway 16, as indicatedon the sketch below. 
U~SUmYEY|b CROWN LAND " 
DISTn lCT  /~ / / /  LOT 
~l t~ S l lSdfef  10 , i  
P /~ l lg l i  AFRf fAT  I Git 
30 AClt lS 
1707 
RE,iRVE 
t 
DISTRICT/ "  ~/ f /  LOT 699 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the *offices of the 
Regional District of Kitlmat-Stlklne, 300 . 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue; Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m; Monday to Friday. - 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stiklne 
~r 
• . .%, -  
,. . • 
y,  
• . Te.rra~.R~/~,..:Wednesd ty •,-,~,,,"=,~ 8, 1989 
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U l i l .¥111~ . , . I l l  n :nv  V .N  m I m I n I I  i l  l i  ~ I~-~ . . . . . .  
dec is  ion d ate:nears:: : :: 
or northern university 
:!~"::.:::~~:i:Speakifg on- behalf of the haven'tbeguh to plan could be 
"" ::. :intei'ior University Society, Col- left in the cold. Terrace, for ex- 
• :;, :i;legeofNewCaledoniaptesident amp le, being the center;of the 
-.-:. Chariie McCaffery. - says -the western'area, is a logical choice 
- :.8overnment's decision :on. a .for.. a university campus. But if 
Northe~ university:. is . nearing, other .centers. like Kitimat or 
- -and  northern'communities who.= Prince..Rupert have already. 
. . . .  " . . . . .  -: madeland offers and have plans 
: . _ _ . : _  undo. yt o --owould'o" 
": :'" I i r ] - ] :e r |  r r ] "  ' . . " ~ ' ' . ~ "r " • . good choice. 
: • Terrace city council made a 
dent ........ resi. commitmentto the no.hem D University concept and relegated 
II----. : . • . . •. the job of a landoffer to corn- found mittee lastfalL;, and it's still in 
" . - • .-. c0mmittee;-other, communities,- 
• The. NOrthwest Commtinity thongh; are:0n the move, 
College board of directors has Tumbler Ridge is the latest 
- .  . - .  
: • , . -  . ' . .  
• . , , • : .  : /, 
.... . , ,  : - .:.: .. 
\ . . .  :i:i~, 
: , .  ; . t . .~  
. . . . . . . . .  n " community to come on.stream .hireda~emporary:couege pn Ic~- . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ;~., pal. to :f:d] .~¢ 'drier executive °Y s ,T~eng2~W~Un~ ;= ° 
.':~, ...: 0ffiF.~,spositionforthenexts~x" = '~° .  , . .  "<" : .  :..- . 
months.-Acc0rding to board- e v_en furm_er, ,-,ne#. t~uesne~ 
.The village of Kltwancool got a boost into the twentieth century recently with a $57,000 B.C. 
government grant to allow the Gltanyow Independent School Society to buy a satellite "13/ 
receiver and cable system; the village currently gets no broadcast communications at all. - 
The grant was received by Society members Mac Derrick and Jackle Smith withthe be, st 
wishes of Skeena MLA Dave Parker. 
".: ,, chairmanHans:Wagner, College- 
". Of Hew. Caledonia vi.'c~principal:: 
Don Anderson will be arriving in 
Terrace this week .and. will 
assume, the posifion:.'munedi - 
..ately. . " . . ' .  .. ; " 
." :>"We appreciate his willing- 
'ness to Come t0.our •aid. on Such 
short notice,". Says Wa@.er,: 
"and we are. grateful to Mr. 
.CharlesMcCaffery, principal of 
the ColI~e of New Caledonia. 
. _and'the college's board fortheir 
neighborly Support in:releasing 
Mr. Anderson from his current 
School. Board has formed an 
a "risory committee t o develop a 
1( alplan'for aQuesnel campus. 
This committee, far ahead of, 
everyone he, is considering the 
phase, in schedule, corporate fi- 
nancial support and enrollment 
in expectation of a l~sitive gov- 
enanent .response. 
Communi~tion problems be- 
: tween.the society and the Minis- 
try Of Advanced Education were 
Sorted out at a meeting with i 
deputy minister Garry Mullen 
last.Friday, says McCaffery, and 
a decision is nowexpected by the 
Terry HubertS.has named the 
members of the regional Tram- 
portation Planning :,Committee 
for :the. North  Coast Develop 
ment Region.. The. purpose of  
the committeeis to develop a 
comprehensive transportation 
plan for the region which will 
be pre~nted toCabinet later th is  
ycax.. Chairing the, committee 
Minister of: state appoint  
transport commnttee members 
.North Coast Minister of State will be Terrace mayor •Jack services across the province and 
Centenar ian  
Communities who aren't pre- 
pared, he says, "are clearly tak- 
. ing the risk they will be left 
out". He says the society has a 
commitment toregionalize from 
the onset and the Northwest, 
Central, Peace River, Cariboo 
Talstra, rwho will be assisted by to channel taxpayers' dollars 
mayors Rick Wozney of towards identified regional 
Kitimat, Darlene Cornell Of transportation priorities." 
Stewart, Gordon Fever of Talstra says the committee's 
Masset, Alice Maitland • of next meeting isplanned for this 
Hazelton.and Chief TomGreen Saturday in Te.rrace and' their 
Sr. of Queen Charlotte City, first job will be to review the 
Chid Cliff Bolton of Kit- :r~,ntly completed provincial 
study. He says that following 
that, each member will present 
what they feel are the important 
issues for their own particular 
area in order to developa re- 
sumkahm, ChiefHnrry Nyce of  
-Canyon City and Jay Stroug 
from Prince Rupert. 
Huberts says the committee 
represents~ North Coast commu- • responsibilities." 
• . According to.Wngner, Ander- end of the month with an offi- " • • nities as well as regional interest gi0nal plan. Although it hasn't 
, son brings-.with-him a '-'Wealth cial announcement about mid- .. passes  aw,  ay  groups who will prmide_local yet been decided, he says that 
ofexperience',and amoug other ,.March" And if everything oes . . - :.. , _ . .r --: :. ,-!..input into the.provincial tram- public hearings, ma._y be. held 
positiom has servedas thepresi- as the society hopes, he: says, xocKtimg unow, wnoreeent-~"lr~rtatio n nl~nninn locess call- throughout the region to allow 
• dent of Lethbridge College in ~ will happen fast after ly;eelebr-atedhisl00thbirthday ~,,'-Freedomt--o-~ove,," everyone the 0pportunity 0 pro- 
that. with a large public, party at the "We are wor "ki~ closely with vide input into the process. 
and Prince George regions are Home for the Aged, 
logical centers. But which corn- Terraceview staff report hat 
munit will becomethecenterof Chow has no known living y . . , , _ 
each region remains to be seen. relatives. 
Terraceview Lodge, died last the municipalities So that people 
week of natural causes, in each community can identify 
Chow was.born in China and regional transportation priori- 
took up residence in Terrace in ties for road, rail, air and water 
1953. He was one ofthe original routes," says Huberts. "The 
occupants of the Terraceview planning process has been initi- 
facility, •then known' as the ated to improve transportation mittedto Cabinet. 
According to Talstra, the 
committee's final report isdue 
in Victoria by mid-June and will 
then be review by Huberts' ad- 
visory council before being sub: 
Alberta. '.'The bonrd s(~s i t~  
particularly fortunate to have 
his broad background and ex- 
• tensive experience available to 
. us at this critical and opportune 
- tinge of rebuilding, development 
and :planning for a dynamic 
future for the college," he says. 
Wagner emphasizes the fact 
that Anderson's position at 
:NWCC is temporary and the 
board has no plans or expecta- 
~~:tions of it becoming a full-time 
position. 
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This basket -holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for yOU.. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
I)11-1204 :: l))ione . . . .  
m ,-  im 
: -  - 
HOULDEN - -  Kurt and Avis are pleased to 
announce the  arrival of THOMAS 
COURTLAND at the Chilliwack Hospital 
on January 12, 1989 at 3:55 p.m. and 
weighing 9 lbs. 5 oz. A special ittle brother 
for Courtenay. Proud grandparents are Cec 
Agnew,: Charlie Houlden, and Bernice and 
Grant Lemley. Great-grandfather is Ernie 
Sande. (Is this a future basketball star7?.?) 
.... .' ..__ (~.. tO)  
r ~  24 hour Phone 
~km~, lm m-~ ~g(me H i l l  ' , ,  
. :  : : : .  • . . . . . .  ::,::q ; : , . ,  . : ' . . ' :  ,...,:- .... : : ,  ' . . . . - ,  ., 
INDUSTRIAL i l  
FIRST AID TRAINING I! 
Northwest Communi ty  College offers a 2-week!n-  II 
dustrial..First Aid Course beginning February * ! 3 II 
19S9:. : * II 
HOURS: •: 8:00 a,m' to 3:00 p,m,: II 
DAYS:  ' Monday  tO Fr iday : i~ l  ) II 
P][ACE:  Room 215, : rrr  II 
: A  , =atio= II 
UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Own a Slenderworid Salon 
• Fmles t  G~win9  F i tness  P rogram in Noah Amer ica  
• Up  to  9 d i l fomnt  motor i zed  tables tldu) Iho WORK'  out  of Woddng Out  
• Full Tminlng end Malting Support 
- Excell~ Cmh Flow 
• Modest Investment • Owlet Inqukkis Welcome 
. " _  . 
%,"  , , • 
i r I ' , 
. . .  " ' ,  . ' i  ". ' ,"2 . ' .  :, '~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tony,, ecutive officer George Petty said 
aled the, final: figures for~he year 
ny's indicate revenues of $1..0283 bil: 
: 3 ,  • 
': :~ ';"; ..Te#rabe Rev iew"  Wednesday, ::::: 
, .  : .~ . i - , ; ,  - .. ::  ~ : 
rd :yea i 1 raCkSl , co  r • . .  / 
zation andexpanston programs, 
including ~onstruction,of a $42 
• Petty •noted that the 1988 fig- 
ures are'even more remarkable 
in view of an adverse trend in 
, : : ;Unused dollars in promotion: fu nd 
venti0n center. ' in:1988 however; race Elks who got $228 to host 
the program was tapped by,only'- the :1988B.C.Elks' Conference, 
• four local~gr()ups involving 717 Terrace Youth SoCcer"who •were 
participants.: This- means, with-., given $21.7 when they hosted the 
e $1 lion with a corporate net income the.exchange rate between the 
, ,ii!i:i:biiiid~.:mark. : ,  ~ :: : ~ :  , .of $92,8 :million. This compares .:U.S; :and Canadian.:dollar. At 
' :  ::::i,:,~Skeefia:Cellulose operates:the ':withrevenUe of  $927 million:and 1987~xchange n~tes,:hesaid, the 
:: St~ship sawmill in Terrace.and a net income of $62,5million fop . company's net income in 1988 
,pu lp  mill complex near Prince 1987; revenues increased 11 pe r- would ~ have been $26 million 
.Rupert. " -.- cent, :while .profits-went up 48 higher; 
chairman and chief ex- percent; :: . ,• Through a series of moderni- 
. . , . . . . .  , 
- . - . . .  
" TERRACE"~' A" citY program 
de~igned.!o help attract regional 
and!pmvinciai' conventions and 
toixrliaments has been successfui 
• -:to a~degree butnot_necessarily to 
. ;lhe:'e~i~tationS :of city Council. 
. :The:Program began a year ago 
withi:li:.$5,000 budget and of- 
fered ~ $11: per person in  financial 
/assistance to any local group 
organizing: an event that at- 
tracted outsiders to the area. 
• The theory was that this 
would 'put us on the map' as the 
Northwest tournament and con- 
B:C. Summer Games •Zone 7 
Play, off Championships, and 
the Terrace Horseshoe Club 
Who received $104 for hosting 
the B.C.Horsesh0e Champion- 
ships. 
To date, the listof this year's 
recipients looks like this: $500 
each has been allocated to next 
month's Pacific Northwest Mu- 
sic Festiyal, the Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics Club who are host- 
ing the province's 1989 provin- 
cial gymnastic ;champioaships, 
and Knox United Church who 
will be hosting the church's pro- 
vincial conference in May. The 
actual amount each group re- 
ceives Will be based on the num- 
ber of participants and could be 
more or less than the allotted 
$500. 
According to Mayor'Jack Tal- 
stra the program began during 
the latter part of last February 
and the $5,000 ceillng-,was et 
..~th;~,nt ~. rein ~aea: of, what  to 
ti0ns already expected to  be 
about $1,500 however, the idea 
may be catching on and the 
out adding any more t0the pot, 
there is still $4'283 remaining: 
an d onlys1,500 f this' has so 
far been, allocated: for, 1989 --  
lea~,ing almost $2,800 for other 
potential users. 
Taking advantage of the fund 
in. 1988 were: Terrace Minor 
Hockey who received $168 for 
hosting the 'AAA' Midget Pro- 
vincial Championships, the Ter- 
Media and message 
by Phil Hartl, 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Retail advertising is carried inall daily 
and weekly newspapers and in many 
magazines. It can be done with handbills 
for door-to-door distribution or by direct 
mail to selected addresses. It can be done 
with billboards. And, of course, it can 
be done by radio and television, 
There are other ways the retailer can 
advertise --  by a listing, foTexample,,~ " 
the yellow pages of the l~  pl1one";":'~! {' 
book, or in aprogram for a sports or 
other ~ublicevent. ,The ways in which a 
retailer can advertise are, in fact, so 
many and so diverse that it is frequently whole community could benefit. 
Development Bank difficult knowing which one to ch0ose., , Not only will these events 
Here are four general rules by which the retailer can be guided lit tract hundreds of out-of-town 
participants: those who bring 
families will need additional ac- 
commodation and meals° plus 
other necessities and souvemrs 
and, after, experiencing Terrace 
hospitality, there's always the 
chance that' they may change 
their destination for this year's 
summer holiday. 
II II 
~'~i~,~ 
in choosing the fight medium for advertising:. 
1. The medium should be compatible with the image the. 
retailer wishes to project and with the merchandise offered. A 
good gr~er will advertise in a newspaper.because housewives 
have become accustomed to looking there when preparing their 
shopping list. Or if there is no newspaper, the grocer could use 
hand-bills. But a quality furrier would want to appear in a glossy 
magazine. 
2. The medium should be suitable to the retailer's market and 
geographical rea. An implement dealer's advertising would be 
more effective if placed in a farm paper than if placed in a 
general purpose publication. 
3. The medium should serve the retailer's •geographical area 
and, preferably; originate in it. The small town retailer's advertis- 
ing will usually be more effective in the newspaper published in 
town than it would be in an advertising medium from out of 
town. 
4. The medium should be within the retailer's budget. Televi- 
sion advertising appeals to many retailers because of its visual 
impact, but television advertising isoften extremely expensive to 
prepare. 
A fifth rule might be for the retailer to check the advertising 
media used by• competitors. If the retailer is sel!ing men's wear 
and local newspaper carries ~men's adver!is.ing from competitors, 
it would I~e advamageous to ilave advertising there too, always 
assuming the merchandise • was competitive. At the same time, 
some retailers have attracted customers with advertising which ig- 
nores these rules. One wouldn't expect a hobby shop to advertise 
in a business publication, but •some hobby shops have had ex- 
cellent results by doing so. Their advertising took the approach 
that many of the business readers could be, persueded to revive 
childhood hobbies. 
=. ,Advertising, like every other aspect of a retail operation, is an 
• inteusdy competitive t'v'" ac i try. It takes time and skill to design 
advertising copy. Retailers. should not hesitate to Seek help if they 
feel tbeyneed it. Listen to the advice offered by represmtatives 
of the medium you have chosen. A good adveltbing salesman 
also wants the retailer's advertising to be succeisful,because the ,: 
retail~ will then place re.ore advertising. Regular .advmlislng, 
carefully desiped, timed and budgeted, and placed in the right 
medium, will almost always attract new customers. BUt impulse 
advertising, with too little thought given to preparation and 
medium, becomes an expense no retailer-can long afford . . . .  
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NE IGHBOR. . .  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
This emblem Identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
Terry Ik11.41/ I  
el  ~Mn 
i • I l l  i l  
41 
$: 
million• sawmill in Terrace and 
$80 million in upgrading for the 
Watson Island pulp mill, Repap 
increased the value of its assets 
47 percent in 1988, to $2.2645 
billion from.g1.5356 billion• 
Earnings for Repap stock 
were $1.79 per share in 1988, up 
Repap's other major rprOdfil¢-. 
tion facilities are in NewBi'uiis- 
wick and the state of Wisconsin; 
The company specializes in the. 
production of high-quality 
Coated paper •manufactured 
from softwood kraft pulp• 
BCJiI g 
. . . .  -o  
-,.- , , 
FOREST LICENCE 
CONVERSIONS 
TO TREE FARM LICENCES 
Public Information Sessions 
Forests Minister Dave Parker will chair a series of information 
sessions througho.ut the province on the policies and procedures" 
for the conversion of Forest Licences to Tree Farm Licences. 
Each session will include an information presentation by the 
Forest Service and an opportunity for public presentations and 
,comment. 
If you wish to make a presentation, please: 
• contact the local Ministry office as indicated below to book a 
presentation time. Times will be allocated on a first come 
.first served basis, 
• • provide the local Ministry office with a copy of your 
presentationremarks at least one working dayin .0vance 
of the information session in which you will participate. 
• limit your presentation to 15 minutes. 
An information package about the program will be available from 
all Ministn/offices. 
All sessions will be held from 2:00 to 4:30 p.m. and from 7:00 to 
9:00 p.m. in each centre. 
Date Sessions 
Feb.13 .... SMITHERS . 
Hudson Bay Lodge 
Main Ballroom 
3251 E. Highway 16 
Local Contact 
Riigional Manager's Office. 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5000 (3726 Alfred Ave.) 
Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847-7544 
Feb. 15 FT. ST. JOHN 
The Alexander 
Mackenzie Inn 
Peace Rooms 1 & 2 
9223 - 100 Street 
District Manager's Office 
Ft; St. John Forest Office 
10716 - 100th Avenue 
Ft. St. John, B.C. 
VIJ 1Z3 
Phone 787-3301 
Feb. 20 PRINCE GEORGE 
Holiday Inn 
Cranbrook Room 2/3 
444 Georgia Street 
Regional Manager's Office 
Prince George Forest Region 
1011 - 4th Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3H9 
Phone:. 565-6102 
Feb. 23 WILLIAMS LAKE 
Sacred Heart Church 
Parish Hall 
455 Pidgeon Street 
Regional Manager's Office 
Cariboo Forest Region 
540 Borland Street 
Williams Lake, B,C. 
V2G 1R8 
Phone: 398-4389 
Feb. 27 KAMLOOPS 
Stockman's Motor Inn 
Thompson Room 
540 Victoria Ave. 
Regional Manager's Office 
Kamloops Forest Region 
515 Columbia Street 
Kamloops B.C. 
V2C 2T7 
Phone: 828-4120 
Mar. 6 
Mar. 
NELSON 
Heritage Inn 
Hume Room 
422 Vernon Street 
VANCOUVER 
The Westin Bayshore 
Stanley Room 
1601 W. Georgia St. 
• Regional Manager's Office 
Nelson Forest Region 
518 Lake Street 
Nelson, B.C. 
V1L 4C6 . . . . .  
Phone: 354-6203 
Regional Manager's Office 
Vancouver Forest Region 
4595 Canada Way 
Bum.by, B.C. 
VSG 4L9 
Phone: 660-7626 
Mar. 10 PARKSVILLE 
Island Hall 
Beach Resort Hotel 
Hall #1 
181 Island Highway 
Director's Office 
Timber Harvestlng Branch 
1450 Govemmeht Street 
Victoda, B.C. 
vaw 3E7 
Phone 387-5291 
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:".""::?.:/for northern .university:-- 
• :. : . :  Speaki g on" behalf of ~e haven't.begun to plan could be 
-':-• Interior University Society, Col- left in the.cold. Terrace, for ex- 
~ : " lege.of New Caledonia president ample, being: the center, of the . 
-. Charlie. McCaffery. says the western"area,-is a logical choice 
~.: :.government's decision :on~ a -for a university campus. But if 
Northe~ UniversitY,.is ~nearing, other .centers. like Kitimat or 
: and n0rthern communities who~ Prince .Rupert have already 
....' ',-: ; " ' .... made land offers and have plans 
:: '-'-"'''-,mur,m underway they t°° w°uld be a 
• :. . . :good choice. 
• .., ..... ,. - -Terrace city council made a "res: .commitment-to the no.hem 
, University concept and relegated 
. : " . . 
' !: . : i eh~ Hans : .Wagner ,  College 
::.: ..:~8~'~l'~.cal~onia vi.'ce.prin.cipal'. 
/ .  ": Dmi Anderson will be arriving in 
 Terra  this week land. wiU 
:[,.: . . ~ e -  the position :..immedi- 
::' - i;"!:'iWe appr~ciate !h~.'. willing- 
: ::n~s to Come tO .our 'md:on  such 
y 
?::.:'.: :'.~,..~ .,...; -." . .  
, . . . .  . - . " . " ,  - . .% 
• ~'.= .[....: ',./._ , ... 
_ . _~:  .~ ,,~'_:'~,: :~...~. 
• ->:•  , . . . : . .~ .  . . . . . .  • . . . . _ . . . , . . -  . _ . .  , . . _ _ .~_ . - .  . _ . _ - _ 
,'2 . . 
I 
• . • - the job  of  a landoffer •to com-  
found i~'.. • '  mittee last fall,.; and it's still in • . ....- committee. Other communities,... The grant was received by Society members Mac Derrick and dackle Smith withthe best 
• : ,~ .•  , ;  . , _ . . . _mm~:[  though; a/e:0n the move. wishes of Skeena MLA Dave Parker. 
• - , rne .  monnwesz ~o ~y • . . . 
' ' "  " ' "  " " ~' . . . .  r -has  Tumbler  R idge  ]s the latest " • t - 
~;ouege ooara oz  mrccms . ,_. .... _•_  . . . . .  , " - - -  tat 
;):;...~.~:+_....^.o.~.,,,,,_,~rinc~.• commumtytocomeon-s t r= Mi ister of S e appoin' . . . . .  
- "~, . .pa l , . zo : : zm- -me cram. ~u,~.  . ..... , _ , ,  . , _  .- . . ,, 
,a. ,,, • avaname, ano~juesnetnasgone t r a n s p o r t  c o m m n t t e e  m e m b e r s  
'~ : ".-" 0ffic~r si~osiii0n for.the neat s ix" .  : • ' : - . - 
. . . .  moiiths. Acc0rding to board  e en further. The Quesnel [ i 
serwces across the province and 
to channel taxpayers' dollars 
The village of Kltwanoool got a boost Into the twentieth century recently with a $57,000 B.C. 
government grant to allow the Gitanyow Independent School Society to buy a satellite TV 
receiver and cable system; the village currently gets no broadcast communications at all. 
of 
Of 
of 
Maitland' of 
School.  Board has formed an i 
ad'vis, o ryc0mmit teeto  deve lopa  .... . t 4e' ' " 
i~p lan ' fo r  a Quesnel campus. ,~,_.,. r~^:,~+ U;.,;~,-, o~ State will be Terrace mayor :Jack 
, _ , , .  . . . _  ~'_  _1 .=_ ,= o f  . INV lW'  ~. ,~a~,  s v a x a x ~ o ~ * .  = 
I reS  comnnt tee ,  IWL" i i f l t~u.  ' - -  " . . . . . . .  : ~--  . . . .  ed  the  " ' . . . . .  the te r ry  tmucr ts ,  aug ~ Ta ls t ra ,who will be  assisted by  
• everyone lse, IS consldenng . :: - -  ,. . . . . . . . . . . .  , • I " memuers ot me regnonat rans- mayors Rick Wozney 
phase, m schedule, corporatefi- .;.~..:,,;, mo...;.~, r,^,~m;tt~ 
nancial support, and e~,ol lment 1~?~, - , - .~ ,~ t I~ '~ l 'o~ Kitimat, .Darlene Cornel l  
• - -  :':'-n o f  a --'sitive -ov  for me t~otm:. ~oas  p- Stewart ,  Gordon  • Feyer  
lnCxpeeTauo po s - mentRegion. The: purpose of Masset. Alice 
:short notice," SayS-Wagner~ ernment.response, thecommittee :is to develop a 
"and we are. grateful to Mr .  Communication problems be- comprehensive transportation 
Charles'McCaffery, princtpal of tween.the society and the Minis- p lan  for the region which will 
: the College of New Caledonia try Of Advanced Education were 
_andthecol lege'sboardfortheir  Sorted out at a meeting wi th  i~e presented to Cabinetlater this 
neighborly Support in: releasing 
Mr. Anderson from his current 
.responsibilities." 
deputy minister Garry Mullen 
last Friday, says McCaffery, and 
a decision is nowexpectedby the 
towards identified regional 
transportation priorities." 
Talstra says the c~nmu'ttee's 
• next meeting is planned for this 
Hazdton ,andCh ie f  Tom Green  Saturday  in Te~ace  .and' their 
Sr. of Queen CharloUe City,  first job will be to review the 
Chief Cliff BoRon Of K i t - r~ 'n t ly  completed provindal 
sumkalum, ChiefHarry Nyce o f  study. He says that following 
that, each member will present 
what they feel are the important 
issues for their own pargcular 
area in order to developa re- 
year. Chairing the committee Canyon City and•Jay Strong 
• from Prince Rupert. 
• Huberts says the committee 
Centenarian represents NorthCoast commu, 
• . nities as well re.regional interest gional:plan. Al though it hasn't . Acmrding to Wagner, Ander- endof the month with an offi- 
-son br i~s"~th  im a..,.'Wealth cial announcement about mid- . passes away =o,ps who .• will- provide._ local yet been decided, hesays that 
of experience" and among other ,March"  And  if everything goes . .:..,; • _ ,  ,: :,.-:-i,, ...>:input into the  pro.vin,~d trans- public hearings, maY be held 
~ e  socnety hopes, he  .says; -• xoc¢t~Uug unow,  wnorecem: ""~. • • ' " " ' call- throughout th.e regi0nto allow positions has servedas the.prm.t- will happen fast •after , . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . , _  . . . . . . . .  .. portauon planmng process. " sy cexeoratea ms l~tn  ommnay. ,.d " l~n~dom to Move". everyone the opportunityt0 pro- 
.dent of Lethbridge :College m . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . • that. w~th  a large public party at the ,, Alberta. "The board sees it ~ns Communities who aren't pre- " • We are wet "ki~_ closely with vide input mto the prongs. 
particularly fortunate tO have. 
his broad background and ex- 
tensive experience available to 
us at this critical and opportune 
tinge of rebuilding, development 
and planning for a dynamic 
future for the college." he says. 
Wagner emphasizes the fact 
that  Anderson's position at 
NWCC is temporary and the 
,:.board has no plans or expecta- 
:-~.<tiofis of it becoming a full-time 
position. 
. . '  : , • 
.pared, he says, ,are clearly tak- 
. ing the risk they will be left 
out". He says the society has a 
commitment toregionalize from 
the onset and the Northwest, 
Central, Peace River, Cariboo faeifity, .then known- as the 
and Prince George regions are Home for the Aged. 
logical centers. But which com- Terraceview staff report that 
munity will become the center of : Chow has no known living 
each region remains to be seen. relatives. 
Terraceview Lodge, died last the mUnicipalities So that people 
week of natural causes, in each community can identify 
Chow was born in China and regional transl~..rtation pried- 
took up residence in Terrace in ties for road, rail, air and water 
1953. He was one of the original . routes , "  says Huberts. "The 
occupants of the  Terraceview planning process has been initi- 
According to Tahtra, the 
committee's f'mal report i s  due 
in Victoria by mid.June and will 
then be review by Huberts' ad- 
visory council before being sub:- 
ated to improve transportation mitted to Cabinet. 
- -  p 
N0rthwestCommunity College 
INDUSTRIAL 
FIRST A!DTRAINING 
Northwest Commumty College offers a 2-week In. 
dustrial .First Aid Course beginning February ! 3 
and ending February 24, 1989. 
HOURS: ' : 8:00 a.m. tO 3:00 p .m."  . 
DAYS:  : M0nday t0 F r iday .  ~ .  
PLACE:  _ Room2.15, . • . . 
i dmin is t ra tmn Su i ld ing~ 
INSTRUCTOR: Fred Adair 
. UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Own a Slenderworld Salon 
HOULDEN - -  Kurt and Avis are pleased to 
announce the  arrival of THOMAS" 
COURTLAND at the Chil l iwack Hospita l  
on January 12, 19S9 at 3:55 p.m. and  
, . . . . . .  , ..... weighing 9 Ibs. 5 oz. A special little brother  
This basket-holds for Courtenay. Proud grandparents are Cec 
Information and Agnew, Charlie Houlden, and Bernice and 
gifts eepeclally 
helpful for you.. Grant Lemley. Great-grandfather is Ernie 
Call your Sande. (Is this a future basketball star??-?) 
. Welcome Wagon 
hostess today. 
(148-1 |N  " , 
Pt tone_ '  . . . .  , , , ,  . " . v ~ ~. ._eO's  , 
• ~ . /~  " 7 . .  i ! i  , , - , ~  ~ "MI~ L ~ n j  
~' : : ]~ ' J '  • 24 .hour  Phone 
.c"~ a_  ~_': ~ o_  
• . ... . . ,  -= . ,~=m~ , ,;,. ;, : ~ ,>:  . . . .  : 
• Fastest Growing Fitness Program in North Amodca 
• Up to 9 dlfferem otorized tables Ihke the WORK' out of Woddng Out 
• Full Training end Markotin0 Support 
• F, xca0em Cub Flow 
• Modest Jmmmmem • Oeeler ~ Wek~m 
- -A . , . , . . . . , ,ha,  ==_ A ~ ~i - -  mml.dbm&ma=~ VmmmJh~,Mun n o~ 
•A 
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,aid .Petty noted that the 1988 fig- 
'ear ures are: even more remarkable 
bil- in view of: an• adverse trend in 
l ine the .exchange rate: between the 
ires ."' U'S~:: andiCanadian dollar. At 
-< ': :"-i~iiceei~a:~Cellulose :0perates the" with•revenue of $927 million:and : 198Te.xchange rates, hesaid, the 
:Starship :sawmill in Terrace.and a net income of $62,5million for company's net income in 1988 
a~pulpmill complex near Prince 1987; revenues increased 11 per- would: have been $26 million 
,Rupert;: . . . . . .  cent, while•profits wentup 48 higher. 
" : 5 : " ' '  " ' " r " " Through a series of moderni- Repap chairman and.chief ex-. percent. .. ,, , 
" " :" On u '  ;: sod"  ..... ... I ' "ars.  in ,, p' ro "rn o [ io n : fund ~":~' . ,  . " . , . . . ,  : • • , . .  . 
• • . ~ • : .  • . ,  . . s : . . .  • - , . _ . . .  . 
. . . .  T ~ C E ~  AcitY program ventidncenter;In1988 however; race Elks who g0t $228 tohost  
designedto help attract regional the progra~n was tapped by.only'~ the 1988 B.C. Elks' Conference;, 
and!pr0vinciai••conventions and  four local group.s •involving 717 Terrace Youth Soccer whowere, 
m~naments has been •successful participants. This means, with- : g!ven $217 whenthey hostedthe 
-to a~/degree but notnecessarily to 
: '" - the  ~p~tations o f city council. 
The'~Programbegan '  year ago 
:wiihi.h"$5,000budget-~- and of. 
i:'fe~ed $1 perPerson in financial 
-assistance to any local group 
organizing an event 'that. at- 
tracted outsiders to the area. 
The theory was that this 
would 'put us on the map' as the 
Northwest tournament and con- 
out adding any inore to:the pot, 
there is still $4,283 remaining 
and only$1,500.of this' has so 
far been. allocated for:. 1989 --  
lea~,ing almost $2,800 for.other 
• potential users. 
Taking advantage of the fund 
in. 1988 were: Terrace Minor 
Hockey who received $168 for 
hosting the 'AAA' Midget Pro- 
vincial Championships, the Ter- 
" ! . , . 
Media and message 
Retail advertising is carried in all daily 
and weekly newspapers and in many - 
mag~nes, It can be done with handbills 
for door-to-door distribution or by direct 
mail to selected addresses.•It can be done 
with billboards. ~And, of course, it can 
be done by radio and television. • 
There are other ways the retailer can 
advert ise-  by a:!isting, f0r.ex.ample,::~.. 
the yellow pages Of the local phone "~,~' 
" " book, or ina  program for a sports or 
by Phil HsrtI; ........ o~er ......... publicevent.~ ..... '"'i " "  ' . ................ ,The ways in" whlch', a 
;:;' !t,:.::7;~: .{ :{!7~ . /:~ : .:•: "'7:'/:~ : ::.~::7 T~vace Review ~-  Wed,esday, Febru~ 8 , --. 
• " . . " i  • ,  . - . - .  ~ . . , : . . ~.. : . ,  ~/ .  i~:;.:.~.",!.i< 
zation.andexpansion progr~s,  . 40  percent- f romMi~,~ !>~:0f' 
including ~:onstruction, 0f.a $42 
'm i l i i on  sawmill in  Terrace and 
$80 million in upgrading for the 
Watson+ Island pulp mill, Repap 
increased the Value .of its assets 
47 percent in •1988, to $2.2645 
billion from. $1 ;5356 billion. 
Earnings for Repap stock 
were $1.79 per share in 1988, up 
1. The medium should be compatible with the image the 
retailer wishes to project and with the merchandise offered. A 
good grocer will advertise in a newspaper.because housewives 
have become accustomed to looking there when preparing their •
shopping list. Or if there is no newspaper, the grocer could use 
hand-bills. But a quality furrier would want to appear in a glossy 
magazine. 
2. The medium should be suimb!e to the retailer's market and 
geographical rea. An implement dealer's advertising would be 
more effective if placed in a farm paper than if placedin a 
general purpose publication. 
3. The medium should serve the retailer's geographical rea 
and, preferably, originate in it. The small •town retailer's advertis- 
ing will usually be more effective in the newspaper published in 
town than it would be in an advertising medium from out of 
town. 
4. The medium shouidbe within the retailer's budget. Televi- 
sion advertising appeals to many retailers because of its visual 
impact, but television advertising is often extremely expensive to 
prepare, .- 
A fifth rule might •be for the retailer to check the advertising 
media used by competitors. If •the retailer is selling men's wear 
and local newspaper carries ~men's advertising from competitors, 
it would l~e iidvhiltageouS to iliwe advertising there too, always 
assuming the merchandise was competitive. At the same time, 
some retailers have attracted customers with advertising which ig- 
nores these rules. One wouldn't expect a hobby shop to advertise 
in a business publication, but some hobby shops have had ex- 
cellent results by doing so. Their advertising took the approach 
• that many of the business readers could be.persuaded to revive 
childhood hobbies. 
< Advertising, like every other aspect of a retail operation, is an 
• intensely competitive activity. It takes time and skill to design 
advertising copy. Retailers. hould not hesitate to seek help if they 
~ feel theyneed it, Lhten to the advice offered by representatives 
of the medium you have chosen. A good advertising salesman 
also wants the retailer's advertising to be suc~ful.became the 
RePap's othermajor: pr~ec- 
ti on" facilities are in NeW /Bi'uns' 
wickand the state of Wisconsin. 
.The company specializes in  the 
production .of high-quality 
Coated paper -manufactured 
from softwood kraft pulp. 
• ~.  
B;C. Summer Games Zone7 
:Play-off -Championships,:. and 
the Terrace Horseshoe Club 
who received $104-for hosting 
the B.C.Horseshoe Champion- 
ships. 
To date, the list of this year's 
recipients looks like this: $500 
each has been allocated to next 
month's Pacific Northwest Mu- 
sic Festival, the Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics Club who are host- 
ing the province's 1989 provin- 
cial gymnastic hampionships, 
and Knox United Church who 
will be hosting the church's pro- 
vincial conference in May. The 
actual amount each group re- 
ceives Will be based on the num- 
ber of participants and could be 
more or less than the allotted 
$500. 
According to Mayor •Jack Tal- 
stra the program began during 
the latter part of last February 
and the $5,000 ceiling;.was et 
.<.~'~,_!.h~/.:.n~ ;, real:~idea >of What tO .. 
tions already expected-to be 
about $1,500 however, the idea 
families will need additional ac- 
commodation and meals plus 
other necessities and souvemrs 
and, after.experiencing Terrace 
hospitality, there's always the 
chance that" they may change 
their destination for this year's 
summer holiday. 
Manager, Terrace retailer can advertise are, in fact, so may be catching on and the 
Federal Business many and so diverse that it is frequently whole community could benefit. 
Devalopmen! Bank difficult knowing which one to ch6os~., , Not only will these events 
Here are four general nlles by which the retailer can be guided. littract hundreds of out-of-town 
in choosing the right medium for advertising: participants: those who bring 
I I II III 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NE IGHBOR. . .  
,/~:<ii •!.:• 
I 
i{~. ' ~TiC~i ~'~:~',:~ :,~: 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE•... 
This emblem Identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
t. 
in the community. 
Terry i lm L i e  
Vl , MI]I-N~I 
- I.--- I l l _ l /  
retailer will then place more advertising. Reiular advertising, 
. carefully desiped, timed and budgeted, and placed in the right 
medium, will almost always attract new customers.But impulse 
advertising, with too little thousht given topreparation and 
medium, becomes an expense no Riail~ can long afford. ,•.~ 
FOREST LlCENCE 
CONVERSIONS 
TO TREE FARM LICENCES 
Public Information Sessions 
Forests Minister Dave Parker will chair a series of information 
sessions througho.ut the province on the policies and procedures" 
for the conversion of Forest Licences to Tree Farm Licences. 
Each session will include an information presentation by the 
Forest Service and an opportunity for public presentations and 
comment. 
If you wish to make a presentation, please: 
• contact the local Ministry office as indicated below to book a 
presentation time. 1lines will be allocated on a first come 
first served basis. 
• • provide the local Ministry office with a copy ofy0ur 
presentatlonremarks at least one Working day in advance 
of the information session in which you will participate. 
• limit your presentation to 15 minutes. 
An information package about the program will be available from 
all Ministry offices. 
All sessions will be held from 2:00 
9:00 p.m. In each centre. 
. Date Sessions 
Feb: 13 • SMITHERS 
Hudson Bay Lodge 
Main Ballroom 
3251 E, Highway 16 
to 4:30 p.m. and from 7:00 to 
Local Contact " 
f ' .  
Regional Manager's Office, 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5000 (3726 Alfred Ave.) 
Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0 
Phone: 847-7544 
Feb. 15 FT. ST. JOHN 
The Alexander 
Mackenzie Inn 
Peace Rooms 1 & 2 
9223 - 100 Street 
District Manager's Office 
Ft. St. John Forest Office 
10716 - 100th Avenue 
Ft. St. John, B.C. 
VIJ 1Z3 
Phone 787-3301 
Feb. 20 PRINCE GEORGE 
Holiday Inn 
Cranbrook Room 2/3 
444 Georgia Street 
Regional Manager's Office 
Prince George Forest Region 
1011 - 4th Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3H9 
Phone:. 565-6102 
Feb. 23 WILLIAMS LAKE 
Sacred Heart Church 
Parish Hall 
455 Pidgeon Street 
Regional Manager's Office 
Cariboo Forest Region 
540 Borland Street 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
V2G 1R8 
Phone: 398-4389 
Feb. 27 KAMLOOPS 
Stockman's Motor Inn 
Thompson Room 
540 Victoria Ave. 
Regional Manager's Office 
Kamloops Forest Region 
515 Columbia Street 
Kamloops B.C. 
.V2C 2T7 
Phone: 828-4120 
Mar. 6 
Mar. 8 
NELSON 
Heritage Inn 
Hums Room 
422 Vernon Street 
VANCOUVER 
The Westin Bayshore 
Stanley Room 
1601 W. Georgia St. 
Regional Manager's Office 
Nelson Forest Region 
518 Lake Street 
Nelson, B.C. 
VIL 4C6. 
Phone: 354-6203 
Regional M'~nager's Office 
Vancouver Forest Region 
4595 Canada Way 
Burnaby, B.C. 
VSG 41.9 
Phone: 660-7626 
Mar. 10 PARKSVILLE 
Island Hall 
Beach Resort Hotel 
Hall #1 
181 Island Highway 
Director's Office 
.Timber Hergesting Branch 
1460 Government Street 
Victoria, B.C. 
vgw 3E7 
Phone 387-5291 
.;,i•)~ =•!//~ 
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Profits 
up again 
for Alcan 
In reviewing 1988, Roger Ben- 
nett, works manager for Alcan's 
Kitimat Smdter, has concluded 
it was a good year for the plant. 
The Kitimat Works achieved 
its production targets and sever- 
al major eapita!~projects got ] 
underway, he noted:last week. 
"It was a good year, both for 
Alcan as a whole and for Kiti- 
mat Works." 
In addition to record profits 
announced by Alcan the previ- 
ous week, Bennett said the Kiti- 
mat plant exceededits rated pro- 
duction capacity for the'second 
year inn row: 274,707 tonnes of 
metal, with the plant rated for 
268,000 tonnes annually. 
Major capital works under- 
taken include the $600 million 
Kemano. Completion project,-  
$55 million for a new direct chill 
casting center, $10 million for 
new "inspection and handling 
equipment inthe existing casting 
plant, and $11.7 million on a 
continuing long-term moderni- 
zation program. 
Bennett said one of the few 
disappointments in the year was 
that the plant failed to meet its 
accident prevention target of 2.7 
lost-time accidents per hundred 
man-years. The final figure was 
2.9. 
Terrace and Kitimat business- 
es that provide supplies and 
services for the plant also saw 
increased revenues in•~1988, with 
the company paying out $2.45 
million to 96 Terrace vendors 
and $17.15 million to 146 Kith 
mat vendors. 
The company also made some 
advances in environmental pro- 
tection, with the installation of 
new dry scrubbers to control 
stack emissions, reducing 
fluoride missions from the 1987 
average of 1.5 kilograms per ton 
of aluminum to 1.3 kilograms. 
A series of capacitors using 
PCB-contaminated oil were 
taken out of service and stored 
in an approved hazardous waste 
building. 
The Kitimat smelter's total 
payroll came to $90 million in 
• salaries, wages and benefits in 
1988 and the company paid $5.2 
mi l l ion in taxes to the 
Municipality of Kitimat and 
School District 80. Alcan also 
donated $85,000 to the Kitimat 
General Hospital toward the 
$115,000 required to purchase a 
blood analyzer. 
Two injured 
in crash 
Two people were treated for 
minor injuries and released from 
Mills Memorial Hospital Jan. 31 
as the result_of a single vehicle 
accident ~about 50 kilometers 
west of TerraCe af 10:25 a.m. 
i:Terrace RCMP report hat the 
diieer lost control of the vehicle, 
allowing the car to skid across 
the highway, strike a snowbank 
and  yerturn, " 
~ ~ s  were determined to 
b~!ilt~i~ii~'ciOf theaccident. 
~itg~:i fO: th¢i~.~:t 980  Ford 
comi aet Car was  timat ed/-at 
$4,500, - 
/ • :/i : ii!%i!i i/i!ii:i!ii/ ii i iil  !/
Alcan's Kitlmat smelter exceeded its production capacity for the second year in a row during 1988, contributing 
to record annual profits for the company., ' : ~i, 
. -  ," ./:" 
Coming Events 
February I to i;! --  Exhibitof photograplls from the 1988 
National Association of Photographic" Art-B.C. 1988 
Print Challenge at the Terrace Art Gallery on the lower 
floor of the public library. 
Wednesday, February 8 -- There will be a meeting ofthe 
SkeenaSeniors' Affordable Housing Society at the Hap- 
py Gang Centre at 7 p.m. The society's affordable hous- 
ing project for seniors is rapidly coming together and 
anyone interested inobtaining more information on pur- 
chasing a unit is encouraged to attend this important 
meeting. 
Wednesday,. February.i. 8 --  :Terrace Minor• Softball 
general meeting forparents, coachesand volunteers, ln- 
formation on registration, at 7 p.m. In the library base- 
ment. For more Informatlon, phone Ken Hendry at 
635.5269. 
Wednesday, February 8 -- Terrace Youth Centre swlm- 
ming from 7 to 8 p.m. Meet outside the pool at 6:50 p.m. 
The centre stays open for games and funt 
Thursday, February 9 - -  Home for the Aged - -  
Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion planning meetlng at 7:30 
p.m. In the Senior Citizens' Lounge, 4623 Tuck Ave. All 
former employees are asked to attend to make this re- 
union a success. 
Fdday, February 10-  The Terrace Youth Society will be 
holding a valentine's Dance at the Terrace Youth Con- 
tre, 4634 Walsh Ave. (UkrainlanHall) from 8:30 p.m. to 
midnight. Bring your sweetheart or meet oriel •Great 
music, awesome door prizes! 
February 10 and 11 -- '!Fitness for the Over 55s"!! Join 
us and learn to teach fitness to those over 55 years of 
age. Held at the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium Friday 
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Terrace Parks & Recreation 
Department. 
February 13, 15, 20 and 22 - -  Northwest Community Col- 
lege is offering a Volunteer Literacy Tutor Program. The 
Journeyworker program will enable you to work one.on- 
one with Illiterate persons. Teaching others to read is a 
rewarding experience. To register call Ella Goodlad or 
John Noonan at' 635-6511, local 271 or 242. Time for the 
course is 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at NWCC. 
February 13 to March 13 -- Every Monday, "Asser- 
tiveness Training. for Teens", 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at 
the Northwest Counselling Centre Group Room, 4603 
Park Ave. This course is for teens between the ages of 
13 and 18, designed to teach basic communication 
skills and techniques for Improving relationships. 
Please register by calling Lil Farkvam or Lynn Hughes at 
638.8311. 
Monday, February 13 --  "Awareness Night for Parents 
or Primary Careglvers of the Participants", from 7:30 
p.m, to 9:30 p.m. at the Northwest Counselling Centre 
Group Room, 4603 Park Ave. Please come to this course 
to become aware of what your teen will be learning. 
Tuesday, February 14 -- The public is Invited to attend 
the next regular School Board meeting of School 
District 88 (Terrace) at 7:30 p.m. at the School Board of- 
rice on Kenney Street In Terrace. 
• . . -  : : . • .  " :  ~ , :  S • ~ : ' •  , . .  , ~ ' • . •~,  . 
Tuesday, February 14-  Make Valentine's chocolal 
the Terrace Youth Centre! Hours are 7 p.m. to9 p.m 
ages 10 to 19. 
Wednesday, February 15 - -The  Skeena Protection 
Coalition will be holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in the 
Library Arts room. Focus will be: "Recycling our gar- 
bage". 
Wednesday, February 15 - -  Terrace Youth Centre 
skating at the arena from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Meet at the 
arena at 6:20 p.m. If you don't have any skates, check at 
the centre, we may have a pair for you. The centre stays 
open for games and fun! . ~ i  . . . . . .  
Thursday, February16 -- The annual general ~eeting Of 
the Terrace public Library Association will be held at 7 
p.m. in the Library Meeting Room.-Elections to the 
Board of Trustees will take place, and nominations for 
these positions will be accepted from the floor.• Light 
refreshments will be served. 
Thursday, February 16- -  Northwest Community Col- 
lege French dePartment Welcomes you to "Care Conver- 
sation"•at Don Diego's Restaurant from 6 to 7:30 p.m. = 
February 16, 17 & 18 and 23,24 & 25.-- These are the 
dates set for the performance of Terrace Little Theatre's 
new production, Ladles in Retirement", directed by 
Ken Morton. This three,act play is a comedy thriller set 
in Victorian England and promises to be great entertain, 
ment. It will be performed in the McColl Playhouse, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
Friday, February 17--- B.C. Coalition for the Disabled 
Task Force on Transportation meeting will be held in 
room 2001 at Northwest Community College. For more 
information, call Joyce at 638-8814. 
February 17 and 18 -- There will be a Facilitators 
Workshop on Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and on Satur- 
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more Information, please 
contact 635-3178. 
Sunday, February 19 --  Paul Hann children's Concert 
will appear at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 1 p.m. Tickets 
are available at Sight & Sound. Sponsored by the 
Kinette Club of Terrace. 
Wednesday, February 22-  Regan Lawrence, Kitimat's 
Youth Ambassador to an "International Pioneer Camp" 
in the Soviet Union in the summer of 1988, will be show- 
ing her slides and talking about her experience in 
meeting teenagers from all around the world, at 7 p.m. in 
the downstairs of the Terrace Public Library. Childcare 
subsidy is available. For more Information, call North. 
west Development EducatiOn Association dt 635-2436. . 
Friday, February 24 -- KOKORO DANCE, 8:00 p.m. at 
tlie R.E.M. Lee Theatre.Tickets are available at Erwln's 
Jewellers In  the Skeena Mall. Sponsored by 
Terrace/Thornhill Band parents and the Terrace and 
District Arts Council. 
saturday, February 25 -- An evening of fun: Terrace and / 
Distrlat Multicultural Association's 5th annual interne- 
L tional potluck dinner, 5p.m. at the Thornhlll Community Centre. Admission is an ethnic dish plus a small fee per person, Children under 12 - free. " i: 
. . . .  . • .  . . . • 
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" : : : ,The  first Terrace Health Fair 
helii/at the:Skeima MallFriday 
evening, Jan. 2"/and Saturday, 
: Jan. 28was Colossal.-it stretch- 
"ed, .with booths adjoining, from 
: -one end of the mall to the other; 
ealth Fairi:  
o azz,i ng dis play, 
-, ~ i  ~. " ,by  Pam Whitaker 
.: i :'The.Fair was the brainchild of 
' / : ;Ter race  .p~ks and Recreation 
' :!~'iDel~ariment"S Elaine parmenter. 
It was at the back of my mind 
ii-f6r..two, or three years." she 
said. •"Seeing the success of the 
:~i Clubs and Crafts Fair held at the 
ii!$l~eena Mall in September oflast 
!year,,~sparked action. We starte d
!i p!anhing, in November." " 
: "About 25 community 0rgani- 
• :~ zations participated in the event 
~:!iwith the. purpose of showing the 
ii~people o f  the area what is 
- • iavailable in: the way of help or 
~treatment for almost every 
~iaspect of human malaise. 
~ !Traditional health care ap- 
:~plications uch as emergency 
:~first aid, diet counselling, pre- 
i~ natal health care,, child develop- 
~-ment, and sports and:fitness 
::were augmented with several 
~ support groups. So many in fact 
:::that the average person, may 
i;have; been mazed at what is 
i 'available. 
:: A few of these support groups 
~:were Alzheimers, Friends of 
i iSchiZophrenics , Mult ip le 
: Sclerosis and Breastfeeding and 
~i/Adoption Support organiza- 
tions. 
ii: :There is aMental Health Net- 
:! work in the area, Therapeutic 
:~ Work Programs, Drug and 
"~ Alcohol Counselling; Ho~i/e 
ii Support services, and a service 
i!ilcalled Reconnect for street kids 
:i tO help them "reconnect" with 
~, the family and community. 
I f  you, ate .between the ages of 
i~ one and 100 and live in the Ter- 
2 
, :~  " , 
~ ~IL ,  r t 
race District, it seems• there is an 
organization tohelp your special 
health needs, whether you are 
having a baby, have inflamed 
joints, or are simply getting old. 
you know that a.Respite 
for special needs children 
parents/guardians eed 
Did 
Home 
whose 
to get away for a few days ex- 
ists? Or that there is • help for 
people having difficulty coping 
with certain aspects of living in 
the north7 
A massive injection of infor- 
mation was given to this com- 
munity at the Health Fair. Much 
of it is designed as "preventative 
medicine., a trend expected to 
advance during the 1990's. For 
those •who wish to be put in 
touch with an appropriate 
organization for individual 
health needs, Terrace'Parks and 
Recreation can be contacted at 
638-1174. 
Terrace resldent Emle Heppner made the most of the Terrace Health Fair in the Skeena 
Mall recently by taking the "step test" to evaluate his fitness level under the supervision of 
fitness Instructor Marilyn Grant. He passed! 
Instructors. sought, 
teach seniors" fitness 
As-a further effort in its 
"choosing wellness", philoso- 
phy, the Terrace Parksand Rec- 
reation Department is offering a 
two-day course this weekend for 
people who would like to teach 
fitness classes for local residents 
• over the age of 55. 
The instructors' course, runs 
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Feb. 10 
and from 9 a .m.  to 4:30 p.m. 
Feb. II at the- Skeena Health 
Unit atlditorium. :' 
The resource person for the 
course will be Barbara Beresford 
Green, a high school physical 
education teacher with 20 years 
experience, former fitness direc- 
tor for the Dartmouth, Nova 
Scotia, YM-YWCA, and cur- 
rently the instructor of recrea- 
tion for the municipality of Oak 
Bay. 
Topics to be covered during 
the course include physical and 
emotional profiles of problems 
and. strengths associated with 
aging, fitness program planning, 
the use of music• and routines, 
instructor responsibilities and 
methods of evaluation and ob- 
taining resources. 
A spokesperson for theparlts 
and Recreation Department in- ~ 
.dicated. they hope to attract 
some local, residents over .55 
years of age, 
..Information and registration 
materials areavallable from the 
Parks and Recreation office in 
the Terrace Arena. Fee for the : 
course is $20. 
4605 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B;C. 
.~, :. .~- ,  . 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice Is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on 
Tuesday, February 14, 1989 at the offices of the Regional 
District of Kltimat-Stiklne commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
representation from all persons who deem their interest o be 
affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine Electoral Area C, Lakelse Lake Zoning Bylow No. 57, 
Amendment Bylaw No. 271, 1989." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is: 
1. to redesignate areas described below as follows: 
a) Portion of D.L. 5127, Range 5, Coast District, which is 
within the area outlined by dashed lines, shall be 
redesignated from the Rural (RRI) zone to the Commercial 
(CII) zone. 
b) Portion of D.L 2285 lying west of Highway 37, Range 5, 
Coast District, which Is within the area outlined by dashed 
lines, shall be redesignated from the Park (P) zone to the 
Commercial ((311) zone. 
2. to add to the list of permitted uses in the Commercial ((311) 
zone: 
a) gesollne Jservice station 
b) groceterla 
This Is the second public hearing in respect to this amending 
bylaw. Since the first public hearing, the amending bylaw has 
been amended to reduce the area subject to mzoning, and to 
Include gasoline service station and groceterla on the fist of  
permitted u8es In the Commercial (CII) zone. "1"1~ area subject 
to this amending bylaw is Indicated in the sketch below. • 
• 11,1,, 41M 
D.L .3983 
, SWEATERS,  
',TSWEAR 
50%OFF . . . . . . .  
i!/, 
!SEE OUR NEW CRUISE LINE PLUS A GREAT SELECTION OF 
FROM, JANTZEN SWIM WEAR 
5 
. . . .  1 , [ f  - l - "  r I I  ~ ) I I I  t r [ 1 i l l  " I 
EXI|TIN0 
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# ntsonr 
X ' 
• ¢ 
D.L. S8 
f • l . I 
The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kltimat-atiklne, 300 - 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. from Monday to Friday. 
Regional District of Kltimat-Stiklne 
• " "x .  
- ,  - • ,•~ 
~!~: 
Ask those local youngsters about Chinese New Year's and you will probably learn a lot. 
After hearing ohildren's librarian Gilllan Campbell describe Chinese tradition, they sam- 
pied candled fruit and then made dragon masks In all sizes and shapes. 
. . . . . . •  
, , -  
. ' :  • L 
• o 
. ,'.'! will,both layme down " :~,.:... ,
in.peace, and sleep: for, " " :  "i~::";~~,*-~ :'" ~; 
thOU. Lord, only maketh ~':~" 
me dwell in safety.". ,: .... 
Psalm4:8 , : - :  
.~ .- !::.. 
. : - .  . - . .~ , : .=: . . , , .~ ; .  :~ . - ~ . . . . . . .  
Sacred Heart Catholic 'Church 
Mass Times:, . . . .  Pastor= 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. • Fr.Allan F. Noonan i 
Sundays: 9:00 a .m.  O.M .I. . , 
111:30 a.m. " " 
4830 Straume Avenue ~3S-2~1 
St' Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church [ 
Sunday Services: ' Rector R o v . : '  I 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. ' Hermann Dittrich i' 
.-. s~d~y kho~ c~,m..~'. .~d.d~..'~ ~ °'":..__"~c'" Ch"d ~m !' . . . .  . I 
ClVOl lOOlomm~ql l tm, /a ,m.  lmy lco .  . . , ~ . ~ _  A~_. . [  
4506 Lokelse A v e n u e ~  
I i 
Christ Lutheran Church " 
Starting Sunday January 1, Worship Service at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. B01stad 
• 635-5520 
I Kids: learn to-celebrate [ l"29sporksstreet 
New Year the Chinese way I Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church P i l fe r |  a le  Unruh - -  t41-1/118 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
t45-$252 
Sabbath Schoeh 
Seturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Sorvlcm 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths~ 
* : :~ Evang~i l~/d  Free Church , /  L l 1 r 
Sumk, y sekoul. . . Pmtom • . . '1 
(for all ages) . I " q Jim Westman " i 
9:45 a.m. G0rdon Froese " i 
9:30 a.m, / 11:00 a,m, 6:30 p,m, Wed. 7:00 p.m, * 1 
[ 3302 Sparks Street . . . .  ; 6S5-5115,1 
I I  
brary can make a difference. 
Last  Saturday, under the direc- 
tion of  Gillian. Campbell, the 
library hosted.-a Chinese New 
Year celebration for children 
eight and,up and everyone en- 
joyed a sampling-of fortune 
cookies, preserved fruits and 
stories before creating some im- 
aginative Chinese masks. 
At the same time, these chil- 
dren learned some interesting 
facts. Among the Chinese, New 
Year is the most important get- 
together of the year - -  a time to 
ensure good luck for the future. 
And this year, the year of the 
snake, the New Year began on 
the first day of the second new 
moon after the winter solstice-- 
a date which falls between Jan, 
21 and Feb. 20 every year and 
traditionally begins a month- 
long celebration that has been an 
important part of the Chinese 
culture for centuries. In Canada, 
the celebration has been shorten- 
ed to about a week. 
Much of the celebration has 
to do with good luck for the 
comingyear. Prior to the holi- 
day, houses are swept and 
cleaned and then these tools of 
labor are put away and all 
washing also ceases - -  sweeping 
~)r:washing:d~ the celebra- 
tion~is c0nsidered unlucky be- 
cause •:good fortune may b e 
swept or Washed away, 
The I color.red is" found •every- -
Where; evil spirits fear fire, loud 
noises, and the color .red. New 
clothes are worn, old debts are 
settled,,• past. quarrels are re- 
solved and a "lion dance" is 
performed to the accompani- 
ment of gongs, cymbals and 
firecrackers. And the favorite 
part for many, "Deng Shih", a 
candle-lit family feast at mid- 
night called 'the Feast of the 
Full Moon', says farewell to the 
old and greets the new. 
This is the gateway to 'Yuan- 
Tan' or New Year'sDay. The 
evening is filled with well 
wishers greetings of, "Kung hey.., 
fah choy", or, "I  wish you a 
prosperous New Year". 
And throughout this evening 
of merriment, he•unleashed n- 
ergy of boisterous children can 
be heard for miles. It is believed 
by the Chinese that the longer 
the children stay awake, the 
longer the parents will live. 
ChineseNew Year: fireworks, 
parties, traditional games and 
ceremonies:, these kinds of vi- 
sions come to mind - -  but they 
don't materialize in Terrace. 
Sun Nin, or Chinese New 
Year's, actually took place last 
Monday - -but  it was no big af- 
fair. If celebrated at all, it was a 
private occasion for local 
families of Chinese heritage. 
The same is true for many 
other Cultural celebrations: 
"Chamishah Asar bi-Shevat", 
the Jewish New Year of Trees, is 
celebrated around this time of 
the year but passes unnoticed. 
"Baisakhi"~ New Year's for our 
East Indian population, takes 
place on Apr. 13 but other than 
a special church service it too 
will pass_in silence. There .are 
other celebrations as well that 
parallel that of the Chinese. 
• Those from countries like Viet 
Nam, Laos and Cambodia are 
all of Chinese origin and share 
many similar customs. For the 
Vietnamese it's the "Lunar Ne~v 
Year Tet Festival". Those from 
Tibet call it "Losar" or "Sham- 
bala Day". 
This is where the Terrace Li- 
Knox United Church 
Mlnlnter: 
Stan Bailey 
Y o u t h  ~ 4 ~ p  e 
"6:30 P 'm'  535-5014 
Sunday Wonhlp: 
10:30 o.m: 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. I 
Subscription Order  Form: 
I-1 1 year  - -  $24.00 L-J 2 years - -  $45.00 
I-] Cheque [ ]  Money Order [ ]  Master Card [ ]  Visa 
Please send a subscription to: 
Nonw 
J tud ld l l lS  ' . . . . .  
. i 
Pastel Code 
Seniors in T~ and ots#~t •$12.oo 
"~ se,~c~ t e lT~ end ol,.~ 
Cord NO. 
Expiry Date 
M0il or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4_n_$ Grelg Avenue. 
Terrace, B.C., VBG 1M7 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
11:15 a.m, 
PMton 
John Cupl in . 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p,m, 
Evening 8ervloo: 6:30 p,m, 
635-2434 
Ausoelate Pnton 
Sunday 8ohool: 
10;00 a,m, 
Morning Servloo: 
3511 Eby Street 
i I 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh Pmt,sr: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. Ais't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: ! ! :00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All  are cordial ly Invited 
Youth M in is t r ies ,  Home Bible Studies • Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (oil ages) 
11:00 a.m. ~ Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
FOr Further Information call 
4643 Woish Avenue 6S5-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
]1 Sunday 8endeee:, Pastor:. 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladlee Bible 8tudy 
Wednesdays 9:.30 m,m, & 7:45 p,m, [I "41" ! 
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Savala's Kidz Only Buffet is a family 
dream come true. 
R's  free entertainment. Balloons and 
games. And a buffet table piled high 
as the sky with every kid's favourite 
foods. 
Seconds, th i rds. . ,  they can help 
themselves. The selection changes 
weekly. ~ 
Come share the fun of Savala's Kidz 
Buffet. Only for kids 12 and under. 
Only on Tuesday~. Regular, only $4.957 
look  for our flyer in the man,~th  coupon savings for the whole family! 
FREE 
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 ni al d. lnd tired"ii!<!l  :~I' ~' ~ 'n S i 
1 ' ' :. / morgue . ,  i 8nd  i ;he ,ie ; 
M a n y  drivers still approach IWOrks I , * ~ . . . . .  " ~ " " '* " '' . . . . . . .  " ..... ' T ' 
the  flashing red and amber lights ;turned .to h e r  b l d  S e l f  fo r<a . . . . . . .  ~ .1~:~{ ~:~ ;]"-.1 " , ,, )1"  ' I * - ' "I' I; r*l J' " i '" ' " I " I . . . .  [ ..... 
at Kalum St and Greig Ave few days at least Last week she ~ M~WN S U~ I~ I~ I ~ W T ~  W"E~EVER HA~WN rTgAT5 3ECAUhE Ii 
with confusion and caution. threw another gear and, yes, ATTACHED TO THAT ) 11 v INg~PARABLET ~" I " ,~OE~, FLOPPET Ik  4E~g H" ~ECRET I 
Even without the fear of what began flashing again; Who . ~TUFFED BUNNY/ I  I _ ~ - J  I Ig: RIGHT BV ~ (  1 5ERVIC£A6EHT i 
may come sliding into their view knows how much time she has i I ) i >ii 
f rom the  in tersect ion 's  h idden le f t .  Her  gears  a re  obso!ete and ' [ . " . " ~ [ - ~ , I " 
toboggan turnon the northern: can't be replaced.. Perhaps she - -  [ ' [ p ' ~ ~ " ' [ " 
approach many drivers treat the should ibe retired to Heritage ~L -m ~ ' ' ~  ~ ~ ~  
flashing amber onGreig asa full Park tO lay in peace (perhaps 
stop while the .hoods,of ap- that should be pieces)alongside 
patently driverless:vehicles nose• other mementos from our past. ) 
. into their lane I I " faces of their In the meantime, ; the best .~ ~ ~ ~. 
operators pasted against glass suggestion may be-to access 
seeking safe passage. Greig from Eby. Don't use Ken- , " ' J I"' " . . . . .  ~ 1 ~ I "' .... 
°r° °°  r ° e fe°ane  IBC . . . .  0 1 
was "deja vu"  a few weeks  ago ,  t ion  i s  s t i l l  under  investigation [" ' [  " " " . . . .  : I 'I [I ' : ~ " ' I I [ ' " I " ~ :II . . . . .  " [ 
T h o s e  w h o  h a d .  dec ided  to  d e  by the city a n d  R C M P  B u t  the .... " " ~ ~ [- , . " " [ " ' - " , ' . . , [ [ " f " " - 
tour this unwanted challenge, intersection at Eby and Lakelse ~ W~i~o!~m~iir~ "" r " I I I 
found that the Lake|se/Emerson has a good old fashioned stop / r~/ l~t l#~Vl~ . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~r  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~~ '~ ~ I'~ " I ' 
intersection had  turned to signi The: next two lig, htsv _on r/w~[ :, ~1 ~dN,~N,I~A!:~Y'Od/,~Ay' 
flashers too. This, according to Hwy. 16, belong to the provin- II e~r~. . .  ~o~rco;r L ' -  " -  ' ':' Pubfic .Works. at the request of cial government. They,re the .... I / ' / '  I " " I i 
the police It.Seems the old girl newfangled electronic ones and ~X ; /~F/---~ I O~NC fl t~  ~ d~[~ [ r~ ~ 
--made of mechanical parts, lot of the time. I " " I / L 
Parts that are worn andless "But , "  you say, "this plan is I 
spritely than in the  years of her flawed." You were trying to get : 
to the east side of town in the youth. And when she decided to .~, 
show her aged temperament and .. 
flashY.amber for 15 seconds the gauntlet at Kalum and Greig. , -~ , , .~ .~=,u , , , , ,~ .  . . . . .  
rather than five --  the police Not true. From the four-way- I I 
" l ' l ,= ,~O. .  ~.~ ,,; ,, , "  ', sto at Emerson, swing right, I I s,-d, That sit. P ml i~  i~y Ia l l s  By Jack EIrod : Unlike her aging counterpart cut across the Co-op parking lot, 
at Kalum .and Greig though, drive straight hrough the alley k i , " I" r J F " 
(this one w~H be flashing for the behind the Terrace Hotel, swing ~ WANT O~ (OPgT Po W~/AT) ~ J: flOW PO 1" h~AKE k. 
'foreseeable future') her worn back onto Greig via Atwoodl, [ ~ ~ i ( HEALI"fl~ , W;NKV',VoUtlAVE ~ , ~ ~  ! MV KNEE5 CRACK 
gears were replaced with less and violat You've missed every ~ ~ ~ ' : :  ~ TOTAK£ CAgE OF YOUR / j / .  ~ . . . .  
worn parts :from the Public hazard in town -except  the i I 1 ~ ~  ~ ~  I ' ' ~ ' '  ~ 0 ~  ~ ' ' ) ~ b ~ [  ~ ~ ~ ' : '~  ~ " ~ " I ' 
• potholes I ' ' I  ' IJ:] " . I ' ' ' ' ' :' } "  ;}  
• Exterior and interior paints l" ' ]~ :  ~,~S~ ~ ~ ' f~% 
All  the supplies you need 
4610 Lazeile Ave. I sa l l yF° r th  ByGregHoward [ 
ql i I 635 6600 " " • " PUZZLE ANSWER FflSflm~lEb I flELe W(15fl / It ~ 
1 Arti(:le ~ "3 3 ~ t,q .L 5 Salcasm . ~" (  
, ~le~If. WE )--/) " 7 Pul up wllh 
8 For I~91~B1i181~ 8 Vanity D | t )~ ' , r l~ /~"  (- ~ 
12 Ireland 9 Rotogravure, abbr. ,~ DISH" ~%='o=" ~_~ 
13 Cord 10 and aboveboard 
16 Highway 19 Take It easy 
17 Chem ending, pl. 21 Recent 2-7' 
16. Persia 22 Mhes / / , J~  , 
20 Ruined 23 Mine entrance 
22 Me~ely 26 Confine ~ I 
24 Sheepfold 27 Pint. to a country ° 
" " ° "  = 0 " -  - l Andy Capp By Reggi smyth 26 Church bench 44 No place like It 29 The beat 27 Insect egg 46 Capture 31 Moredlstant e e 
30 Gold 49 Stalk 32 Russ. ruler 
31 Nourished 50 Noble, Ger. 34 __  relief I " "  
32 Edible mot 51 Exist 36 Swarms 
33 Pigpen" 52 S.shaped worm 37 Domesticated I ]i (  ~.~ H  ~ 
34 I~ohlbil, 53 Energy units 38 Slaggers 
35 Cease 54 Guided 39 Doctors, abbr. II 
36 Road surfacing 40 Ceremony 'vUU NEEi~N'r) 
37.Railroads . . DOWN 41 March 15tOCaesar - • 
42 Perl, 1o flight 2 Chicken 47 Before 
43 Go by horse 3 Wholly 48 Knight #~:~,~I . IN~N' r  / ~ I I / F A,~E~::~4~,, T ~'~'/ WHO S "~ 
i "  UDEAi' I -DOONESBURY"  ' eY A I [ + * ' . . . . . .  I I  I G RRY T I I I i 
. . . . . .  ¢'" '..1 .. 
G,Y FOLK 
UP HERE :, I ~ ln~, /  
• : II!I i:!iI THiSWEEKEN 
~ iii:i)!t~i;~!} !i] Tzlganka,: an  authentl, 
: ! ::i-i:li i   i!RdSelan : gypsy.• .folk. e~ 
• : ... !:]!~li:~;aemble,-Will enllven'i th 
. " i-:. :~. I~i:i-~stage o f . the  R.E.M..Le 
.- . ":. ii.~, r I ~.;~heatrethls Saturday evl 
• " • ¢..'ill:¢~ning w i th  • tradition= 
" : " i "  i~ ,imusic,.~-dancing. an. 
. - " .: ~, :Modes. The group of.eigt 
i!i. ~: per formers  Is led b 
i 'i : i)alalalka virtuoso Bib 
i Ekkel and features sing( 
Faina Zin0va. Tzlgank 
have been entertainin 
ii/'audiences around ith 
""world since 1975 and hay 
:produced a number ( 
albums. The performanc~ 
sponsored by the Terrac 
Concert Society, begin 
at 8 p .m. .  
CLASSIFIED 
~,~::~.~ ;~. . . . .  : : ~; These Ads appear In the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. end Yukon Community 
Newspapers Atmoclatlon and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potentls! two million readers. 
iSt59  for 2S words ($3. per each additional word) Call The, Terrace .Review at 445.7840 
Hydroponic Gardening? 
Greenhouses $195., Hydro- 
ponic Gardens $39., Halldes 
from $140. Over 2000 pro- 
ducts in stock, super prices. 
Free ue call Toll 
~ ~:~;i~;~¢~'~/:~ i I~ I{ I i~ I I ! I 0~IVE  " BUSINESS EDU.CATIONAL FOR SALE MISC. SERVICES : 
' ~ ~ ~ Injured? Slsett & Company 
~i:!':!!;i:!!I~o 1money down "'O.A.C. PERSONALS Free: 1988 guide to study- Light fixtures, electrlcal mo- helplng the Injured since 
;! i : ; !Leaselbuy any new/used 5~reat lve  answer- at-home correspondence tars, generators, phase con- 1971 with I.C.B.C. and in,  
.... t r~ Jck  or van. Deal direct Ing machlne messageS. Our Dlploma coui'ses for prestlg- 
• : / iw l th  Factory Broker. Call 52 scrlpts make you a starl lous careers: Accountlng, vertors~ transformers, fans, surance clalms. No success, 
i ' Kelth collect 874-0778. (~niy ~$2.95 with stamped ~ Alrcondltlonlng, jBo0~keep- welders, wiring materlals, no fee. Protect your rights. Frlesen Electric, Abbots- Call (604)879-8811 Vancou- 
~ ! D.6102. envelope. •Creative Beeps, ing, Business,. Cosmetolo.gy~ ford. 859-7101 or 1-800-663- ver~ B.C. • 
. . . .  :i!$1 Down leases a new car or Box 3483, Richmond Re- Electronics, Lega|lMeoica| view, #120-  5811 Cedar- Secretary, Psychology, 6976. ~ Complete Divorce just 5-15 
truck: seVen:year warranty, brld(le, Richmond; VSX Travel. Granton (1A) ~ 1055 GARDENING Weeks for $69.95 plus court 
Payments from $139.1Mo. O.A;C,  Cal!lease manager 2A8. West Georgia St.  #2002, costs. Processing extra. No 
court appearance. No con- ~at (604)465-8931. DI.5584. : Body? Mind? Spirit? Who Vancouver. 1-800-268-1121. ,,|terested in Greenhouse or sent of spouse necessary. 
No down payment and bank are you? Dianetics Hot Line., FOR $.ALE M-iSC. ' Eligible? Find outll Free. 
O,A.C. toll free 1-800-F.O.R. C"~"e celebratel ~ B-~'h- information and Divorce 
Actl Same system since 
1970. Div0rcervice 687- 
2900 collect. Also: Save $35 
U-Sell Real Estate  Kit 
$149., U-Type Corporation 
Kit $15. plus iceSts. 201 - 
1252 Burrard, Vancouver, 
B.C. 687-2900 collecL 
u 
TRAVEL 
Skiers: Lake Louise, Can- 
ada's Favorite, has 6 ni~lhtl 
5 day ski holidays vrom 
$182. per person quad occu- 
pancy. Other varieties of 
packages available. Call 1- 
800-661-1158. 
• ~ financing Leaselpur- T.R.U.T.H. 1-800-367-8788. day Sale. 10-50% off Satur- 
chase• new, used trucks, 
cars. "B~C.'s largest Ford EDUCATIONAL '  .... day, February 11th - 10.30- 
. . . .  " ~  5:30. Everywomans Books, Catalogu( 
Dealer slnce 1927. Call Bob London School of Halrdres- 641 Johnson, Vlctorla. V8W Free 1-800-663-5619. Water 
Langstaff collect 522-2821. sing and Aesthetics Is now 1M7. 388-9411. Write for Farms, 1244 Seymour St., 
D.#5276. accepting appllcations for free Everywomans Mall Or- Vancouver~ B.C. V6B 3N9. 
BUSINESS courses in basic and advanc- der Booklist. 
OPPORTUNITIES ed hairdressing - profession- Books! B00ksl Booksl HELP WANTED 
Fifth Avenue Collection. al skin care- make up-  Catalogue for used .and out- 
The most exquisltefashlon electrolysis etc. Our job Jewelry In Canada. Virtually placement rate is In excess of print~ books. Good selec- Saw Filer. Applicant should t ion o f  Canadians, Arctic, have Band Saw and Circular 
new to B.C. Representatives of 90%, 101 West Cordova B.C., Yukon, Fiction and Saw experience. Must be 
needed inyour  area. Call SL, Vancouver V6B 1E1 Shirley 579-8608 Kamloops. (604)685,8369. Non-Fiction. Also mall order able to benq Band Saws. 
for new three years books. Send your 
Interests and address to 
Shamans, •Box 422, Sointula, 
B.C. V0N 3E0. 
U 
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's larqest display. 
Wholesale ana retail. Free 
:h 
Minimum of 
experience. Full range of 
IWA wages and benefits are 
offered. Contact: George 
Chinn (Head Filer), Skeena 
Sawmills, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6336. Canadian Chinchillas, Box 
1684, St. Marys, Ont. N0M 
2V0, (519)229-6117. 
Raise Chinchillas for extra 
Income. Start in basement, "How To Play Popular Pie- 
Income no Or Organ. New home garage. Full-time 
potential. Guaranteed mar- study course. Fast, easy 
ket. Continuous Instruction. method. Guaranteed! Free 
information. Write: Studio 
Dr iv ing to Vancouver? 
$39.95 Drive and Stay Spec- 
Ial at the Blue Boy Motor 
Hotel with this ad. 725 S.E. 
Marine Drive. 1-800-663- 
6715. Expires March 30, 
1989. 
WANTED 
66, 3284 Boucherle Rd., 
Kelowna~ BIC. VIZ 2H2." Catalogues available. Nor- PERSONALS 
$100. per month bougM us Diploma correspi)ndence, burn Lighting Centre., 4600 Would you like to corres- 
a $90,000. money maker in Free Calendar. High School East Hastings Street, Burn- pond with unattached 
Four Years. Free Informa- Upgrading, English, Book- aby, B.C, V5C 2K5. Phone Christian people in Canada/ 
tion. Do your own financing. • keeping, Accounting, Cam- 1-~99-0666. USA with the object being Wanted: Hlstorles~ pictures 
'Pay yourself Interest, Raise puters, Business Admini- Hobby ceramic distributor companionship/ Marriage? of former residents of Fort 
investment capital.. Goal is  strat ion,  Small Business close-out. Save to 60%. Write to Ashgrove, Box 205, Macleod for history book. 
financial independence with Management, Office ~ Man- Glazes, stains, brushes, Chase r B.C. V0E 1M0, Write: Box 473, Fort Mac- 
money making assets. All agement, Legal Secretary, tools, bisque, greenware, PETS AND LIVESTOCK lead, Alberta. T0L 0Z0 for 
done from .your home. Taxation, Marketing, Per- molds, kilns and more. 594- Information. Deadline March 
31 r 1989. S.Y.I.' Plan, (Copyright), sonnel, Hotel& Restaurant 9955. Pacific Western Cer- Registered Ak i ta  Pups Wanted 24" shake blocks. 
Box 395, Ganges, B.C. V0S . . .  more. National College, amlc, 2-12111 - 86th Ave., champion stock. All shots Meeker Log & Timber Ltd. 
1E0. 653-4285 Vancouver 688-4913 toll free Surrey..V3W 3H8. and dewormed. 2 Males, 2 
Challenge Plusl Bookstore, 1-800-387-1281 (24 hours). 
Van. Is., potential for grow- A Free Hunting, Fishing, females, 3 dark, 1 fawn. 826-6781. Privately owned cottages, 
th ,  expandln sidelines, Train for employment in the Camping Catalog ($6.00 va- Adult female as well. $250 - condos, etc. wanted for unl- 
computerized cod second Food Industry. 6 month in- lue), Send your expired 
tense FIT Professional Cul- hunting or fishing license 
(photocopy acceptable) and 
S.I.R. will mall a free 388 
g " $400. 1-943-0393. 
g que new vacation property 
Income. Asking $27,500. S-E'RVICE--"E'~~. rental agency- B.C. wide - 
liJs stock Open to reason- in=rv Tr=n,~,,,~ = ,. ,., ~, . ~, .T, P • = , . . . . . . . . .  = --,., -=,,, your recreation property can 
(o  't fundin availab~e to ICBC Injury Claims? Call earn money. No cost to able offers. Owner retiring. G v 
P. qualifying app?lcants). Write page (over 6,500 Items) An- DaleCarr-Harris- 20 year~, owners. Rent as little or as 923-7054 after 6 m. 
Need Money? ;Local and or ca~l/Canada's largest Prl- nual Sportsman Catalog. a trial lawyer with five years often as you want. We do 
overseas ~ investors wan! vats Trade School. Pierre S.hR. Mall Order, Dept. medical school before !a~. • the~ork. Great spots! Hall. 
worthwhile business .yen Dubrul!e Culinary •School, 247, 1385 EIIIce Avenue, 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex day  Cottage & Condo Ren, 
tures. Call Federal uuslnen::1522 West ~ 8th Ave,, Van- Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G pedenced In.  heed Injury tals:Ltd., P.O. Box 35172, 
Development Bank at ,1-800-,i couver, B.C. VSJ 4R8. 738- 3N1, Offer expires: March and other maJorclalms. Per- Station E, Vancouver, B,C; 
• ; 1663.0433. i .. '~*,3~155; .) . . . .  : 3i, 1989., . " : centege fees av.ai!able. V6NdGd. 1 261-0774,~ ~ ~,,~' -
- , . " , ' . ;  %,  A; "" .,j~: 
; r  
; I  
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: . . . . . .  ., := - , . .  
Yellow Cockatiel chk:k. Asking $80. 
Phone 638-8608. 2/17 
Registered purebred Sheltle pup. 
plea; sable and white. Nicely marK- 
ed. Asking $250. Phone 635-3826. 
2/24 
WANTED Immediately one large size 
dog house. Phone 638-8609. 2/24 
• " : r / "  " " " ' 
• Classified Ads  - Deadl ine is Monday . l  p.m. :  
As a' public service the. Terrace Review will print free of charge any ad offering to Share, something 
with the community (eg., tides, child .care, free ~items).. Inadditionthere will'be no charge.for 
'.'Lost & Found" or for ads p lacedby mdi,viduals eeking work /  '~ ,  " -i-:. .......  * . / 
RATES: Non DisplaY-per issue;-s4.00 for 30 wordi or less, additional words 5¢ each;i,!i : :  
Display- perissue; '4.75 per column inch.. ., .' i!"" ! ~I~!II ill: ;:/: 
• We reserve the right to cl~si[y, ~!t..or refuse.any advertisement. ;i;i 
TERMS: Payment with order unless Othermse arranged. . .. : :'~,~.~,:~,~,, :.::::~::~:~:~,,~:.:,:, 
Please send your adwith payment o: 4535 Greig Ave., . ...... ~,:"' ,~,~ ~:,.> '":"~, 
Terrace,B.C. V~] IM7 ..... ~"~:~:-  ...... 0,,., - , , . . . .  
i i  i - -  
E x p e r i e n c e d  line cooke 
required. Salary depends 
on experience. Knowl- 
edge of seafood and 
pasta an asset. Please 
send resume to: 
P.O, Box 423; 
. Prince Rupert, B.C. i i 
211S¢ V8 J  3R2 
• . | 
Important Message for Businesses .and Managers! 
WORRIED ABOUT W H M I S ?  ~ 
We will help you comply with the amendments o'the H a~ar- 
dous Products Act that require every workplace in Canada to 
have a WHMIS --  Workplace Hazardous Materials Informa- 
tion System. 
e Inventory of lmzardom mateflals 
e, labemng and classification 
e mteflal  safety data Sheets (MSDS) i ; .  
• employee training . ~ .., ..- 
Cail~ to,lay fortree initial consultation. . . . . .  ' ".~ i~  
Sheridan Jackman ConsultantsInc, 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G. IP4.. 
Telephone (604) 635-9511 
Dr. and Mrs. Barry I)ukln are pleas- 
ed to announce the engagement of Pdncees House Canada, a Colgate- 
their daughter Ruth Andrea to D. Palmolive Company famous for cry- 
Scott MacLennsn, Bachelor of stal, china, silverware and other 
Music, son of Dr. and Mrs. D. decorator products. To find out how 
MacLennan of Powell River, B.C. to become a consultant. Call collect 
2/8p . 624-3445. Serious caller only. 2/17 
UNIQUE FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
Chocolates & 
Cappucclno Bar 
Dean's Chocolates, a well-known name since 
1930 in Western Canada, is now launching his 
new MULTI-PROFIT CENTER franchising concept. 
Dean's stores features 
Due Exclusive: 
• Deems' Chocolates 
• Ice Cream, Nuts & Candy : :  
• Cappuccino - -  Coffee . . . .  
• • European Pastries " " "  " in 
WeO~Fer: A profitable track record, lUll Train g, 
quality name and reputation. 
Locatiom Avai lable" Skeena Mall 
Minimum Cash Investment $40,000. Call or write, 
Franchise Director m Dean's Chocolates 
14B 7621 Vantage Way, Delta, B.C.; V4G 1A6 
Phone: (604) 9416-1116 
1983 blue Nissan Sentrs; 2-door, 
4.cylinder, 5-speed," not rust, ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $4,200 
• COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH COORDINATOR 
To provide wide range of servs; 
to Upper • Skeena catchment 
area; assess resources/needs; 
determlne prog. prlorltlea; par- 
t lclpate In devl.llmplement. 
: progs.~ provlde servsJcrlsls In- 
terventlon, assessments, plan- 
nlng rOf therapy for & counselllng 
of Indlvldualslfamllles; consulta- 
tlonlllalson to coordlnate/devl. 
servs: wlth profs., hosP., com- 
munlty govt. agencles, groups, 
admln.lcllent record keeplng; 
other related dutles. 
Quallflcatlons: Prof. Ph.D. or 
Masters Psychology, Social 
Work, or Nursing and consider- 
able subsequent :related clinical 
exp., proven ability to work in a 
cross cultural setting, ellg., for 
prof. registration •In B.C., lesser 
qualified candidates may be 
considered. Applicants subject 
to satisfactory references (3) In- 
eluding lest employer & to police 
record review. Certain police re(:. 
erda may preclude appointment 
to .this vacancy, Personal car on 
mileage L required. Smoking 
restricted. Salary, benefits, & 
hours Of work negotiable. Apply 
,in writing by Feb. 22, 1989 to:' 
Administrator, 
. . . . .  " Big 100, 
r ~ Huelton, B.C. VIM 1Y0 
i 
COMMUNITY MENTAL 
HEALTH WORKERS 
Staff position, provide servs. 
to chlldrenlfamllleellndivlduals 
through Individual & group 
progs.; consult/llalse with other 
agencies; coordlnateldevl, com- 
munity progs., coordinate with 
:other treatment personnel Incl. 
psychlatristlpsychologlstlsoclal 
worker/nurse; other related 
duties. 
Qualifications: Appropriate post 
secondary training and related 
experience in community health 
services, with proven ability to 
work in cross cultural setting. 
Applicants subject to satisfac- 
tory references (3) including last 
employer & to police record 
review. Certain police records 
may preclude appointment to 
this vacancy. Personal car on 
mileage required. Smoking re- 
stricted. Salary, benefits, & 
hours of work negotiable. Apply 
In writing by Feb. 22, 1989 to: 
Administrator, 
Bag 100, 
Hazolton, B.C, VIM 1YO 
obo. ,Phone 638-8062 or 635-3682 
after6p.m. " 2/10 I- etic, Motivated i 
1982 Honda Prelude with sunroof, I Hai rdresser  Wanted I CONTRACT TIRE 
low mlieage. Moving and must sell. I to work full time in a | now has a pad.time posi- 
Asking $4,500. Phone 638-8513.z/Sp ! progressive modern l  tion available for a book- 
19T/' Dodge Aspen station wagon. I salon. Must have B.C. | keeperlreceptlonist. Du. 
Good tires, good running condition. I hcens.e and 2 yearsl ties will Include answer. 
$1,0oo OBO. Phone 6354551 after I experience. Apply at: I Ing the phone, accounts 
I R.honda.'s i p . .=,  and receivable, 
filing and casual office 
tmt Heats kx~rd LX, automatic, i Ha i r  D.eslgns | work. Will lead to fulltlme 
good condition, 53,0()0. mile., qr~,~ou. 
Ph0ne635.Tr93evenlngs. i,amp I 4624 Grelg Ave. i position, Please bring 
I Terrace, B.C. I resume to 5412 Highway 
tim! Jdm GLO. $1,800. Phone ~ 16West in Terrace, 2/15o 
• . . . .  
1 • • ,-ii ~ , .. 
MUKS,KUM, OL HOUSING SOCIETY .  
TENANT RELATIONS OFFICER 
The Society is seeking the services of a Tenant Rela- 
tions o f fe r .  
The individual selected will be responsible for pro- 
viding counselling and referral services to tenants 
and applicants of the Society. - 
Provide a ~ between the Society and tenants. 
The successful appficant should have: 
--  completed the first or second year of a soci~ 
• worker program.. 
- -  have knowledge and awareness of the social 
background of the urban Native community, it's 
people and culture. 
- -  the ability tospeak at least one Native language 
would be a def'mite asset. 
- -  be able to work flexible hours. -. 
(For a complete,job description andrequ~ements 
please comact oor office) 
This positionwill initially be a one half time perma- 
nent position. Salarywill be in the $10,000, range 
(~ time). Depending on qualifications. 
Resumes maybe presented in person or by mail to: 
SuiteA, 4506 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1P4. 
Dealine for resumes is February 28, 1989. 
DIRECTOR OF ALCOHOL & DRUG SERVICES 
Location: Northwest Alcohol and Drug Services Ter- ' 
race, B.C. 
Job Description: Under the direction of Terrace and 
District Community Services Society board and ad- 
ministrator, direct and coordinate the activities of a 
regional alcohol and drug service. The service consists 
of four outpatient clinics, Including eleven staff. Duties 
include staff supervision and development, community 
liaison, program planning and administrative func- 
tions. 
Qualifications: Prefer M.S.W. or M.A. with two years 
related experience or a bachelor level degree in social 
services field with five years related experience. The 
candidate should possess knowledge In addictions 
field and have strong administrative and Interpersonal 
skills. 
For more Information and complete JOb description, 
phone Detlef Beck at 635-3178 or Carol Harvle at 
638-8117. 
Qualification briefs should be submitted by February 
17, 1989 to: 
Detlef Beck 
Terrace & Dietdet Community Services 
i - -  3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 
" " . . .  " - :  " "o i  . . . .  . *<, ' - ,  , , i *  . . . I  x , • ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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,YMENT~INVENTORY UST: " 
f Transportation & Highways 
. , . , . . ,  . 
. -  . ; " " . " . . . .  ":~o >. . :  ,=, , "~ .7 :~. ; . : ,~ ; / . , . . : / ,  - . 
CLASSIFICATION: OfflceAss!stant2~(A0xillaty): :: ,,
,, LOCATIONs:Ter race  : ~:...,,,..:..~ " . . . . .  . . :•~." -,.,:"{.. 
:SALARY:. $677.29 - -  $772.33 (bi-weekly) - ' 
': (salary subjectto change• with ratification of 
new contract) 
The Ministry of Transportation & Highways is building 
an inventory of qualified candidates for future entry 
level Office Assistant 2 (auxiliary)positions. 
DUTIES: ~ under.general-supervision, is responsible for 
providing stenograp~ic'and.clerical dutiesto Regionall 
, District staff. ' : 
QUALIFICATIONS: AbilRy to type 50wpm.; Grade• i2or.  
equivalent; minimum of 1 year's experience or an• ac- 
ceptable equivalent combination of education and ex- 
• perlence; knowledge of routine office practices & pro- 
cedures; basic knowledge of computers; familiarity 
With wordprocesslng (WANG preferred). 
Send app!ications to: 
Ministry of Transportation i Highways 
400 - -4546 Park Avenue, 
, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
Attention: Personnel 
AIL~app!ications must be :received by:i 4:30 p.m. 
:Wednesday, February 15, 1989. 
i 
• sUBSTITUTE TEA( HING 
School District No,.88 (Terrace) : 
Applications are invited from certified 
teachers to substitute teach on a day to day, 
basis, certified substitutes will receive 
$100.00 per day and starting on the sixth con- 
secutive day 0fteaching in any situation, pay- 
ment on salary gri~ begins. 
Substitutes are . neededL f0r schools in 
Terrace/Thornhill, Kitwanga, Hazelton and 
Stewart.• All applications should be made to: 
Director of Instruction 
321 l:Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 3E9 
Phone: 635.4931 
" • @ " i Kermode Prmndshlp Soc ety 
'Youth Worker Awareness and Prevention 
• Job Descflptlon 
The Kermode Friendship Society requires an Alcohol and 
Drug Awareness and Prevention Worker to work with Urban 
Native youth. Reporting directly to the Executive Director, 
this individual will be responsible for the implementation f a 
communiiy based alcohol and drug awareness and prevention 
program focused on Urban Native youth. (Will work closely 
with Alcohol and Drug Counsellor.) 
Preferance will be given to individuals Wi£h a degree in Social 
Sciences or related subject area, however, a combination of 
experience and training will be considered. Also, experience 
iworking in Native communities, knowledge of Native culture, 
values and life styles would be a definite asset. 
Please forward resumes to: 
• Ms. 8mh Bevan 
ExlcUiive DIRctor 
genreS  Fdemdilp l~,¢iety. 
Terrace, B.C. VlIG 2N7 
% 
~:  $i,t~.:' Sl,~)O. per month. 
Deadline:.-Fet~uary 22, l~  :. ... 
 SSIF 
1 r 
~,  Northwest Community College 
POSITION VACANCY 
Terrace Campus 
Norihwest Community College has an  immediate 
~ opening • for• a full-time continuing Programmer II (sub- 
ject to review)in the ComPuter Centre;; Flexible wor k 
schedulemay be required. . • 
Duties: The Successful candidate will,provide dally 
maintenance and0perational services required by the 
AdministratiVe/Computing SyStem under the direct 
supervision of the Systems Analyst. 
Qualifications: Secondary School graduation. Diploma 
ofTe~:hnology inManagement Information Systems or 
an equivalent combination of work, education and ex- 
perience. 
Skills: Good knowledge•of VAX/VMS operating system. 
MS-DOS (OS 2) and programming skills in Basic and 
Pascal. Minimum three years' experience with mini or 
mainframe computers and minirnumof two years in a 
VMS environment: 
This position is •subject o the terms and conditions of 
the B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. 
Please relpy in confidence to: ~ _ 
Mr. K. Nelson 
Systems Manager 
Northwest Community College 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace~ B.C. VSG 4C2 
ALARM AND TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 
An expanding, •aggressive company seeks an enthusiastic 
person for part time switchboard operator and secretarial 
Work. (May work into full time.) 
Applicants must be available for some shift work and 
possess the following skills: 
Typing, excellent •telephone manner, excellent communlca. 
tlon skills, file maintenance and general office skills would be 
required. 
Wages are commensurate With experience and all applica- 
tions should be in prior to February 15, 1989. Please submit 
detailed resume and handwritten cover letter to: 
ToIsec Canada Inc. 
c/o Total Business Seivices 
3238 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C., vaG 2N4 
HOME-BASED BUSINESS WORKSHOP 
The Honourable Elwood N. Veitch, Minister of Regional 
Development, in partnership with the City of Terrace and the 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce is offering an 
eight hour home-based business workshop. By helping fledgl- 
ing businesses to use the home as a short term incubator, 
British Columbia's future big businesses can get a safe and 
sure start. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
FEE: 
Contact: 
Friday, February 10, 1989 
Saturday, February l! ,  1989 
Friday, 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Northwest Community College 
Room 2002 
$20.00 for the whole course 
• John Pousette 
~ Development Strategist 
:.- • City of Terrace 
• 635-631 I 
~ Mrs. Bobble Phillips" 
Business Information Officer 
" Terrace& District Chamber of Commerce 
635-2063 ~ 
I / I I ' ' ' T I I  . . . . .  ~ l i t  . . . . . . . .  
ExperlanciNt babysitter ltileded for 
weekend sitting. Phone 638-8398. 
tfnc 
SCHMITTY'S EX(~AVATINO 
(will sell separately) 
1. Schmltty's Excavating, 
name, phone number and  
Information files ~(approx. 
250 septic-system diagram 
locations). 
2. Gravelpit (lease). 
3. Attn. truckers: 32'x45' shop 
with 14' high doors. 
4• Extra lot for • home next to 
shop (75'x100'). 
5. Model 1250' EL-Jay 5'x16' 
3-deck screener (portable 
with 75 kilo. cat generator 
and electrical). 
6. Belt feeder with grizzly 
(portable). 
7. 1980 International dump 
truck (with wet kit). 
8. Nahannl pony gravel trailer 
(with aluminum box) (com- 
bined tare for truck and 
.trailer, 28,132 kgs.). 
9. 544B John Deers loader 
(with bucket and 3rd valve). 
10. 580C case loader, backhoe 
(4xl front and eXtendahoe 
rear). 
11. 1973 Louisville dump (alum. 
box plus 35,416 Ibs.tare). 
12. 4 ft. x 8 ft. 2-deck screener. 
13. 10"x24', Jaw crusher. 
14. 2 conveyors (portable). 
t 15. Rock box, 151/= ft. Call 8chmlttyat ~ .  2/8c 
RoyalAibert, Old Country Rose 
china, crystal punch bowl & 18 glas• 
ses. Fhone 638-0240 after 5 p.m. or 
weekends. 2/3 
Electrolux shampooer, asking $150. 
Phone 632-7781. 2/24 
2 BF Goodrich All-season radial 
tires, Size P22570SR15. Asking $150 
obo. Phone 635-3328. 2/24 
P3S pioneer power sail $350. Merc. 
cruiser stern drive repair manual, 
$60. Boating magazines, 25¢ each. 
Freezer, $150. Phone 627p7482. 2/24 
Hitachi video camera; warranty until 
July, 1992. Character generator, 
6-hour battery pack, wide angle lens, 
extra case. Asking $1,950. Phone 
624.3439. 3/3 
Assorted Body Building Magazines; 
1980 and up. Asking .75¢ each. 
Phone 635-7780 and ask for Arne. 3/3 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635.7840. tfnp 
As new boy's hockey skates, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
sz. 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
635-4140. tfnc 
Autumn scene picture, 61/a by 41/2, 
$35: Citizen radio record player, 
speakers and cabinet, $300: electric 
hedge trimmer, $35: large crockery 
bowl, $10; large steamer trunk, $50. 
Phone 635-6845. 3/lp 
Better quality medium-sized piano. 
$2,300 firm. Phone 635-3869. 2/8p 
Rowing machine, like new, $125; ex- 
ercise treadmill, excellent condition, 
$200. Phone 635-7793. 2/15p 
Craftmitlc double bed,. vibrator; 
heating pad, head and foot sieve. 
~ 5  year old. $2,500. Phone 
a22p 
Kmmore freezer (3 months old), 
$325; oak table and four chairs, 
$325; couch and chair, $425; wood 
desk end chair, $75; other mlscel. 
laneous Items. Phone 6380115. 
3/lap 
Kenmore sewing machine, used 
twice, has 10 built-in stitches, with 
accessory end sttachement kit, ASk ~`  
lug i130o(~p..Phonee¢~-2365. 2/3 
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Two cushion couch;-beige on wood- 
en • frame and chain.Asking $150. - 
Phone 624-5562. 2/3 
Loveeest plus 2 chairs, $400.; Rattan 
dinette set, 'glees table top with 4 
Ch.aDs,' $4004 Sony: 20" Tcolor TV, 
. $250. Yamaha';portable or(jan; $300. 
Stereo stand, $50. Phone 635-7466. 
:2/3 
long size wsted)ed with •leather 
cbps .and six.drawers; large head- 
"l~rd with pbsts. "Excellent condi- 
•tion. Asking $300. Phone 624-4115. .. 3110 
t 
". ~',,oflee. Mlde, $~S. TWO end tables, 
:, $90. for the. pair. Recllner, $60. 
' Phone 632-T~.81. 2/24 
. IBcmwa~ stxed, oak look, Includes 
, cutting board,, drawer and storage. 
Askihg $150..Phone 635-4875 after 4 
2/24 ,:p.m, 
+Tql).ol the line Molls dishwasher; 
tlke'~n~Bw, excellent conditi.on. Asking 
$450. Phone 635.9439. 2/24 
~Sofa.bod lagged condition. Asking 
• ~00,.'.Phone.635-9467. 2 /24 
color,, ve~ 0gad condltlon. ASKIn 0 
"$250. lqmN635-9725. . 3r~ 
-::L-u.,ip i  -uon ,ore; 
~with'octagonMoak coffee table with 
tinted glass top:~nd wicker botton, 
ex. condition... Asking $650.1sez. 
Phone 63&1211." 2/24 
CidM'g b l~ be(I; Iwln I,I~ In the 
i 1~t~ a r-re'- $600- brand new,'e+k" 
obo.;Men's 10-speed bicy- 
cle alldng $60. 1982 440as Yamaha 
~ddoo,.excelleM condition. Asking 
"$3,300.4:~omte 632-85~. 3/3 
WWo"~ed auembiy with box ~ 
spring; metal bed frame and  
vibrator.. ;Asking $500. Phone 
-639.9894. 3/3 
t 
One "balbB,,m furnished unit in 
Thornhlll. 1260 per month. AvailS. le 
Feb. 1. Phone 6354453. . 3/ lp  
FOI l  LEASE 
Store Front 
warehouse 
Light Industrlol 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
. I unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 odjoinin9 units. 1,735 
FOR RENT 
i t  1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
it Laundry facilities & balconies 
it At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
i t  Close todowntown & schools 
+~r Rents start at ~40.00 .... :
, References required. 
Woodland • Apartments 
635-3922 or 635-5224 
Harley Dsvldaon FXR, 1340c0, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac: 
tory maintenance manual; $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for' 
Mark. tfnp 
1980 Honda XL 500; carrying rack; 
on/off road riding. Needs some 
Work. Asking $375 obo. Phone 
632-7319. 2/17 
1987 RZ350 motorcycle, asking 
:+ $2,000; 1987 XL 600 •Honda, Asking 
$2,000. Phone 624-6050. 2/24 
r 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
KATHY D, 
WE MISS YOU! 
Love; the Clan 
in Terrace. 
A responsible couple with three chil- 
dren would like to rent a three or 
four bedroom home close to town. 
Please phone 535-6230. 2/8p 
1 bedroom apartment or house, 
Preferred all utilities included.Need • 
byFebruary 1 or there after. Phone: ' 
635-4219 ask for Dawn. 2/171 
2 to 3bedroom house; reliable work- 
ing couple. Will sign lease, top refer- 
ences. Wanted February/March. No 
children. Phone 624-4115. 3110 
RETAIL SPACE • 
FOR RENT 
300 sq.ft, store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini -Mal l .  
Available Feb. 1st. 
For  further inforrna- 
tion, call 635-6158. ,,,o 
i I 
ml . i 
MOUNTMNViEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, l~undry 
.[acilities and pafldns. 
638-8398 ,r,,,+ 
hp Johnson outboard motor; con- 
trois, 2-5 gel, tanks, new spare prop 
included. Phone 638-1938 or 
638-8111. Ask for Jim. 2/3 
Mere cruiser pap. wanted. Approx- 
-imately 15Y,"x15 pitch, stainless 
steel. MUst be in good Shape. • Phone 
627-8531., • I a3 
14"  Double Eagle speed boat; 
powered by 70 hp Merc, power trim, 
trailer, plus other options. Asking 
$4,000 obo. Phone 624.6644. 2/17 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old I.skelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
L T 
sq,.h, each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
- 4i45-7459 
"Best in Town!" 
SUmmit Squaw 
Apartments 
• per month 
IOnebedroom '1 I Two bedroom from:' from: 
! :++ i S325 ,,.r ,,,o,,,,, s360 • 
l Attractive, sp-aclous, with storage morn. 
• ~ appliances and Iixturee. 
: ,  • Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• :' Jrge balconies with screened patio doors, 
• Laundry facilities. 
m 8eourity enter.phones and desclbolts. 
• ~:bl~ draped and coordinated to,wlw cei~ts. ' 
1 SIX channel satellite T.V. 
i RaUlUet.¢ourts. • , :  
• Ample p~king, .. i:~; : ~i:: 
1 Itefenm~s required. 
Phone: 635 i+  
. < "r . ; , 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Skeena Health• Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street; Emergency Inquiries can be 
maUe In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 2/22p 
Kslum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pete and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years, roll.time, 
part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638.8398. tfnc 
unplanned Pregnancy? Dec Isions to 
make? • Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635.3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
i i 
Restaurant for sale. 
$20,000 down. Owner will 
finance balance over four 
years at 8%/-per annum. 
Phone •635-4111 Or 
638-1993. 2/22c 
• -., . . .  
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
for aplckup truck and flfthwheel or 
a travel trailer. Carl collect -- Angels 
at (604.) 492-3623. 3122p 
~ A SPECIAL PROPERTY : 
• 6;acre hobby farm designed for kids' 
and horses. • •Immaculate 3-bedroom 
• bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex- 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facilities for  two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horeeell). Five minutes fro.m 
town, city (:lose, country Ilvlngl ASK- 
Ing $72,000. Phone 635-2808. 3/8p 
Kltimat Cdsls Use and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfn p 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral sendce. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638,0994. • A f te r  hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assuredi~, n 
There willbe • flrmtever Reunion of 
the Class of 1971 from Nanalmo 
Senior Secondary School. If you at. 
tended N.D.S.S. and graduated in 
1971 (this does NOT mean just grad- 
uates) we are holding an 18 year re- 
Union. If you have not received your 
info. and registration forms please 
contact us. The reunion is in Nanai. 
me at Beban Park July. 14 & 15 1989. 
We are still looking for over 100 for. 
mar classmates. Class of 1971 Re- 
union, N.D.S.S., 8112 Lorenzen Lane, 
Lantzville, B.C., VOR 2H0. 2/17 
98'x15T resklentlel lot on Kenney 
Street in Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 632-2706 and ask 
for Mike or Helen. 6/21p 
10x52' one bedroom trailer/With 
iwood heat. Cozy open living, dining, 
kitchen area. Fridge, stow Included. 
Two additions and wood sheds. 
Fenced yard, garden and green- 
house. Very reasonable pad rent in 
town. Serious inquires only. Phone 
63.5,3103 after 5 p.m. 1/27 
1972 Ssfeway mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility+ room, frld0e, 
stove; natural gas furnace. Available 
in  March, Asking $9,200 obo. Phone 
• 635-9268. 3/3 
Snowmobile trailer;, double widel tilt 
and swivel deck. Asking $500. firm. 
Phone 635-2619. 2/17 
CHOW -- Yock Hlng, aged 100 
years, passed away In Terrace on 
Jan. 28, 1989. Funeral eerv!ce was 
held on Friday, Feb. 3, 1989 at 10 
a.m. at MacKay's Funeral Chapel In 
Terrace, B.C. MacKay's Funeral Ser- 
vices and Crematorium were in 
charge of the arrangements. 2/8 
KERR -- Garry Kenneth, aged 55 
years, passed away In Terrace on 
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 1989. Funeral ser- 
vice was held on Saturday, Feb. 4, 
1989 at 2 p.m. at Knox United 
Church in Terrace, B.C. MacKay's 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
were in charge of the arrangements. 
2/8 
Kszama 150 skis with size 8 Koflach 
boots & Emery bindings, plus poles. 
Asking $200. Phone 635-2118. 2/3 
Men's size 10 ski boots; great condi- 
tion, hardly used. Paid $375. Asking 
$150 obo. Phone 624-5148. 2/3 
2 pair of children's:ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair. Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 2/24 
SOMETHING FOR YOUI 
Have you a need in your life? 
Have you often thought you 
would like to study the Bible? 
But It seems hard to understand 
-- you don't belong to any 
church -- and don't want any 
church pressuring you to Joln~ 
You want to take your time -- 
learn -- and make up your own 
mind about It sill 
Then this is for youl 
Now forming -- Small, free non. 
denominational beginners' Bible 
.Study groupl Ones weekly, our 
home or yours. Absolutely no etr- 
lags attached, Let's talk el)0ut It 
• - -  no pressure -- Just phons 
638.8t10 evenings. 2/81) 
1980 GMC 4x4, short wheelbase, 
good running condition. Call 
635-2189 after 6 p.m. 2/8p 
1N0 Ford tack for sale. Phone 
635-6845. 2/22p 
1979 Ford pickup F.150, automatic 
trans., tape deck lind radio. Asking 
$1,300 OBO. Call 638-1419 after 2 
p.m. 2/22p 
1980 V4-ton Chev 4x4 pickup with 
canopy. $4,000. Phone 638-8513. 
2/8p 
Four Chev 14.Inch wheels with tires. 
Good condition. $100. Phone 
635-7840 and ask for Mark. tfnp 
Wanted -- used canopy to fit Ford 
150 pickup. Phone 635.7840 and ask 
for Mark. tfnp 
Red Fo~I 1974 Econolln0 cargo van; 
good running order. Will ,consider 
trade for a ChevroleL ASking $1,500 
obo. Phon e 632-3104. 2/!7 
CHOICES Program 
is accepting resumes: : 
,,,+work with mentally-' 
:handicapped adults 
,~ desirable qualifications 
background with 
special needs people 
Applicants to undergo 
criminal record check. 
I Must have driver's license 
I and own vehicle. Must 
~ave  basic first aid or be 
l~ill lng to.obtain' TB and 
| Tetanus required. Send 
| resume to: 
Linda Pelletler, 
clo 1,3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B:C. V8G 2X8 
Telephone 635-7863 
2/15c 
• BIMokl found at the B.C. Tel Phone 
:Mart on Kalum Street. Please drop 
:by and Identify.. .,2/15nc 
® B.CI-lydro 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Tree trimming, hourly rates, 
Northern Division. 
Reference: Qgr3101 
Closing Date: 22 Feb. 89 
Details available from office of 
B.C. Hydro Purchasing Agent, 
1265 Howe St., Suite 200, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 2G8; 663-2577 
or 663-2560. Sealed tenders 
clearly marked with reference 
number will be received In Room 
226, address as' above, until 
11:00 e.m. lon above closing 
dates. 2/8c 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
NOTICE is hereby given that • 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
CECIL AURIE MOORE, deceas- 
ed, who died on September 30, 
1988, are hereby required to 
send them to the undersigned 
Executor at #15-4644 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace; British Colum. 
bla, before the 29th day of 
March, 1989, after which date 
the Executor will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto, having regard to 
the claims of which It has notice: 
HOWARD PATRICK PRUNER 
BY: WARNER BANDSTRA 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
15-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG lS6 311c 
blanket 
25 WORDS 
$159 
f 
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• . PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
.. MINISTRY OF .] 
ENVIRONMENT AND PARKS ENVIRONMENT AND PARKS I 
• WASTE MANAGEMENT "WASTE MANAGEMENT I 
m 
BRANCH BRANCH I 
Waste Management I 
File No. AR.8119 I 
• " . APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF- 
•;THEWASTEMANAGEMENTACT 
~":'~:"::i ~ !-?' (Refuse) - 
THIS APPLICATION Is to be filed 
'~ With: the Regional Waste 
'- ;Manager at 372S. Alfred Avenue, 
~Bag5000,: Smlthers,,, British Col, 
:umbla;! N0J 2NO, any person 
'who.maybe adversely affected 
;by;i:thedlscharge or storage of 
:ithe~waste may within 30.days 
; ilfromlthe last date of posting. 
~onder section 3(a)or publication, 
servlceor display under section 
;4,.write to themanager stating 
i.~hoWheis affected.,, : ,  
-i PREAMBLE,  The puqx)se of. 
~.thls 'appllcation;:~S to obtain a 
ii~pe:nnit:to operate an'Incinerator 
:and lan¢lflll stthe SNIP property. 
-1. I/We Comlrmo'Ltd. of 600.1200 
Waist ?3rd Avenue, Vancouver, 
• B.C., W6P6GS, hereby apply for a 
: permit to discharge refuse from 
the :  accommodation c0mplex 
located  360.km NNW of 
. .... Smlthere, B.C. and give notice of 
" application to all persons af- 
fected., ' • . 
-2; The refuse-disposal site of ep- 
:proximately 1,2 hectares will be 
-- .:located at Snip 1 -- Claim Rea. 
' oral #1745 which Is approxlmste- 
ly,-150m east.of Local Survey 
.: Gild ~X)0E and 260m north of 
i Local Survey. Grid 12000N. 
: 3. The type of refuse to be 
:.discharged will be domestic and 
Industrial,. '. , i .  ~ . 
4. The rate of dlschargewlll be: 
.'Average dally (based on operat. 
Ing perlod), 1,2 tcnnes. Total an. 
" nual,dle~harge, 420 lonne& 
~ 5. The composltlon of the refuse 
(In peroent by welght or-volume) 
Is estimated to be: paper - 50%, 
.wood . 5%; metal- 15%,. PUt- 
..'resclbl(De- 30%. 
L.6:~The type-and frequency ,of 
(treatment. tobe  applied Is all 
• " ~ combUStible and putrse¢lbles 
. "~ will be Incinerated dally, thses 
• and, .non.combustibles to be 
• " ? placed Into aanltary-landflll cells 
and covered.with, granular fill.. " 
7." Dated .this 22nd da~t~of 
I)ecember, 1988. 
. . . . . .  D~L:Johnston. 
Teiephor~e No. (604) 263-1212 
A copy of this applloat!on was 
, posted at the site In accordance 
'with the Waste Management 
Regulations on January 4, 1989. 
2/8c 
.. ~ ~; . . . .  ~ :~ : 
- -  Wedn~da;,  Feb~ 8:; ~ 1989" 23 
¢ 
DA,:renewal " 
to dramatically." 
be Fulton says Oberle held • the 
State for Forests, MP Frank province's due; " I  want Oberle position of acting minister:f0r 
Oberle, tO finalize the ~second to sayCanada will sign the sec- four: months prior tO his up- 
term Forest Resource Develop- Grid phase of FRDA for 1989 to pointment and should therefore 
ment  Agreement (FRDA) as 1995 at a level of at least $750 beable to "handle~, the depart' 
soon as possible - -not  at the ndlfion," says Fulton. "The size mont. "'I expecthim to dosome- 
$300~mill ion level of the first o f  unrestocked land has risen thing soon," Fulton says. ~, :~ : "  
agreement, but at, or better , ,  .• 
waste Management than, the $750 million dollar ' : :'~ii 
. . . .  File No. AE.8117 level requested by.the provincial M i ne - -  continued f rom page 1 ; .... ":  • 
APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT government. FRDA is a 50/50 .... .... ~ •:•: 
• UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF federal/provincial cost, sharing ported to Stewart ~ hospital by at the Johnny Mountain mine- 
THE WASTE MANAGEMENTAOT 
(Effluent) program to renew forest re- helicopter-- a dangerous opera- site in.mid-December,• and an- 
• THIS APPLICATION Is to be flied ~ ~sources in• Canada.: l ion in itself withwinds gusting other Ter race  you~,~ S~wart • 
with  the ReglonalWaste :~:~Fa]tonrefers to B.C.'s fo r - -between35 and 601miles per Husband, was fatally in j~ l{ in  
Managerat3726AIfredA~enue, ~Sts:~thei" ;greenghetto"  'i hotur:}: i~ : i i '  i . mid- Januaw when he was : i :  
Bag5000, Smlthers, British Col- 
bmbla;VOJ2N0~"anypersonwho f0rests thai: have been  " ray -= Thi's is the:third major.acci- pi~ed:betw~m two vehicles at- ' 
may be adversely affected by the . aged"  .but "never .•replanted';. dent. in the NorthWest mimng the Newhawk site. • An i,vesfiga- 
discharge or storage of.the ~ 'He says that even though B.C. community in  ~ixwecks. Nme,: tion into the cause of the most 
waste may within 30 days from - - 
the last date of posting under owns'tW0-thirdsofall~the forest- teen-year,old:Kelly McKew.of  recent Newhawk accident con- 
section 3(a)or publication, ear-: :; ed  land in. t~e/c0untry, ~the Terrace died when he became tinu~s. ' 
vice or display under section 4, .i federal govermaent has returned entangled in a conveyor system 
.write to the manager stating how . • . ' : 
he is affected." • only 10 cents of every dollar it . 
PREAMBLE -- The purpose of has collected from the: forest 
this application Is for the permit .'industry.---. andit's time they:put 
.of:the domestic septic tank ef- . more back. "It's. theUlowes.t '~ 
fluent discharge of the c0nstruc- 
i i 
lion camp accommodation, return of anysector in the coun- 
:1. I/We Comlnco Ltd. of 600-1200 . t ry"  says Fulton. 
W.73rd Ave., Vancouver, B.C.', .. 
V6P 6G~, hereby apply for a per- P go I - -  
mlt to dls(ihargeiefflLient.from - 
Septic. Tank located'. 320? km .c'ontinued f rom.  . Page 1 
NNW of Smlthers, B.C... near nues were expected, is seeking interested people Is sit on the Commissh~n ~'~ 
Iskut River, 100 km northwest of 
Stewart, B.C. and give'n0tloe of At 'this pre-referendum see- Terrace and Electorol Ares C (Greater Terroce are=, ex; 
application to all persons at,; sign, <he estimated cost of eluding City of Terroce and Thornhill): :'" 
fatted, the project was set at $502,000 I Position from Electoral Ares  C " " 
2.The land upon which the treat- with $162,900 ofthat forthcom- 3 Positions from the City of Terroce :: 
ment works will be lecated is 
around, coordinate E9200.00, Jag in the form of  an. Expo Interested persons may apply by sUbmiffing o left.arbOr 
N12500.00 SNIP 5, Hemlo West .Legacy grant. The estimated February 15;1980, to: ~ ~ ... 
• 12. " cost tO the homeowner over 20 " ILL Hmllmr " ~:; ..... - '~ 
3. The discharge will be located years was said to be $6.54 for a "Clerk-Admlmistrator " =: :~i~i:~:i~ :. 
at: same as above. - ' :::~i~:; -~?:: ' 
.4. The rate of discharge will be: $50,000 home or $10.54 for em City of  Tom= . -: * * 
Average dally (based on $80,000 home; . . . . .  1:115 lby  Street, ~ : '~/ " * 
operating period), 41.0 (cubic The election came, ballots Terrain,  B.C., V l lG lX i l  " '  
metres/day). The operating were cast, and history haSre;  . . . . .  
period during which the effluent , . . . . . . . . . .  , ,, 
will be. discharged is 7 corded i t  as one of the highest ; ' . . . . .  - . . . .  
days/w~bk. . . . . . . . .  ' . voter, turaouts,in'years ~3,8-72 I~ "
5. The characteristics of the eil' eta possiblerS,4~8 voters turned 
I fluent=~.dlsoharged sha l l -be  
I equivalent to or better than Up atthe polls. The finaL(:0unt: NOTICE  OF  PUBLICHEARING 
I typical septic tank effluent. - 2,040 in favor and 1,161 against. 
I 
. 6. The typeof treatment to be ap- Sunday shopping was also on Notice Is hereby given that a Public Hearing wiU be held on  
piled Is trickle septic tank system with gauged dosing to a that ballot and the results where Wednesday, F~bruary 15, 1889 at the office of the Reg!on~ 
dual tile field system, almost the reverse: 1,232 in District of Kltimat-Stiklne commencing at 7".30 p.m. to receive 
representation from all persons who deem their IMereet to be 
7. Dated this 25th day of favor and 2,093 against, affected by the proposed bylaw: "Regional District of Kitlmat- 
November, 1988. . As the days, . months, and: StlkineElectoral Area E Zoning Bylaw No. 194, 1983, Amend- 
D.L. Johnston. almost years, rolled by, the cost rnsnt Bylaw No. 272, 1988." 
A copy of this application was 
posted rat theslte In accordance escalated. Bids came in well over In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw Is to redeslgnate 
l wlth the Waste Management $800,000 and depending on who an unsurveyed portion of D.L. 373, Range 5, Coast District 
Reguiatlons on December 1, you talked to, and what figures from the ,2(Two FarnllyResidentlal) zone to the RMH (Mobile 
1988. 2/8(: Home Park) zone. Thearea subject to rezoning is located near they used, the cost was pegged at the inersection of Paquette and Empire Street, as.indicated in 
somewhere between $800,000 the sketch below. 
~ J l l l  and $1 million. 
There was also a near tragedy ,,___.j / 
INVITATION TO TENDERS to the story of the expansion. A ~ / ~ • 
community band shell, a part of / Project 994040, Remove existing the project when submitted for " carpet and Install new In three' 
houses and trailer In Dease Expo funds, was dropped from ~ :~: 
Lake, B.C. Tender Documents th.~ city's plans when the cost of / . /  
may be obtained after January the pool began to rise. But / 
27th, 1989 from British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 4825 thanks to an energetic Jim Ryan , / 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and the Terrace Musicians Asso- 
V8G 1K7. elation this "part of the project 
Sealed Tenders will be received went ahead even without the :' I 
at the above address untll 3:00 
p.m. February 16th, 1989 and will Expo funds - -  funds which are , •: 
be opened In public at that time. now. . ,  somewhere. At least the =~=~ su , ,c r  
For further Information call Rod approximately $130,000 .of the =az=m ,,~,~,"o=,. 
Peters in Terrace at 638-3221. gram that still remains after pay- ,o-,~ 
¢ |~T I I |  " • " 
inn.the architect for the pool ex- 
pansion project. ~: " ~ 
Editorial --continued from page 4 ~ 
when they come up here to shoot at the wildlife they 
• get off a scheduled carrier from Vancouver and board 
directly onto a bush-bound aircraft at the Terrace- i~ ~ ~ , i : /  
Kitimat Airport. '~ ,/~ 
The bear  will undOubtedly make an attractive addition The proposed bylaw may be Inspected at the offices 0f:the 
Reolonal Dis Kltlmat.Stlk 
• ,?. 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
& HIGHWAYS 
: 8KEENA, HIGHWAY8 DISTRICT 
ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to section 26 of the 
• "Highway.Act", notice Is hereby 
given that load restrictions may 
• be placed, on short notice In the 
• ne;ir future, on all highways in 
the Skeepa (Terrace)District. 
Restrictions will be Imposed as 
i'oonditlons warrant. 
.The restrictions' wUI IIn~it 
vehicles tO-100 percent, 70 per. 
cent, or 50 percent of legal axle 
loading, as allowed under the 
Regulations: pursuant to the 
• Commercial Transport Act. 
Overweight permits will not be 
granted. All term overweight per. 
mite are invalid for the duration 
of the restrictions. 
The public, and trucking and 
transportation companies, 
should govern themselves ac. 
cordlngly. 
Your to.operation In adhering to 
the above regulations will be ap. 
:preclated. 
J.L,S, Buckle, 
!! " Reglohal Dlrsctor, Hlgh'~aye 
!~ | For: Minister of Transportation 
I and Highways . . . .  
I O,=t~. January 26, 1989 • 
At: Terrace, B.C. . 2/1~ 
to the tourist information center, butanyonewhohas .  I:~. I .Vlstriot of Iine, 300 ,~.4S45-, Lazelle . ~vq~l°~, Terrace, B.C. betweenthe hours of 8:.30:a~m~ to 12:.00 ~" 
followedthis torywdi probablyseeit ~a  m0nument•to ' noon and1:00 p:m. to 4:30 p.m, ~ 
the confusion that ariseswhen procedure triumphs Over ~ Regional District of Kitimat-Stiklne. 
• good intentions. •, ~Y~ . . . . . . .  r 4 
• , : , . /  .. • 
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-t  
. . . . . . . . . .  i ' . . . . . . . . .  " ' . . . . . .  ':' ..:.i:':.. . . . . .  ~ The Terri~ce.Chmch=s F00d o fco ldw"~h~' :Sas  'C i~a~ ad- ' Will be~.ken..Feg;,:l.31,.i:~R,.:,oo.. :" ;~;:-:;:,-:\Thb:.~t(nhij'al/(~|e i~l)tlng 0ftheT(  i ~-' 
will Ol~n ,ts doors fo r four ...diliooal 'hardships :for: ~e? poor:: .Feb: !:",.]4; :.S,Z. Feb. ; I~;"-.thOse: :.: inei~ali ;rric:e ~:!:!i I ;~  " 
days' next week.  to. ,provide. in :the form of' idslter,'.heati~ tmable to appeiu" 0nthose days | Public E ibra~ :ASsoclatioti: Will be'heid:::o~h ::.~ - . . . .  :- . , , . ,  .'.'- . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' . • " ,~-  :: . . . . . .  " ' :  . '  ' ,  , , , ' " "  :::' ,m 
sro~.~= for. the. : r,~Ci="y . . . . . . . . .  ;i, Thunday,Febmaryi16,:!989 at 7.00. p.m, n the /  .costs a~d the ne~! for -beaVi~ : ~wi]l,be ~ken o .  Feb;1,-16.: • - . .  " " " .... . . . . . .  " " ' ' " :"" ~"i '~ =~' " ' 
uoderpfivJl'eg~l: . ' "  .0nMic - '  " "  " ' wj:nterclo ,fl~og.. n . to  =,era . ...:.:-:;.: :: :. ~ : i . . . .  : .  l::/iLibrarij,~MeeiingRo0m, .:::,~: :::::.~:/~::: ,:: /::i.:il/:::/!:l 
_ ~o~d: .B~kc~,  .~_:,~k~ C::e~.o,¢.!W.~.~ .! , '~=.: ; , : : - : -  : .  ,.: : _ _  ilke to I ::~ Electionst0thesoard;0fTrUstees,willtake/i urata sara las[ week ma[ .  : fOod:OaoK; . to~1~t~l  .at ,  ~u~-Anyone .WHO..womu I I  , . . . . . .  ,, ...-:. • , . . , :  • . . . : . . - : . ,  ,, .... ,.;_; : , . ," : ' l r  , . 
ors~t ion  "" " . . . . .  t in"b  ~' " ' rov id~l  makea  'd rat ion  to the  food " lace ,  and  n ommauons for tnese, posnions~ .... " pro~(led:.h¢lp~to Sparks,S.. a .u i ]d i~gp . : ,  0 .. :- I I  P . . , . ' . . . .  . : t . .  . . . .  . , ,  . . - - . I  
204 families in . la~aaW and she. by the Evamgelica]Free Ch~hi  bm~...k can = arrmige' to~.do, so .by, | .  will, ,, be ,  accepted from: thef:-floor,;; ~ Lighti:.il ' 
expects at least that ma,  y to be i s~ked to observe ~efo l lowiaS ca]1i~635-2015. Do~ttoas.ca~ I! -refreshments will be.served. ,. -i. :. ~ ,  ," ! 
s~ ld ,g  assist=ace.this month, reguae.,: people with last re ,m= a]s0'be di'opl0od o f f  at any of the | . ' .. : : _ " " - :::., .,., ~ ;.: ~ .: • • | 
Bra id  noted  that  the  recent  spell ,  beg inn ing ,  w i th  the  letters A -H  loca l  churches .  , I ' " " " i " .' ." ..... ::" " i 
1 
NI S'iSANi:! 
. . . .  - , . : ,  -. " - . : v " , . - ,  " . .  
& 
HARDBO DY BO N/j,S i '  ~, : '  ~ .. ; : . . . . .  : 
The Ha.nlbodyvs the Comparably equlPl~l c0mpetition" NO Charge No Charge AM/FM Cassette Rad 
. Hardbody I Ford I Toyota I Mazda 
K l~f~lb  OIL I ~ ~ ~ I Extra Cab I Cab Plus 
.1.m*" I SlS,I~ I m,"0 I .=,m 
"Co l t  ~)mpar l lon  based  on  MORP am o f  January  e ;  1889 fo r  
N lmlmn K ing  Cab  De luxe  w i th  I I=~mal  lump Nat  a t  no  c : l~rgo .  
"*P lum I re lgh l ,  .p re -c le l i very  c~hargee , "  I ~ - a n d  taxes .  
Buy a 1989Nissan  Hardbody King Cab DLX 
4x2 from January 18 through February 28 
and we'l l  th rowin  a t ruck load  of options. , : , , , . -  
• .F~ld~ny jump am,  cut-pile carpet ing, .  :. : . .  ,,~:~. ....... :~.~, , . :  
• i~wer  s t~r idg ,  cloth bucket seat= and  ' _ i:~i/: ~:: (:!!~if:i;i 
AM/FM cassette-radio. N I  at  no extra cost. ;:: 
You' l l save more than $1500 over a .,~. 
.comparably equipped Toyota. And almost ......... i~ iii: 
; ; $1000 over a Mazda Cab Plus with ~: , ~ 
• 'comparable options.* ..... ;' 
Oniya  N issan King Cab can carry  this off . ~!~!!!"~:"::::~. ...... .... 
with a 5-speed manual  transmission,  a gutsy ~,..-..:~:::q 
2.4 Iitre fuel injected 106 horsepower engine, ~i~:~: 
a1400 lb. payload anda  3500 lb. towing, • I 
caPac i ty .  
Doub le  wal l  construction in  the cargo box 
adds ext ra  protection for corrosion-resistant 
body panels. 
All for  $11,589,** 
Take a look for yourself  at one of the B,C. 
Nissan Dealers.  Do it soon because a truck 
l ike'this,  With a deal like this, won't  sit on a 
lot too Ion o. 
,C lo th  Seats  
No Charge 
Power Steering 
No Charge Cut-pile-Carpet 
' • No:CI - . . , ( .  
. . . .  . . -  . " :.,~, : 'A  :: 
~. : -  ]- ~::~'~::~;!,',.: . /  
. _ . - _  . .  ' ? .~ . ' , ;  
, , . .  , . , -  _ ,  - 
'89 KING CAB DLX. $11,589"* 
Micra =7989"" 
..)i. 
I! ii ¸ :!i!i i:i : , ,  . ! ,  1 , : : .  ,.~ . "~, 
.:~; ",!~:~'%~.~i:": i.~; : " . ;  , !  .", 
:...-. : :~/  - :  : , / . ,  . :  ' .  . : .  .~ 
i 
OFFER;STARTS JANUARY 1,8 AND,ENDS FEB,RU 
~:  ";: , :C::: . i~:, :. :' ~ : 
~.  ! 
1.2 litre 4 cyl inder 
front-wheel dr ive 
5'speed overdrive manual  
transmission 
Rear .window •defroster 
qA~ 
t l  I I I ' 
e. Front disc brakes I 
• Halogen head lamps : I 
• Steel I~elted radial .t ires . :~: 
• Reclining cloth bucket .... " :;"" - • v.: " " ' "  
• seats : . . . . . .  
,,, NO COST 
 I;NiSSAN WARHANTY 
/13  ~ears/60'000 km 6 yearsll00'000 km 
& - 
full coverage 4- on main 
powertraln group 
: . /  :**plus freight;  pre-del ivery charges, l icence 
:/:,ii, ": and taxes ' • 
i r ' l l i  ; ~ '  ' ' i i r ' i - - 
: , ;  ~i';"~: . :t~:..'.!~s:~]'~ , ,,~'!~::..~, 's{-.s,/.~.;!~..-:;s;,~,: ,,~;:,,:.;~-" ".:..', ;;.~..~.-ri~.' 
OUR B.C. NISS  DEALER 
oITrHERN NISSAN 
KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 63S-6174 , 
~:: ~ ~,:~ :~:~-,~.: ~ :~r ~J % ~:'? i: :!:~i: ;~ ?' i:~< •~ !?: ~ ~i 
i ! i :~ ' : i r ? i i l  : :~  i 
, ]  
